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MICROCOMPUTERS IN TODAY'S SCHOOLS: ARTICLES

The following collection of journal articles, reports and
documents is designed to provide background information for

those persons interested in educational applications of micro-
omputers. Additional sources of information are identified in
bibliographies accompanying many of the re lefts and in the
Resource List included in this Handbook

.
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PREFACE

This report is one of several in a series of reviews of research
literature conducted for the Alaska School Effectiveness Project.
Each of the reports addresses a topic which is deemed to have an
impact, actual or potential, on school effectiveness. All of the

_reports have been generated using the same general approach and a
come reporting format.

The review process begins with a topical literature search using
both computer based ERIC and conventional library methods. Articles
and other documents found are analyzed and abstractea into a brief
form called an Item Report. Each of the items is then judged against
a set of pre-established criteria and ranked on a five-point scale.
The collection of Item Reports are then examined for purposes of
identifying issues. These issues are stated in the form of
hypotheses. Each hypothesis thus generated becomes the subject of a
Decision Display. A Decision Display is created by sorting the Item
Reports into those which support or negate the hypothesis, are
inconclusisme, are badly flawed, or are irrelevant. One or more
Decision Displays are generated fOr each topic addressed. A Summary
Report is then geneiated from the consideration of the Decision
Displays ado the file of Item Reports. Thus, each complete report in
the ser:.es consists of a Summary Report which is backed up by one or
more Decision Displays which in turn are supported by a file of Item
Reports. This format was designed to accommodate those readers who
might wish to delve into various depths of detail.

This report is not intended to represent the "final word" on the
topic considered. Rather, it represents the analysis of a particular
collection of research documents at this time. There may be other
documents that were not found because of time or other lir.tations.
There may be new research published tomorrow. This present report
represents our best judgment oe available information at this time.
This format allows for modification and re-analysis as new
information becomes available or old information is re-interpreted.

For a more complete description of the analysis process see
William G. Simard, Procedures for Research on School Effectiveness
Project, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, December 10, 1980.

5
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Topic:
Authors:
Date:

Computer-Assisted Instruction
P. Rapaport/W. G.-Savard
December 12, 1980

Overview

Educators have recently begun to examine computer-assi;ted instruction

(CAI) more closely, due to the recent slashing of computer costs caused by the

technological advances which produced the mini- and micro-computer. These

technological advances have renderea obsolete CAI cost information which is

o'er two years old. Micro-computers with enough power to provide CAI

practice, problem solving and simulation are now quite inexpensive, some

costing less than $2,000. Over a four-year period, such a system could cost

less than $1 pew student hour, including courseware, thus making CAI

increasingly attractive from the financial point of view. There are also new

levels of convenience. When CAI was first tried on a large scale, the it was

necessary 'to bring the students to the computer terminals:, The present state

of the'art brings the computer to the student and requires no communicaticn

costs, no special operating personnel and little or no modification of

facilities. The basic remai. Ang questiou then is, how well does it work in

promoting student learning?

Major Findings

-----Achievement. The stuaies covered in this report are generally

well - designed and show remarkable consistency in their findings. Almost every

study finds that traaltional instruction, suppleme tea by CAI, leads to higher

achievement than traditional instruction alone. Two of the three reviews

which are includea in this report - failed to report a single case of

contradictory findings. Even the extensive review by Thomas (1979) could gnly

uncover one seconaary typing course, one college.accounking class and one



community college course where traditional instruction was sound to be

superior. All the elementary studies, and virtually all the secondary studies

repoWachievement gains by the students receiving CAI.

Studies of CAI as a replacement for traditional instruction are not as

conclusive. Most of the stuoies reviewed by Edwards and her colleagues 11175)

do not find CAI alone superior to traditional instruction alone. However,

nearly halt of those studies'do find higher achievement in the CAI group.

A very few of the studies reported differences in the effectiveness of CAI

based upon characteristics of the students. Three studies report that CAI is

more effeCtive for low'ability students than for high ability students. Two

other studies report that boys benefit from CAI more than girls co, but one

study fails to'find any differences. However, both of these findings may be

caused by a ceiling effect; in both cases, the groups which improved the most

had the most room to improve.

Attitude. Most studies tins that CAI Students have a better attitude

toward the subject matter than students who received traditional instruction

alone. Many studies do not find a difference in attitude, and Thomas's review

found one study with more negative attitudes in the CAI study. This was in

the same community college study which,found less achievement in one of the

CAI groups. The usual finding is that students have a very positive and

enthusiastic response to the CAI course.

Other Findings. All of the studies which reported the amount of time

taken by students to learn the material found that, compared with

traditionally instructed students, CAI students complete the same material

in2less time or more material in the same time. There is no consistent

evidence that there is any difference in the retention rates of CAI and

traditionally instructed students. Thomas 41979) reviewed three studies which

show that students can be assigned to share terminals and still achieve as

such as students assigned to individual terminals.
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Conclusions
/

The research finaings make it clear that CAI is an effective supplemnt to

//

traditional instruction. The evidence is not strong enough to support

teaching by CAI exclusively; a combs approach seems to work best.

Computer-assisted instruction is also popular with students ana often improves

their attitude toward the subject matter. The CAI approach usually results in

the students learning more material in a given time period, or the same amount

of material in less time. Years that students woula forget CAI learned

material more easily than traditionally learned materials appear to be

unfounded although findings in this area are mixed or inconclusive.

Recommendations

It is recommenced that the use of' computer-assisted instruction be

actively promoted and expanded. This would be especially important for small

schools in rural areas where it is difficult to offer full schedules of

classes to limited numbers of students. It is also recommended that the use

of computer-ass ted instruction be increased with low-achieving students and

with students w end to be alienated by traditional teaching methods.

It is recognizes at the development of CAI programs may be beyond the

capabilities of some small districts. It is therefore recommended that the

state take a leadership role in such development efforts, providing both

financial support and technical expertise.

9



COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRQCTION
Decision Display

#1

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

Ccmputer-Assisted Instruction, when combined with traditional instruction, leads to
higher achievement than traditional instruction alone.

Item
Number Short Title

Quality Rating
of Study

Items which tend to support hypothesis:

6

60

20

59

2b

8

Edwards, et al., 1975, CAI Review
Fletcher & Atkinson, 1972, Stanford CAI
4xcli:rtt, 1980, CAl', Remedial Math

Thomas, 1979, CAI review
Vincent, 1977, CAI, Special Education
Wilson, 1980, CA/ Review

4) 1A11 studies support)
4)

41

4) 152 studies support)

41

4) 119 studies support)

35 Leunitte 4 Blick, 1973, CAI, Physics 3)

21 Litman, 1977, CAI, Reading 3)

19 Pechter, 1979,-CA11._Neth 3)

3 Ragosta, et al., 1980;-CAJAAngitudinal 3)

Study :-----

17 Wilkinson, 1979, CAI, PLAN --___

-----44)

31

13 Wilson 4 Fitzgibbon, 1970, CAI, English
2? Haberman, 1977, CAI, Disturbed Children 2)

Items which tend to deny hypothesis:

59 Thomas, 1979, CAI Review

Items which are inconclusive regarding the hypothesis:

59 Thomas, 1979, CAI Review
Wilson, 1980, CAI Review

14) 43 studies deny)

(4) 14 stuoidi inconcluZive)
14) 12 studies inconclusive)

Its were excluded beceusethey were weak:

25 Annelli, 1977, CAI Raiding 111

#14nis, ,a1., 1980, CAI, Algebra 111

13
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Items which were excluded because they were 3udged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesxs:'

7 Martin, 1973, CAI, Drill and Practice
16 Cassie, 1977, CAI, Career Education
18 Schaeffer, 1979, CAI, College German

Drill Practice
23 Drake, 1978, CAI, Guidance
24 Beck, 1979, CAI, Student Attitude
61 Beck, 1979, CAI, Attitude
62 Suppe*, et al., 1968, CAI, Arithmetic

11
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Decision Display

#2

Metacement of issue as a hypothesis:

CAI alone leads to higher achievement than traditional instruction alone.

Item
Number Short. Title

Quality Rating
of Study

1)

Items which tend to support hypothesis:

6 Edwards, et al., 1975, CAI Review

Items which tend to deny hypothesis:

None

(4) (9 studies support)

Items which are inconclusive regaroing the hypothesis:

6 Edwards, et al., 1975, CAI Review 141 (11 studies inconclusive)

Items which were excluded because they were weak:

None

Items which were excluded because they were Jud9ed to be irrelevant to this

hypothesis:

60 e Fletcher i Atkinson, 1972, Stanford CAI 14)

20 Modisett, 1980, CAI, Remedial Math 14)

59 Thomas, 1979, CAI Review 141

26 Vihcent, 1977, CAI, Special Education 141

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review 14)

35 Leunetta a Buick, 1973, CAI, Physics 13)

21 LItman, 1977, CAI, Reading 131

19 Pechter, 1979, CAI, Math 131

3 Ragosta, it al., 1980, CAI Longitudinal 131

Study

15
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Items which were excluded because they were lvdged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis: (Continued)

17 Wilkinson, 1979, CAI, PLAN (31

13 Wilson fi Fitzgibbon, 170, CAI. English 131

25 Annelli, 1977, CAI, Reading 111

5 Menis, et al., 1980, CAI, Algebra
18 Cassie, 1977, CAI, Career Education 121

18 Schaeffer, 1979, CAI, College German
Drill Practice

23 Drake, 1978, CAI, Guidance. 121

24 beck, 1979, CAI, Student Attituce
61 Beck, 1979, CAI, Attitude
62 Suppes, et al.; 1968, CAI, Arithmetic

13 1
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Decision Display

413

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

Computer-Assisted Instruction loads to better sttitudes toward the sub3ect matter

than/are found in students receiving traditional instruction.

Item
Nuaber Short Title

Quality Rating
of Study

1;1 Items which tend to support hypothesis:

59 Thomes, 1979, CAI Review- 14) 410 studies support)

26 Vincent, 1977, CAI, Special Edudation 14)

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review , 141 421 studies support)_

19 Pacntsr, 1979, CAI, Math 131

Items which tend to de hypothesis:

59 -Thomas, 1979, CAI Review

Itemssive regarding the hypothesis:con

14) 41 study deny)

59 Thomas, 1979, CAI Review 14) 47 studies inconclusive)

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review 14) 421 studies inconclusive)

35 Leunetta 4 Blick, 1973, CAI, Physics 13)

Items which were excltded because they were weak:

None

Items, which were excluded becauselply were ludved to a irrelevant to this

hypothesis:

6 Edwards. at al., 1975, CAI Review 141

60 Pletcher i Atkinson, 1972, Stanfom CAI 141

20 Moaisett, 1980, cm, Remedial Math 14)

21 Litman, 1977, CAI, Reading 13)

7 Martin, 1973, CAI, Drill and Practice 131

3 Ragosta, et al., 1980, CAI,'Longitudinal 131

Study

17
14



Items which were excluded because the were ud ed to be irrelevant to this
hypothesise (Continued)

17 Wilkinson,-1979, CAI, PLAN 131

13 Wilson 6 Fitzgibbon, 1970, CAI, English 13)

25 Annelli, 1977, CAI, Reading 111

5 .ftnis, et al., 1980, CAI, Algebra (1)

16 Cassie, 1977, CAI, Career Education (2)

16 Schaeffer, 1979, CAI, college German
Drill Practice

23 Drake, 1976, CAI, Guidance . 121

24 Beck, 1979, CAI, Student Attitude
61 Beck, 1979, CAI.Attitude
62 Suppes, et al., .966, CAI, Arithmetic

1
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Decision Display

#4

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

Students receiving CAI complete the same materials as traaitionall.y instructed
students in less time, or they complete more material in the same time.

Item
Number

ti

Short Title

Quality Rating
of Study

1

Items which tend to support )3 thesis:

6 Edwards, at al., 1975, CAI Review (4J (9 studies support)

55 Thomas, 1979, CAI Review (4) 110 studies support)

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review IC 41 studies support)

Item1....thhicht clhylppIesisen

None

Items which are inconclusive regarding the hypothesis:

Items which were excluded because they were 74(als:

None

'tees which were excluded because they were judged to td irrelevant to this
hypos s:

60 Plencher 4 Atkinson, 1972, Stanford CAI (#)

20 Modiimitt, 1980, CAI, Remedial Math (4)

26 Vincent, 1977, CAI, Special Education 14)

35 Leunitta 6 Slick, 1973, CAI, Physics (3)

21 Litman, 1977, CAI, Reading 131

7 Martin, 1973, CAI, Drill and Practice 131

19 Pechter, 1979, CAI, Math 131

3 Magnate, et al., 1940, CAI Longitudinal (3)

Study

19

16



Items which were excluded because they were 3udged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis: (Continued)

17

13
25

Wilkinson, 1979, CAI, PLAN
Wilson 6 Pitzgibbon, 1970, CAI, English
Annelli, 1977, CAI, Reading

13)

(3)

111

5 Monis, et al., 1980, CAI, Algebra (1)
16 Cassie, 1977, CAI, Career Eaucation 121
18 Schaeffer, 1979, CAI, College German

Drill Practice A

23 Drake, 1978, CAI, Guidance (2)
24 Sock,1979, CAI, Wasnt Attitude
61 Beck, 1979, CAI, atitude
62 Suppes, et al., 1968, CAI, Arithmetic

k

17
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COMPUTER - ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Decision Display

65

Restatement of issue as a hylethesis:

CAI students forget the matutial they have learned over long periods more than
traditionally instructed students forget.

Quality Rating

Item of Study

Number Short title ( 3

Items which tend to supportpothesis:

6 Edwards, et al., 1975, CAI Review

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review

Items which tend to deny hypothesis:

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review

Items which are inconclusive t ardin the h thesis:

(4) (9 studies support)

141 (2 studies support)

141 f2 studies deny)

6, IdWards, et al., 1975, CAI Review (4) 49 studies inconclusive)

59 Thomas, 19791 CAI Review , 14) 410 studies inconclusive)

8 Wilson, 1980, CAI Review (4) 12 studies inconclusive)

35. Leur,,tta & Mick, 1973, CAI, Physics 131

Items which wet* excluded because they were weak:

NOM

'tees which were excluded because the were ud ed be irrelevant to this

question:

60 Fletcher & Atkinson, 1972, Stanford CAI (4)

20 Modisett, 1980, CAI, Remedial Math (4)

26 Vincent, 1917, CAI, Special Edudation (4)

21 Litman, 1977, CAI, Reading (3)
7 Martin, 1973, CAI, Drill and Practice 133

19 .Pachter, 1979, CAI, Math 131

3 Ragoota, it al., 1980, CAI Longitudinal 131
Study

21
18 AM.
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Items which were excluded because they were udged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis: (Continued)

17 Wilkinson, 1979, CAI, PLAN 151
13 WilIon i Fitzgibbon, 1970, CAI, English (3)
25 Annelli, 1977, CAI, Reading
5 Menis, et al., 1980, CAI, Algebra Ill

16 Cassie, 1977, CAI, Career Education 121

18 Schaeffer, 1979, CAI, College German
Drill Practice

23 Drake, 1978, CAI, Guidance (21
24 Beck, 1979, CAI, Student Attitude
61 Beck, 1979, CAI, Attitude
62 Suppes, et al., 1968, CAI, Arithmetic

19
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The Demand for Instructional Computing:
Societal and Educational

; e June 30,*1980 issue of Newsweek introduced its seven-page feature
t

artic10!on computer technology with these words:

A revolution is underway. Most Americans are
already well aware of the gee-whiz gadgetry that is
emerging, in rapidly accelerating bursts, from the
world's high-technology laboratories. But most of us
perceive only dimly how pervasive and profound the
changes of the next twenty years will be. We are at
the dawn of the ere of the smart machine-4n
'information age" that will change forever the way an
entire nation works, plays, travels and even
thinks.... Even computer scientists, who best
understand the galloping technology and its
potential, are wonderstruck by its implications....

(And)

The explosion is just beginning....(1)

Computers have already taken their place in the everyday lives of

Americans in all pectors of our society. Behind the scenes, computers

are a part of automobiles, TVs, toys, microwave ovens, electronic games,

and home security systems, as well as police surveillance systems,

banking and billing systems and so forth. On center stage computers

confront many Americans through computerized home-entertainment systems,

and everyday we run into more and more computer terminals checking out

our groceries or other purchases at stores, checking out our books at the

library, or checking our pulse and heart rate during our routine physical

examinations at-the doctor's office. With the advent of affordable

desk-top microcomputers in the-last years of the 1970's, the versatile,

challenging, intriguing and useful microcomputer Itself is becoming an

increasingly cc-mon fea.n:e in American homes.

Not only is the assurance given in the June, 1979 issue of Aperican

Education obviously ,true: Like television, computer* are here to

stay,'(2) but, the vision of Dr. Seymour Papeat of M.I.T. during

6
25
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Congressional Hearings in 1277 characterizes cleaLly theiplace computers

are taking in our lives:

During the nineteen eighties small but
immensely powerful personal computers will become
as much a pert of everyone's life as the TV, the
telephone. the printed paper and the notebook.
Indeed computers will integrate and supergede the
functions of these and other communicational and
recreational home technologies.(3)

The predicted omnipresence of computers casually in our daily lives

takes a back seat only to the ',spectacle of a related development: our

industrial society is rapidly becoming predominantly an "information

society" in which, today,

science-based information industries account for
more than one-half of our gross-nation.'_-product
(GNP) and over half of all our jobs. The
professional and technical segment is one of the
fastest growing employment sectors in our work
force. Computers have become a critical and
indispensable pact of this dev .'lopment.(4)

As a result of these progressive developments in our society,

edumtors in America today are recognizing the importance of computer

literacy, on the part of the populace.

It is important ..1r all citizens to understand what
computers can and ,'cannot do. Students should be,
aware of the many, uses of computers in sociAty,
such as their use in teaching/learning, financial
transactions and information storage and
retrieval., The "mystique" surrounding computers is

disturbing and can put persons with no
understanding of computers -at a disadvantage., The
increasing US4 of computers by government, industry
and business demands an awareness of computer uses
and limitations. (5)

Further, as one of education's central. aims Ls to prepare students to

take their places as productive, contributing citizens, the question

asked by Dr. V..timmes Rutherford of the National Science Poundatial in

)979 Is one with Which all responsible educators are coming to grips:
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How will students denied access to computer related
skills fare in the competition for jobs and
advanced academic training in an information
scsiety?.(6)

The impetus to incorporate computers into the curriculum has come to

education, however, not only from the developments in the society which

it serves, but from within its own precincts. American education has

been characterised as developing in three phases. The first may be

typified as the early commitment to universality of educational

privileges, which shaped and has been shaped by media (lecture-technique-,

trwtbooks,.films and recordings) suited to instruction of large numbers

of students. In the last two decades, emphasis moved to equality of

universal education, with attention centering on segments of the student

population in need of special instructional methods and modes: the

underprivileged (largely minority children), underachievers, the gifted

and the handicapped. In the last decade, the focus has broadened (or

dereponed)'to concern for the quality of education, with attendant

emphasis on individual needs, significant achievement and overeli

accountability.(7)

In pursuit of the goals and solutions to the problems addressed in

each4phase, education has progressively adapted and expanded its methods

and media. In the recent tip xades, diversification and

individualisation of instruction have joined with accountability and

relevancy as focuses of modification of instructional methods. Dueing

this period, computers have, of course, been introduced into the

curriculum in the fora of classes in programming and data processing

techniques where appropriate. Further, however, Oomputers have been the

-center-of-a growing tide of interest due to their versatility and

potential power in direct instruceion, as well as to their relevancy and
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interest to students as modern mechanisms which can be controlled,

manipulated, and interacted with personally or in groups with

considerable satisfaction. As Dr. Richard Otte of National Institute

of Education pointed out in 1978, the fundamental goal of universality in

education can be served well by computers in instruction as they provide

a variety of instructional strategies and delivery
modes,4find can be a useful and exciting means for
expanding learning opportunities.(8)

In particular, educational professionals have been researching and

analysing the effectiveness of oomputers in the areas central to the 1"._,

concern for educational equality and quality:' the underpriveleged,

underachieving, gifted, and handicapped students and the basic skills.

Dr. Sylvia.Charp of the Philadelphia School District expresses the

characteristic iMprovemeht u participation by the disadvantaged:

...many "reluctant learners" who are involved in
computer supported progams begin to lose their
hesitancy, respond, and become more active and
interested learners. (9)

Dr. Dorothy A. Sisk, Director of the Office of the Gifted,'U.S.

Office of Education, explained the success of computers in instruction

for the gifted as centering on twr roles: first, the computer can serve

as a comprehensive in-depth information source in the classroom for the

gifted, and can provide a new and challenging vehicle for expressing

their ideas. In summary, Dr. Sisk suggested:

...the computei can serve as a means for gifted
students to acquire information at the rapid pace
they are capable of learning and acquire the use of
the computer as a viable and necessary skill for
the owing age of technology.(10)

For the special group of students technically considered

handicapped? The American Education Journal described a few of the

advances in the technology which allow blind students to read through
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print-to-English conversion mechanisms, deaf or palsied students to

communicate over distances through typed messages on terminal screens,

and concluded:

The value of computers in education for the handicapped in
incalculable.(11)

And basic skills( Since the mid-1960'-, the national levels of

achievement of basic skills has been declining as expressed by SAT

scores. The tasks of reversing the trend has promoted much of the

research into the effectiveness of computers not only in providing,

instruction through computer-based drill and practice but in carrying out

efficient tracking and individualization of instruction which an unaided

-teacher with a class of 25-30 students cannot hope to perform

extensively. The research altogether has shown the patient/attentive/,

responsive computer to be an effective drill master for students in basic

and remedial instruction. As the California State Department of

Education reported in 1977, "The results from many years of careful

research and development in CAI are very positive as to its effectiveness

as a learning tpol.!(12)

And reporting to the Congressional assembly in 1979 on

'Information and Communications Technologies Appropriate in Education,"

Dr. Nellouise Watkins of Bennett College articulated the concern over

basic skills and the implicit need for the efficient individualization of

instruction. In her words, "Research has shown the task can be

accomplished with the oomputer:s(13)

In summary, the prospects of computers joined with traditional

instructional methods to further the aims of equality and quality of

education appear to be excellent.
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Schools across the nation have been responding to the developing

societal and educational demands for computers in the schools as funds,

ex2ertise, and understanding have allowed. The State of Oregon has been

awe.; the leaders in educational oomputing during the last decade, with

the establishment of the Oregon Council for Computers in Education (which

has now become the International Council on Computers in Education), and

with the publication of the teacher-oriented instructional computing

magazine The Oregon Computing Teacher_ (which has. become The Computrng

lkacher with a national subscription list).

Oregon educators have given consistent attention to the expansion of

computer technology within their school districts and through the (forts

of the Council on Computers in Education have established a program of

instructional computing. Thus, they find themselves in'an advantageoUs

position at the beginning of the 1980's t.% mks increasingly effective

ur.1 of computers in achieving the goals of equality and quality in

education, as well as in better preparing students to take their places

at confident computer- literate prodUcers and citizens in the information

society dawning around us.
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a_furvey of Research

Because of the implications for actualyaching tasks of -Aasaroom

teachers, them is great interest in the lectiveness of methods of

"Teaching With Computers.".wm have therefore. focused on that category in

this review, conducted in August and September 1980, of research on the

effectiveness of computer assisted instruction (CAI) as compared to other

forms of instruction. Chi is generally characterized by the interaction

of a student at a computer termite]. with instructional material (a

question, a paragraph, a number, etc.) presented by the computer system.

The student responds by typing an answer or command and the computer

responds with additional instructional stimuli which may be some function

of the student's previous response. Tor purposes of this literature

search, Chi includes drill, practice, tutorial, problem solving, and

simulation, Which are defined as follows:

o drillstudent responds quickly to brief items or questions,
mush like traditional "flash cards°1

o practice - student answers more complex questions which may
require more extonsive interaction with the computer;

o tutorialtextual materials and questions are presented to
the student, and frequently uses branching based upon the
student's response;

o simulationmodels a portion of rmality and allows the
student to experience the interaction of complex events;

o problem solving - -student applies principles and rules to
various situations.

Studies included in this report 3.-e primarily limited to elementary

and secondary education, but basic skills applications of ChI in higher

education are also included because of their relevance for younger

students who have not arrived at the needed level of competency.
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This review of research will present evidence relative to the

effectiveness of CAI on student achievement, motivation and attitude

toward CAI, retention of material, comparisons of time to learn subject

setter, and teacher-student interaction.

Computer-manage& instruction (CMI) and the teaching of programming or

computer science are not included unless a CAI component is evident. CMI

is differentiated from CAI in that the computer is used for tasks such

as: diagnosing, assigning, ;outing the student through the curriculum,

progress evaluation and related record keeping.

Methodology

Relevant literature dealing with effectiveness of CAI was located in

several ways. The Educational Resources information Center (ERIC) data

base was searched using a variety of descriptors, and yielded many

documents which would otherwise have been unavailable. The Education

Index was used to identify relevant material published in the last three

years. A search was also made of the Dissertation Abstracts

International to locate recent doctoral dissertations which explored

aspects of CAI. Other sources such as educational journals were scanned

and a telephone survey of key individuals with CAI experience was

conducted.

Even though more than 100 studies were examined, usable results of

the review were less than anticipated. This was due .o several reasons:

(1) some potentially valuable research projects are currently underway,

but do not yet have any delta available; (2) the literature lags behind

research by several months; (3) studies done by commercial suppliers of

oourstware are hot included in this report; (4) the Largest problem,
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however, is that many of the studies located were not usable because they

did not apply accepted research techniques. Resultb and claims whose

v4lidity could not be verified by data within the study were not

included. Many studies indicated positive results from CAI, but did not

use other groups of students for comparison. These studies cannot answer

questions about the relative efficacy of CAI as compared to other types

of instruction. Student achievement data from such studies are not

included in this report. Purthersore, the evidence of effectiveness has

not been reported unless the likelihood of the results being due to

chance is less. than one in twenty.

Survey Results

Student Achievement in GenerA

Several previous literature reviews (Jamison, Supper, and Wells, 1974;

Edwards, Morton, Taylor, Weiss, and Van Dusseldorp, 1975; and Thomas,

1979) examined studies on the effectiveness of CAI in student

achievement.

Edwards et al. (1975) reported that all studies examined showed that

normal instruction supplemented with CAI was more effective than normal

instruction alone. When CAI was substituted, in whole or in put, for

traditional instruction, studies were almost evenly divided as to whether

students receivfag CAI achieved more or about the same, as non-CAI

students. When different types of CAI were compared, mixed results were

observed between increased achievement and no difference for CAI and

non-CAI students. Edwards at al. (1975) also reported that CAI was

equally effective when compared ta individual tutoring, language
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laboratory, and various media, such as programmed instruction and

filmstrips.

Thomas reviewed over thirty stalies in a variety of disciplines which

were related to the effect of CAI on achievement. Four_ studies showed

approximAely equal results for CAI and other modes of instruction; one

study showed negative results (a beginning typewriting course). The other

sources reported positive results with the use of CAI in basic

mathematics, language arts, reading, career information, biology, algebra

and physics. Drill, practice, simulation, tutorial, emd problem solving

types of CAI were all included.

Reading

Jamison et al. (1974) summarized the results of several studies

dealing with applications of CAI to the teaching of reading, where it was

shown to be an effective supplement to regular instruction. This was

especially true with CAI drill and practice for students who start below

grade level.

Two atudies reported by Jamison et al. (1974) indicated that CAI

tutorial programs in first grade beginning reading resulted in comparable

scores for boys and girls. This is an important finding since boys, on

the average, do not show an initial reading achievement level equivalent

to that of girls. Litman (1977) analyzed the reaults for fourth through

sixth grade students, and reported that after onl year fourth and fifth

grade males receiving CAI drill and practice scored significantly higher

than non-CAI males. ("Significant" in this report means statistical

significance at the .05 level, unless otherwise stated.) Anelli (1978),

r
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however, found that disadvantaged third and fourth grade girls gained

more than boys.

Results of a three-year project for supplementary CAI in selected

Title I schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District were reported

by Ragosta, Jamison, Juhnke, Woodson, and Holland (1980). Students were

pre-fhsted at the beginning of fourth grade and post-tested at the end of

the sixth grade. The CAI students received three drill and practice

applications from Computer Curriculum corporation (CCC) in different

combinations: mathematics, reading and language. A control group of

students received no CAI. Students who used all three curricula scored

significantly higher gains on the vocabulary subtest of the California

Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) than did the control group.

At the end of the sixth grade, the same students were also given

teats to measure specific material covered in the fourth, fifth, and

sixth grade curricula. T400 who worked with CAI mathematical, but not

CAI reading or language arts, scored significantly lower on one section

of the reading test, giving added credence to conclusions that CAI in

reading and language arts did have positive effects. Ragosta et al.

report that language arts scores, more than reading scores, were improved

by using the reading and language-arts curricula.

A parochial junior high school Chi project, conducted over a

three-year period in in inner city section of New York City was reported

by Wilkinson (1979). Students ;etre predominantly black or Hispanic.

That* receiving CAI scored significantly higher on the reading portion of

the BRA Achievement Test than sttldente in a traditional program.
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Similar results were reported by Mravetz (1980) for rural, Caucasian

junior high students who were reading at least one year below actual

grade level. CAI students scored significantly higher on reading

achievement than did comparable students having the same teacher.

Maser, Johnson and Davis (1977) determined that CAI drill and

practice in basic skills was an extremely viable method forraising basic

skills performance levels when 'lied to supplement good teaching. Two

school districts (Righline Distiict, Seattle, Washington and Ft. Worth

Independent School District, Texas) used CCC courseware for Title I

reading and language arts, and reported gains in excess of one month for

each month spent in the program. Participants in the three-year project

were Title I students in grades two through nine. Lysiak, Wallace, and

Evans (1976) reported that supplementary CAI generally increased

vocabulary and reading scores in grades three through seven.

Mathematics

Maser at al. (1977) discovered that the objective of one month's gat,

for one month's participation for second through ninth grade students ,as

also reached when using a Hewlett-Packard mathematics CAI program. tysi;ak

et al. (1976) reported mixed results for CCC mathematics materials in

grades three through five, but indicated that middle school CAI students

generally achieved more than control group students. Ragosta et al.

(1990) reported that students who had received the CCC mathematics

curriculum in grades four through six scored significantly higher on a

curriculum- specific math test than did the control group. Wilkinson

(1979) indicated that CAI students scored significantly higher on the SRA

Achievement Test in mathematics.
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Wells, Mhelchel, and Jamison (1974) reported significant gains in

mathematics (about one-third year higher than non-participants) for

disadvantaged fifth and sixth graders in a Northern California black

community. More frequent CAI experience lead to higher gains. Because

participants were in their second year of CAI, the novelty of using

computers could not be used to explain the results.

Fourth and fifth graders in San Diego who received. CAI in mathematics

scored higher than a control group on a district-made criterion -

reterenood test. Similar results were also obtained on a standardized

norm-referenced mathematics test (Mills, 1979).

Romero (1980) conducted a controlled study of CAI with.middle school

mathematics students who scored below average on the Metropolitan Advanced

Mathematics Test Series. The group which used the CAI mathematics

laboratory gained significantly more in mathematics achievement than did

students with only traditional instruction.

CAI drill and practice proved superior to workbooks in'helping

increase computational ability for remedial ninth, tenth, and eleventh

grade students in a study conducted by Modisett (1980'... Vincent (1977,

1979) found that ERR high school students using CAI for mathematics drill

and practice achieved more than other EMR students.

Haberman (1977) studied the effects of CAI on emotionally and socially

disturbed children who had been excluded from thiir regular classrooms.

After two months, the CAI group had gained significantly more in grade

equivalent than the control group.

A tutorial approach in algebra was reported by Pechter (1979). The

CAI group was more successful :n factoring second degree polynomials than

the control group.
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Other Subjects

Although the literature contains descriptions of many uses of CAI

simulations in various social studies courses, few research results are

reported. In one'available study, Wilkinson (1979), found higher scores

in social studies for junior high students who received supplementary CAI.

Dunkus (1979) found no difference in achievement when physics lectures

were supplemented with coaputer simulations. however, it was discovered

that teacher verbal dominance of the classroom decreased, student

responsiveness and participation increased, and teacher receptiveness to

student statements increased.

Several attempts have been made to present career information, and

guidance with CAI syafems. Central Texas College (1973) combined. tutorial

CAI and videotape for eighth grade students in a Dallas middle school who

were two or more years below grade level in reading on the CTBS. Emphasis

was on Spanish-surnamed students, but learning increases were evenly

distributed among blacks, Anglos, and Mexican- Americans with black females

showing the largest gains.

In another study, high school sophomores wbo used a computer4ssisted

career guidance system scored significantly higher on all areas of

vocational maturity as measured by the Career Development Inventory

(Drake, 1978). Cassie (1976) also found that a CAI guidance information

system increased-career maturity attitude.

CAI has been used to teach the fundamentals of foreign languages. One

study found nu significant difference in achievement between a CAI group

and a control group of high school sophomores studying beginning French.

Maven and Robinson (1976) point out the efficiency of CAI, however, since

the CAI students spent 30 hours less in instruction. Another study
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involved beginning Grman at ' se c liege level. a carefully controlled

study at the Air Force Academy, Schaeffer (1979) observed that certain

types of CAI drill and practice produced results in semantic meaning which

were superior to the control grckip.

The preponderance of data indicates that CAI can be an effective means

of supplementing regular classroom instruC-Ion. Most studies 'sal with

reading, language arts, and mathematics skills, but the few reported

studies, in other subject fields also indicate the effectiveness of CAI

instruction.

-ttLIggs/Motivation

Hos w:Il students react to using computers? Will teachers object to

working with an electronic machine? The answers to these and similar

questions a:th, important considerations when deciding{ whether or r ao

use computers in instruction. The problem 13 that attitudes toward a

class, subject, teacher, or school have been measured in a del:initime

manner ever less frequently than has achievement.

Thome (:.979) found ten studies Co review at the elementary and

secondary levels. Those studies indicated that CAI students have either

thot same or a more positive attitude toward the instructional situatio)

More recent studies Gf attitudes toward CAI follow the same patteen.

Ragoeta et al. (1980) report that fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students

were enthusiastic toward CAI and complained if a CAI lesson was

cancelled. Teachers were positive about the addition of CAI to the

culriculus. In addition to academic achievement, the computer helped to

provide a certain type of discipline; students were aware that good

concentration helped to .mprove their scores. Students with short
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attention spans found the short problems and immediate feedback to be

valuable.

Now do students react .,en they discover that part of their

instruction will include the use of computers? Beck (1979b) studied

reactions of high school students with no previous computer experience who

were told at the beginning of the course that they would be using a

computer for portions of American History, Al%ebra I, and Commuter

Science. Computer Science students were significantly more positive

toward CAI than students in American History, with Algebra I students in

the middle. Nothing was mentioned about how these pie- attitudes

correlated with achievementfin the courses.

Hamer et al. (1977) reported a high level of satisfaction from

students, parents, participating teachers, and the faculty in general

throughout grades two through nine.,

Niavets (1980) found no difference in self-concept between students

who used CAI end those who did not, but results showed that CAI students

shifted their levels of aspiration toward more realistic learning

Choices. Improved attitudes of individual responsibility and realistic

decisions for learning were attributed to encouragement given by the CAI

process.

The most thorough study of attitudes developing from the instructional

use of computers was done by Deblassio Three-fourths of the

students in advanced high school mathesetics thought that the computer

helped them to learn and nearly 90 percent thought using a computer was a

fiVorable elNrience. Significant differences were found in personal

characteristics between the students who were post favorable toward using
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a computer and those who were least favorable. The students most

favorable were:

so favorable toward the overall instructional setting;

0

0

Students who

0

0

high achievers in mathematics;

above average in their liking of problems involving original
thinking;

above average in their amount of vigor.

disliked using the computer were:

unfavorable toward the overall instructional setting;

average in their liking of problems involving original
thinking

o average in their amoant of vigor;

o likely to be more cautious and anxious than students who

liked using the computer.

Cosner (1977) explored the reactions of urban eighth graders to CAt

in mathematics. No significant differences in attitude toward

mathematics between Chi and traditional instruction were shown by

females, but males in Chi classes were:

o less frightened by mathematic* problems;

o less neumus at the prospect of having to do math problems;

o less likely to dread mathematics class;

o more likely to consider matt-satics as fun.

Monis, Snyder, and BOA Kahan (1980) used CAI in tenth grade algebra

with low ac

Chi students

:ban the con

a variety of

'Awing students who disliked as hematics. Not only'did the

improve their methematics grades, but became less likely

trol group to report negative attitudes about mathematics and

school-relatS4 issues at the end of the year

4
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Smith and Bela- (1972) reported that CAT helped to promote the

formation of realistic attitudes toward self-appraisal of junior high

students' abilities in mathematics. Partioipdnts were predominantly

Mexican-Americans who were initially two-to-three ye below grade level

in mathematics.

Compared to students in ordinary classes, Romero (1980) found

positive shifts in student interest, conduct, and behavior patterns for

low achievers in middle school mathematics '-co had CAI.

Vincent (1977, 1979) concluded that IIMR high school students who had

CAI in mathematics and reading had a 11-1.:- positive attitude toward those

subjects than similar students withow: CAI.

Beck (1979a) reported student attitudes toward CAI in a sample of

Nebraska high schools. Predominant usage WAS in computer science,

mathemattws, and various sciences. Female were significantly higher in

attitude toward CAI. Attitude toward CAI was found to be related to

certain personality traits of the student., gtudents who were more

self-directed tended to be more favorable toward CAI.

Middle school students who were Given career information by CAI and

videotape had a positive attit%ide_toward the experience (Central Texas

College, 1973). Class attendance was higher for the CAI group, and

stAents-smre enthusiastic toward the immediate feedback received from

CAI.

Taylor (1579) surveyed students who received CAI in beginning

German. A large majority thought of the computer as their private

tutor. Bighty-six percent of the students agreed that the grammar

learned in class was reint4toed by the CAI explanations.
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JP. few studies, such as' Anelli (1978), report that enthusiasi was

extremely high for CAI, but leveled tl+ff after either a long or short

experience. However, most of these studies fail to indicate any hard

data upon which these decisions were based/ On the other hand, Walls et

al. (1974) found that elementary students in their second year of CAI

were enthusiastic about the experience. Smith and Hess (1972) found no

difference in the pattern of results etween students in their second

successive year of CAI and those experiencing it for the first time.

Many other studies and reports indicIte that students had positive

attitudes about CAI, but do not indicate how this conclusion was

uetermined.

Time Reduction

Claims have been made that the use of CAI will reduce the amount of

time needed to learn a concept. Edwards at al. (1975) summarized nine

studies Which indicated that ChI students learned as much or more than

students in traditional instruction, but that the time taken for a student

to achieve equal results was reduced. Eight of the nine studies were at

the elementary level. Thomas' survey of ten studies concluded that at

:both elemental.; and secondary levels CAI reduces the,amount of time

required for a student to complete a unit.

Currant literature contains many references to the time saving benefit

of CAI, but only one report of research at the elementary and secondary
6

levels was located which documented the time savings. McEwen and Robinson

(1976) reported 'that beginning French students who received CAI spent

About 30 fewer hours in classroom instruction, but achieved at the same

level.
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Retention of Meterial

Impressive results which attest to the effeptiveness of CAI have been

described. These comparisons have generally been based on results

attained at the end of a certain period of instruction. What about the

student's retention of material over a longer period of time?

&Wards et a1. (1975) found that two of three reported studies

'indicated that Chi students retained material less well than the non-CAI

students. Both of the studies reported by Thomas (1979) indicated

retention of learned materials which was about the same for CAI and

non-CAI students. Litman's study (1977) of remedial readers showed that

males receiving CAI maintained their advantage over non-CAI males when

retested after two years.

'As in other educational endeavors, the amount of data relating effects

of CAI-and retention of material is spares. The data which do exist are

inconclusive concerning whether Chi helps students'retain more of what is

learned than do students receiving traditional instruction.

Teacher-Student Interaction

Tears have been expressed that the use of oomputers in the classroom

would decrease the amount of teacher -student interaction. Three studies

measured the interaction of teachers and students while CAI was being used

to supplement regular instruction. Dunkum (1979) discovered that physics

teachers lectured less, provided less negative feedback to students, and

were more accepting of student responses than the same teacher during a

similar class without CAI. The variety of teacher-student interaction

increas.04 for CAI classes, Haberman (1977) found that MR high school

students using CAI did not receive as much teacher attention as students

receiving only traditional cppreacthes. Students increased their
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lelf-reliance. Room (19$0) reported that my helr.3 to lessen the

teacher's deties in middle school mathematics which led to more productive

student-teacher interaction.

The data indicate that CU which supplements traditional instruction

is effective in increasing learning by elementary and secondary students.

In fact, the weight of widow* is overwhelmingly in favor of GI. lot

only has GI been shown to contribute to higher student achievement, but

there is widows of positive student acceptance of the use of computers

in the classroom. Although research io sparse, it also appears that CAI

can decrease the time requited to learn subject matter.

Unanswered questions exist relative to long-term retention of learned

materiel and teacher-student interaction., These areas have been

researched more trim/gently at the collegiate "level with generally positive

results, butlittle aomptakia research has been done at the elementary

and secondary levels.

Taken as a whole, the literature indicates that GI is effective in

helping students learn when used as a supplement to regular instruction.

ti
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mar fOucation Coot Consideretions

A cost analysis of the alternatives for computer education is a task

a district can and should carry out in developing long-rz.nge plans and

budgets. /his vepott presents a variety of approaches to cost analysis

and rscomwends one approach. A oo40, :!7-ilysis of hardware and courseware

requirements for one mode of instruction is presented as an example.

Approaches to Costs Analysts

One of the important factors influencing a district's choice of

alternative computer instructinn-cOnfig4fakinns is economics. Three

assumptions are postulated:

1

1. Any major expenditure is out of the question in the near future.

2. Expenditure cuts ars likely for any activities that don't appear

to contribute to the essential needs of a district's students.

3. Methods for controlling expenditures in the long term are

desirable.

It is therefore essential that any discussion of potential options in

the area of computer instruction include an analysis of the costs of each

option. This report discusses three alternative sethodialogies for

completing a cost analysis, And describes in detail a set of procedures

to be used in conducting 4 at feasibility analysis.
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A number of approaches are available for conducting a cost analysis.

These include cast- benefit, cost effectiveness, cost utility and cost

feasibility. While the first three approaches are potentially more

powerful tools than the cost feasibility analysis, each of the three is

more difficult to conduct, and subject to wider variations due to

subjective decisions which must be made. consequently each will be

r.,iewed briefly, and a wore detailed description of a "resource

approach" to cost feasibility analysis will be described in more detail.

Cost-Benefit Analysis attempts to compare the costs of a given

project with the expected benefits of that project. In general, both

costs and benefits are expretsed in monetary terms, generally discounted

to a present value. Each alternative project can then be ranked based on

the benefits it will provide. To conduct a cost-benefit analysis it is

necessary to determine the lifetime costs and benefits associated with a

particular project. In the field of education, it is relatively easy to

calculate the costs of a project since they are largely costs associated

with equipment, personnel, supplies and materials. On the other hand,

benefits are more difficult to measure in monetary terms. For example,

it is difficult if not impossible to place a monetary value on an

individual from a specific education program, either through higher

lifetime earnings, or through greater appreciation of life in general.

It is also difficult to measure the monetary benefits to society from a

child's participation in a particular educational program.

Because of the difficulties in assigning monetary figures to the

benefits of an educational program, cost-benefit analysis is rather

limited in its applications to educational situations.
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Cost Effectiveness Analysis tries to compare the felative

effectil'eness of alternative programs or projects. An example in the

field of education would be two alternative programs which were ehown to

lee: to achievement ir-reases above that of a control group. For

example, Progtam A has costs of $100 per pupil and leads to an average

achievement gain of one grade level, and Program B has costs of $25 per

students with average achievement increases of half a grade level. A

comparison of the two alternatives would show that Program A leads to one

grade level increase in achievement for each $100 spent while Program B

leads to, one grade level increase with an expenditure of $50. As a

result, a cost effectiveness study would tell us that Program B is more

cost effective because an expenditure of $100 will lead to an achievement

gain of two grade units as opposed to a one grade level achievement gain

for the same $100 spent in Program A.

It should be pointed out that this is an aggregate measure of all

students in the school. In Program A, each student who participated in

the program gained one grade unit,.while in Program B, each student who

participated gained half a grade unit. However, when all of the

achievement gains measured as a result of equal expenditures in each

program are totaled, Program B has better results.

What a cost effectiveness study does not tell us is which result is

preferable. Clearly, Program B maximi:Its the return on dollars spent,

but in many instances in educational practice, this may not be the only

sound basis for decision making.
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Cost Utility Analysis considers another problem inherent in cost
4

analyses in the field of education. That is the fact that in many

instances there is no available data to determine the expected success

level of a given program. Both Cost-Benefit and Coot Effectiveness

Analysis require specific quantitative data to construct their

evaluations. Cost Utility Analysis allows the use of more subjective

data in bares of the expected outcome of a particular program. For

example, the probability of raising achievement by one grade level

equivalent is used in calculating the expected utility. In addition,

assumptions about the relative utility of various gains in achievement in

different academic areas can also be factored into the decision making

process to determine which project is better for the needs of the

education agency.

Unfortunately, it is exactly this subjective nature of the data used

that limits the usability of Cost Utility Analysis. Consequently, the

results oz' such an analysis cannot be reproduced on the basis of standard

methodology, since most of the assessmenta are highly subjective' and will

vary from evaluator to evaluator.

The major problem with each of these three approaches is that they

require data which in many oases is not readily available at the present

time. As the summary, of the research indicates, there is significant

evidence that the use of computers in instruction does add to improved

educational outcomes. However, the research also points out the

difficulty of measuring that increased.attainment, making cost-benefit

and cost effectiveness analysis difficult at the present time.
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Finally, the immediate problem facing a district ia what types of

cc %Item instruction it wants to offer, and how to finance those

alternatives. For this purpoee a cost feasibility analysis is the most

appropriate. Such an analysis will provide a dilitrict with enough

information about the expected costs of each potential portion to allow

it to make a decision regarding the kinds of services it wishes to

provide for students within existing budget constraints.

The ResourceikRpoolmah to Cost Fellibility Analysis

One of the most useful and simple approaches to cost feasibility

analysis can be found in the RIK publication The Resource Approach to the

Analysis of liducalkgmll_Frolect Coat (U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., 1978, SW 617-080-01914-l).

The Resource Approach data-11w a-I-arise of steps that a school

district should take to develop cost estimates for the development and

implementation of new educational programs. There arm two' levels of

analysis. The first, called Project Comparable Costs (PCC) establishes a

framework whereby a variety of alternative projects or programs are

compered u' 4 a set of standard prices for comparable resources. The

second love i analysis cells for the development of a District Specific

Cost (DSC) for the alternatives that appear to be the most practical

based on the PCC analysis conducted earlier.

Table 1 summari. Ai the whole process from start to finish. As the

table show,' the first step is to describe the project in enough detail

to deterlire what the final product will look like. At the same time an

estimate of total costs, QC What the district is able to spend on the

p!ojeot, should be made.
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The seoond step in the process is to ietermine all of the resource

requirements of the proposed project. These should be divided into to)

categories, acquisition or one-time costs, nd operational coats. It is

important to differentiate between these categories since two apparently

similarly priced projects may have significantly different gong -tern

costs if one of the projects has relatively high acquisition costs and

relatively low operations coots compared to the other project.
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The third step is to cost out each of the resources necessary for

each project alternative. Among the kinds of information needed to

describe the project adequately are the following:

1. Students
a. Characteristics
b. Number To Be Served

2. Instructional Data
a. Class Size
b. Class Tim*

t. Facilities
a. Space
b. Studente/Clatuiroom/Day

c. Utilization
d. Furnishing

4. Equipment
a. Project Related
b. Student Related

5. Pre-Service Training

6. In-Service Ttaining

7. Support From Other Activities

Once the general description of the resources necessary has been

developed, the e t Comparable Cost for each alternative can be

developed.' This is done through estimating a standard cost for each

resource unit. For example, a standard amount is established for each

teacher's salary and each aide's salary. Similar standard amounts can be

established for each of the other resources identified in the process

above. V determined, a Project Comparable Cost for each option under

consideration can be determined.

This procedure will allt,;: a district to rank each project by cost,

allowing it to make an informed decision regarding which of the

alternatives can be Considered for implementation and which cannot, due

to the financial limitations of the district.
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It must be pointed out that the PCC will not provide a final estimate

of what the project will most, but will give a district a way to compare

the oosts of alternative proposa]s under equal assumptions. This is

particularly true when the projects being reviewed have been established

on differing scales. If one is in use in a school dist-ict with 400

students and the other in a district With 40,000 students, then

adjustments must be made for the differences in scale. By determining

the resources necessary for implementing each project, and estimating the

molts of each with standard price units, a district can determine the

relative costs of implementation.

The fourth step in the process is to calculate the District Epecillo

Cost for those projects which appear to be the most feasible based on the

PCC analysis. To do this requires the determination of the specific

resource requirements for implementation of each project in the District

itself. Therefore resource needs must be determined and muted out using

actual distrift cost factors.

The following specific items must be considered in the analysis of

the costs of installing a computer instruction program in a district:

A, Acquisition Costs

1. Hardware

2. Softwara

3. Curriculum Development and/or Selection

4. Teacher Training

5. Evaluation Design

6. Facilities
a. Purchase of Space
b. Remodeling of Space
c. Instalistion of Equipment
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B. Operational Costs

1. Maintenance and Replacement of Hardware

Updating and Replacement ofSoftware

3. Updating or Revision of Curriculum

4. Periodic Inservice Sessions

5. Evaluation Services

6. Utility Charges

a. Phones
b. Power
c. Computer lime Charges

7. Transportation Costs

S. Salaries

a. Teachers
b. Aides
c. Specialists
d. Other

9. Management Support Services

10. Material and Supplies

11. Contracted Services

12. Media Services

this cost analysis has been oompl"ted for the one or two options

appeared most feasible throdgh the Project Comparable Cost,

logy, a final decision may be made as to which, if any, of the

projects should be implemented bri a district. A district at that point

should have a good description of-what that implementation will entail,

as well as a good estimate of the costs involved.

Cost Amalvsims An Example

Providing computer-based drill and practice in math, reading and

language arts is one of the alternatives available to a District, and has

a high priority for schools where deficiencies exist in these areas.
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As an example, this alternative will be analyzed to determine costs for

hardiare and courseware.

Cost per ntudent -hour (of keyboard :e) be determined and compared

for several hardware options. A comparison will be made between three

possible hardwaie configurations:

System A Stand-alone_microcomputers (e.g., Apple II)

System B A miorocomputer4"cluster" TRS -80 Network I
with 16 keyboards)

Steam C A minicomputer-based timesharia§ system (e.g.,
Computer Curriculum Corporation)

sae

SYSTEM A: STAND -ALONE MICROCOMPUTERS

MR

o Optimum codfiguration--operation cost per student-hour
obtainable with a slide= of one student station

o Purchase of equipment (one Apple II. Plue with 48K memory,
two disk drives) 3000.00

o Maintenance contract (1 year estimate) 600.00

TOTAL 3600.00

o Each additional year of operation
(Maintenance estimate)

o Cost for 5 years of operation

o Cost per year (5 year utilization)

o Cost per student station/year

o Cost per student hour (1000 hours/year)

61
60

600.00

6000.00

1200.00

1200.00

1.20



SYSTEM 9: MICROCOMPUTER CLUSTER

o Optimum configuration-16 student stations

o Purchase of equipment (16 16K Level II TRS-80s,
1 Radio Shack Network I Controller, 1 TRS-80 disk system
with 16K expansion interface and 2 disk drives)

o Maintenance Contract (1 year)

TO AL

o Each additional year of operatics (maintenance estimate)

o Cost for 5 years of operations

o Cost per year (5 year utilization)

o Com-..per student station/year

o Cost per student-hour

SYSTEM[ C: MINICOMPUTER- -BASED TIMESHARING SYSTEM

o Optimum configuration - -96 student stations

o Purchase of equipment MCC timesharing system and
96 stue it stations)

o One year maintenance contract apd courseware charge

o Installation

TOM

o Each additional year of operation
(maintenance and courseware charge)

o Cost for 5 years of opetatim

o Coat per year (5 year utilization)

o Cost per student hour
(does not include telephone charges)

61 62

16,379.00

2,457.00

18,836.00

2,457.00

28,664.00

5,733.00

358.00

.36

332,600:00

71,352.00

15 200 00

419,152.00

71,352.00

704,560.00

140,912.00

1.473



These costs are not directly comparable, since System C includes

courseware (math, reading and language arts) costs, while the others do

not. Grades cne through six Math courseware for System A, for example,

sells for $1,000. Kindergarten through eight Math courseware for System

B is available for $199. Reading and language arts courseware are not

yet available for either system. Availability, quality and effectiveness

of courseware are of paramount concern.

Requesting bids for a system to provide basic skills drill and

practice could result in lower costs than those quoted here.

If we include the cost Of math courseware in Systems A and B, the

comparable costs are:

Cost
GE Deliveries'

Math brill
mad Practice

(Bardware/coursemerm
aely)

3-yr. cost

heading.*
4104e

S-yr.

cast Wel.
matt!

021421140,11141

,

1-yr. cost
for each

cost per
station/yr.

cost per
student
hour

cost - 100 students

3 15/kih.d47 each

System A:

Hicrocamputers
(e.g. Apple /I)

System is

Claims,
(e.g. T23-$0)

System C:
Tfam-shared
(e.g. CCC)

$6,000

3211,664

114

$7,000

$28,16.1

NA

51,400

.

$5,775

NA

$1,400

S561

NA

-------

$1.44
math only

$0.36
math only

$1.47

all basic
skills

$33 /day

$9 /day

$56.75/day
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If we assume that reading and language arts courseware will soon he

available for Systems A and B at costs comparable to the math courseware,

then costs would be:

Coot
of Deliveries
Math, Reading
and Lang. Arta met - 100 students

Drill 6 Practice Syr. cost 5-yr. cost 1-yr. cost Wet per 3 15 min./day
(lisrdeereicoursevare hardware incl. all all basic cost per student each for each

only) elms courseeera skills station/yr. hour of 3 basic skills

System A:

icsocomputers
(e.g. Apple II) $6,000 39,000 51,800 31,800 $1.80 $135/day

System I:

Cluster
(e.g. rim-so) $28,664 $29,264 $5,853 $366 $0.37 $27.75/day

Sycten C:,

Tinemsberell

(e.g. CCC) NA $704,560 $140,912 $1,468 $1.47 $110.25/day

The assumption that each student requires 15 minutes per day of

computer -based drill and practice for each basic skill area would not

hold for other modes of computer education. Simulation, for example, is

a mode of instruction.which can be used effectively with groups of

students up to a full class. An hour of interaction involving a class of

Students with a simulation, then, would e the equivalent of 30

lent-hours provided by a single keyboard.

In computer science classes, on the other hand, it could be necessary

to provide at least one student station for every two students, because

of the continuing need for hands-on access to the computer.

The hardware/courseware costs for computer education will vary, then,

by mode of instruction. A single keyboard can serve up to 25 students a
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day for drill and practice, 12 students a day for computer science

classes (2 per class period) or as many as 180 students a day in

simulation mode with six classes of 30 students each.
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"Leacher Competeacies for Instructional Computer Use

. literature review of teacher competencies needed for classroom

microcomputer implementation revealed that there was no consensus among

"experts" regarding minimum competencies required by teachers to

implement computer telhnology in the classroom. Some individuals felt a

3-credit orientation course was a basic requirement for every teacher,

while others believed teachers should have several courses in computer

science. The following review is presented to provide background

information for a district interested in developing a staff development

program/teacher training program.

A Literature Review on Teacher Competencies

Most of the published materials are in the form of journal articles

rather than books. Books tend, at this point, to provide good

information on computers and their uses but little information n

4//microcomputers. Several articles deal with computer litera as a

phenomenon capable of having more impact on our society than any other

educational development experienced to date. The microcomputer, because

of its relative low cost and availability, is becoming highly feasible

for classroom utilization. "Computer power will become available to

studentb and' teachers alike. Computer literacy will be as common as

rea&ng ability is today and those who are not computer literate will be

at as Audh,of a disadvantage in society as someone who cannot read is

today," (Mazur, August 1980).

The literature tends to be a bit repetitive in that all of the

authors see a need for teachers to become computer literate. They

differ, however, in the degree of instruction needed for teachers to
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implement microcomputers successfully into the instructional process.

Milner expresses the concern that educational opportunities are being

missed because most teachers do not know how to use computeL. nor can

they teach their students about computer impact on society (Milner,

April 1980). This same concern is voiced by Bass, who feels that

teachers do not'truly realise the potential of the microcomputer as a

teaching resource or teacher's aide (Base, Brown and Hold,

September 1975). Miller Makes the statement that computer literacy is

becoming a new educational catch word. She feels that the educational
4

system is not moving rapidly enough to teach skills necessary to keep

pace with the technology (Miller, April 1980). This concern is expressed

by other authors who agree computer literacy will be left be the dubious

--------
methods of industryif-eadeators do not assume some responsibility for

developing courseware and preservice or inservice education for teachers.

Two surveys were reviewed which addressed educators' attitudes toward

computers in the classroom. The Lichtman survey (which was a small,

restricted sample consisting of summer teachers at the College of

Education, University of South Carolina) addresses general attitudes of

educators toward the computer (Lichtman, January 1979). The Stevens

survey in Nebraska deals with classroom perceptions of the computer. Her

findings, indicate that Nebraska educators are indeed favorable to

development of computer literacy but that they as individuals do not feel

qualified to teach computer literacy (Stevens, Spring 1980).

Consequently there is apparently much support for instilling computer

literacy in students but little consensus regarding what teachers oust

know in order to accomplish the task.
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Henderson approaches training from the Lertification point of

viewall teachers and administrators should complete a mirimum of two

courses in computer science in order to fulfill general certification

requirements. Included in the courses would be a general orientation to

computers and,their systems as well as computer impact on schools and

society, Ha then breaks educators into four groups: elementary

teachers, secondary teachers, administrators, and computer science

specialists with appropriate coursework suggestions listed for each level

(Henderson, August 1978). Apparently these recommendations are his own

opinion because no bibliography was provided.

Stuart Milner believes that many educators know very little about

potential applications of computer technology in the classroom. Low

priority status, lack of available coursework, and lack of incentive for

implementation ,ee some of the reasons illustrating the need for

increase.. administrative support and recognition. Milner also includes a

brief discussion of attitudinal surveys conducted with teachers and

administrators which he felt was inconclusive. There are six suggested

coursework areas which Milner feels are essential for teachers:

1. M introduction to instructional design

2. Design of computer based materials

3. Programming--2 courses

4. Hardware and software organization

S. Use of computers in society

6. Use of computers in education

Milner feels his outline can be used to identify needs and establish

course requirements for teacher education. However, an attempt to

include all of these courses in a tight preservice or inservice-education
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curriculum may -ctualti detar a district from microcomputer

implementation.

The NECC Proceedings for 1979 contained several articles dealing with

teacher competencies. Taylor and others define these competencies in

three ways: those needed by all teachers, those needed by the teacher of

computing as a subject, and those needed by teachers who wish to use

computing to support their subject matter. Competencies included in tP.1

first category are as follows:

o be able to wri'l programs and subprograms that work
correctly and are easily readable by others, and be
familiar with how such programs and subprograms fit

)ether into systems;

o know what general types of prob_'ms are amenable to
computer solution and the various tools necessary for
solving such problems, particularly in using computers in
education;

o know what general types of problems are not currently
amenable to oomputer solution and why not, particularly in
using computers in education;

o be able to discuss at the level of an intelligent layperson
the history of oomputing, particularly as it relates to
education;

o be able to identify and generally rate several alternate
sources of best current information on computing as it
relates to education;

o be able to discuss moral or human-impact issues of
computing as they relate to: (a) societal use of computers
generally, and (b) educational use particularly.

Further elaboration on course content is then provided for all three

categories.

Mao included in the MCC Proceedings is an article by J. Richard

Dennis, Although he does not deal specifically with competencies he does

divide computer -using teachers into three stages of personal growth, each

deserving of unique training considerations. These states are:
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.wareness, implementing, and grovth maintenance. Dennis also

distinguishes between characteristic preservice and inservice training

and proposes models for each.

The last item which deals with teacher competencies was prepared

under Dennis' direction and intenesd as a resource guide for preservice

and inservica teacher education. In this report are included the

following 25 skills necessary for computer-using teachers.

1. Familiarity with computerized teaching materials (i.e.,
instructional programs) in a vaeity of fields.

2. Ability to integrate oomputerized'tcaching materials into a
course.

3. General knowledge of the function of Q41 ( computer- managed
instruction) systems.

4. Understanding of effective design of drill and practice
materiels.

5. Ability to apply oompu*erized drill and practice in a variety of
teaching situations.

6. Familiarity with 'oomputer-based simulations and models.

7. Experience in preliminary dr.sign and construction of a
simulation.

8. Knowledge of the 4608 of simulations as teaching tools.

9. Ability to evaluate the effectiveness of a course that uses
computerized teaching materials.

10. Ability to determine t%e computer needs of a school.

11. AblAtcy to draft specifications (request for proposals) which
set down the needs and desires of the school and invite
proposals or bids from potential suppliers.

12. Ability to be highly critical of suppliers' proposals and their
machines.

13. Ability to assemble data about proposed equipment to facilitate
derision- making (costs, performance data, hardware
characteristics, software support, etc).
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14. Familiarity with instructional games.

IS. Knowledge of how to use instructional gapes appropriately and

effecti.tely in teaching.

16. Physical familiarity with computer equipment, i.e., everyday
operation and use ota range of different machines.

17. Knowledge of trouble shooting procedures and means of Lccess to
professional help, i.e., knowing how t^ determine if a piece of
equipment is ailing, if it,is, knowing whom to call to fix it.

18. Knowledge of sources for computer materials.

19. Knowledge of how to improve less thiut adequate instructional

computer programs"N

20. Ability to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional computer
programs

21. Ability to instruct others in the social role and impact of
computers in society.

22. Knowledge dt alternative uses of computers in schools, i.e., as
class record-keepers, term paper editors, etc.

23. Awareness of the value of involving students in the development
of computerised instructional materials.

24. Knowledge of processes of involving students in instructiona
materials development.

25. Knowledge of computer programming.
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3umatary

It is important to emphasize that at this particular time there ie no

consensus regarding competencies needed by teachers for successful

classroom computer implementation. Virtually no distinction has been made

for the microcomputer or its accompanying software. The literature does

suggest several key areas in which teachers should receive training,

although how much training is required (i.e., programming) is a matter of

some disagreement. Since each school is unique, perhaps there can never

be any one program that is eight for everyone.

Minimum competeAcies for all (or most} teachers must be defined by the

district, with additional competencies specified for teachers of computer

science or programming.
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The Status of Instructional Comput

The Commercial Sesta

This report will identify and describe the various categories of

commercial providers of instructional computing products and services as

possible resources for a district interested in purchasing

microcomputers. It will also describe the changing roles various types

of companies are taking in this new and growing market.

The Tradition*/ Wee of ilenufactuishers,

Traditionally in the education market, hardware companies, designers

and manufacturers of computers also develop software, including

application progress and languages. The small-to-medium size timesharing

computers have been the mainstay of instructional computing hardware in

the 1970s.

Software development and distrivution proceeded mainly in two ways.

First, computer manufacture_. organized and supported user groups. Users

of a given oompany's hardware would oonribute programs to the user

group. The collection would then become the "contributed library,"

a:eilable to all users when they acquired a computer. In some cases,

such programs were enhanced by the manufacturer and became products of

the company, with full support. In other cases, they were left to be

used on an as-is basis at the user's risk.

The second method of development was the investment by a hardware

manufacturer in a development staff fOr,educational applications, or in

contracts with people to develop applications. In most cases, the

inv. sent was short-term, leitir a fey', years,
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Companies which produced only software for instructional use did not

exist until the late 70's. Publishers were not involved in producing

software, but did publish programming texts.

JCASIEutLisitg21

The advent of inexpensive, portable microcomputers with capabilities

for enhancing the utility of computer applications has begun to change the

roles described above.

In the hardware area, many new companies ere being formed. The

impitcations are that many new alternatives are available to schools in

the selection of hardware, and that many of the new and attractive

alternatives are produced by companies who do not have a track record in

produc on, delivery anC support.

A second trend is that hardware companies are not investing in

appl'cation software development as much, but are emphasizing the

development of software tools for application development, such as

operating systems which are easier to use and author languages to support

and simplify the process of instructional development.

Thirdly, while manufacturers of medium and large scale computers still

maintain field engineering staffs who will perform on:Vde maintenance,

the mfcr000mputer manufacturers may perform maintenance on a carry-in or

mail-in basis. That is, the user brings the machine to a repair station,

or mails it in.

Finally, sales represontetives are usually employed by the

manufacturor in dm case of Medium and large scale apstems, whereas in the

microcomputer field, indepepOnt computer Cores, department stores and

mail order houses market roar of the brands. $everal microcomputer
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companies have, however; set up special national offices to respond to

lage scale acquisitions by RFP from school districts or consortia.

In the area of software and courseware, there are two major recent

ttends of importnoe First, the major textbook publishing companies are

producing or plinning to produce courseware. One implication of this

trend is that courseware development is in the hands of those who have

experience in the preparation of instructional materials rather than

computer people. Also, the computer-related materials will be coordinated

with and supportive of texts and other products for classroom use, which

means less teacher effort for implementation.

Another implication is that publisher's representatives are in regular

touch with schools, and have a more natural avenue of contact than the

computer industry. As a result of that and other considerations,

publishers. microcomputer manufacturers are in several cases making

agreements wh ch result in oourseware being developed by a publisher for a

specific computer, and the computer being sold to schools by the textbook

salesperson. A possible dieadvintage to the schools is that non-hardware

. oriented eople will be trying sell hardware. An advantage to schools

is that the focus will be on the application rather than the hardware.

The second major trend in software and courseware development is the

proliferation of new small companies which are specifically constituted to

develop and market instructional software and courseware. They develop

materials sometimes under contract to a publisher and sometimes to be

marketed themselves. This trend offers the same advantages and

disadvantages as the advent of new microcomputer manufacturers previously

mentioned. That Is, the v ;rjety offers more alternatives, but the

question of track record of quality and support is unanswered.
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A major problem which has existed for many years in the computer

industry, and which still exists in the microcomputer era, is the lack of

hardware and software compatibility between hardware brands, and even

between different lines of hardware from the same manufacturer. The

problem is exhibited in several ways.

A given application may run only on the computer for which it was

written. Two different brands of computer have differing versions of the

BASIC language, so programs may take advantage of special characteristics

of one brand that do not exist on the other, or the mater 11 may be stored

in a pattern on the magnetic disk for one machine which is unreadable by

the other. Conversion of a program from one machine to another is

possible, but is time consuming, expensive, and may be, in some cases,

prohi ited by copyright or agreement with the publisher. It is

fur ermore unreasonable to expect the situation to change very much very

soon, since product differences are part of the marketing strategy in a

competitive system. Of course, standardizing all acquisitions on one

brand is a way around the problem. However, in doing so a district will

forego the use of desirable courseware written for other brands. In some

cases, material is being written for more than one machine by the

developer, but the number of such cases is limited. The SRA publishing

company is one e mple, producing their material for two different brands.

Activities in Other LargcVly Bititricts And Moropolitan Consortia

In addition to commercial sources, another potentially beneficial

resource to a district is other large school districts and consortia

around the-country. Ueoauee of their experiences they are potential

sources of information, yaw...aware, and development assistance.
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Philadelphia School District

The Instructional Systems Division, Philadelphia School District has

been involved in providing oomputer time and inservice instruction to the

teachers in the District, and developing courseware. Development is In

the-areas of career guidance, basic skills and instructional management.

Services are provided through Hewlett-Packard 2000 and 3000 timesharing

computers. They have taken a very general approach to instructional

applications, supporting a library of programs in all the various modes of

computer use. Current activities involve developing microcomputer

programs for elementary school computer literacy instruction.

Minneapolis Public Schools

For about 10 years the Minneapolis Public Schools have operated a

32-line timesharing system with a general .ibrary of applications. System

uses cross all grade levels and application areas. The schools also

access the statewide timesharing system operated by the Minnesota

Educational Computing Consortium. Minneapolis, with grant funds from the

State of Minnesota, has developed software for a mathematics worksheet

generation system for several grade levels which provides an efficient use

of computer time.

St. Paul, Minnesota School District

The St. Paul, Minnesota, school system has been a partner with

Minneapolis in their development activities. Coordination of

instructional computing in both Districts is lodged at the Mathematics

Supervisor's office. Both Districts participate in the computer

Activities of the Twin Cities Institute for Talented Youth. The St. Paul
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District has also experimented with ,:ne PLATO system on a limited basis.

They have made extensive use of mark-sense card readers as tools for

making programing instruction efficient.

Chicago School District

Chicago and practice in basic skills extensively.

Approximate y 1,400 timesharing terminals for student use are located in

70 schools. The current mainframe is a UNIVAC 1110, but will likely be

replaced soon with a UNIVAC 1160. The average response time to a

student's input is two seconds; system specifications all for a maximum

of three seconds. Quick turnaround time is thoupt to be essential for

students with short attention spans; they will not remain motivated if

here is a long wait. Students use CRTs, but a printer is available in

each school. 'Teachers get a daily printout c, student progress.

Los Angeles School District

Los Angeles has computers in 12 schools, both elementary and

secondary, with approximately 30 terminals per school. This arrangement

avoids phone line charges and gives more capability than microcomputers.

Computers include seven Hewlett-Packard 2000 series timesharing computers

and S machines furnished by Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC). Sam'

schools have microcomputers for administrative purposes, but the

impression is that they are not satisfactory. A test item bank is

available, as is a test scoring service with overnight turnaround.
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Dallas School District

The Dallas, Texas, School District has long been involved in the

development of instructional systems using technology. They have

developed elementary mathematics basic skills material for microcomputer

presentation. They have also developed i bilingual reading system,

recently converted from a larger computer to a microcomputer, employing a

voice synthesizer. Both sets of courseware are available for-purchase

from -the District.

Kern County Schools

The Kern County Schools (Bakersfield, California) have three high

schools using CCC computers and courseware for Title I students. This

District has discovered that teacher training in use of the courseware is,

vital for optimum results.

Highline District

The Bighline District in suburban Seattle uses CCC computers and

courseware along with remedial instruction for Title I students in grades

1 -12. In grades 2-6, CCC materials are used for drill and practice for

students below the 35th peroantile. These students receive no other

remedial instruction.

Medford and Corvallis Districts

Both Medford and Cc ullis School Districts in Oregon are involved in

the use of microcomputers instructionally. Corvallis has placed machines

in every secondary school and uses them for programming instruction and

computer literacy activities, Medford's use is focused on Title I
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students. They have developed basic skills materials for timesharing use,

and are now involved in conversion of that material and others to

microcomputers.

Consortia

Many consortia, county units and ESD -type organizations now provide

instructional computing support. Prominent among these are TIES

(Minnesota), Jefferson County (Colorado), Wayne- Oakland and MaComb ISDs

(Michigan), Region 10 (Dallas, ` _tas), and Region 4 (Houston, Texas).

These services are somewhat like the services provided by Multnomah SSD,

although Minnesota, Michigan and Texas are very active in software and

courseware development and in the support of microcomputer acquisition and

use.

Summary

There are many resources, both commercial and non-commercial, from

which a district can draw assistance. The expectation for increased

availability of courseware in tune with District needs is good. Much of

that courseware will be developed specifically for microcomputers, and

will be correlated with standard text series. A district will be able to

benefit from contacts with many other large urban districts whose

experience in specific applications of comp
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Recommendations for District Personnel
Interested in Implementing Microcomputers in Education

Curriculum

1. A district should develop goals, objectives, and content
outlines for the subject areas-of computer literacy and computer
programming.

With regard to computer literacy,, activities should be specified
it elementary, middle and high school levels. High school
activities can be planned as an elective course'or as units in
mathematics, scienee'and social science classes, with specific
plans to:phase them out or change their nature as students begin
to come from elementary and middle school experiences already
possessing the desired oonbepts. The objectives should be
viewed ultiMately as requisites, with the elective nature of
such instruction phased, out as soon as possible, if implemented
at all. This recommendation cen st be implemented in stages
by clusters of elementary and mi le schools with each high
school so the progression 'of st nt experiences implied above
can be achieved.

With regard to computer programming, two one-year courses should
be developed. The first course should be available at both
middle schools and high schools, and the second course at high
schools. Any programming experiences at the elementary levels
should be considered as,part of the computer literacy
experience. Objectives in these courses should le correlated'
with the mathematics curriculum. If, for example, it is desired
to assume that students in certain math courses will use
computers to complete assignments, then either the first
semester of the first programming course should be a
prerequisite to the math, or some portion of the programming
objectives should be embedded in the math course.

2. A district shoilld consider supporting basic skills instruction
in mathematics, reading, and'language arts at elementary, middle
and-high school levels with computer-based drill and practice
and tutorial materials.

Because of the need for thorough teacher training for proper use
of such systems. a phased approach, implementing one new subject
area at a time is advisable. A district should also determine
in advance in which schools the students are most deficient in
those skill areas.

3. A district should explore the use of a computer to support the
diagnostic and prescriptive activities of instruction for
special education students.
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4. A district should develop a sequence of implementation for
computer support of subjects and levels not addressed in the
previous recommendations, and should schedule a periodic review
of resources and directions of instructional computing.

Such a review is necessary because of the rapid changes now
being experienced in hardware and courseware development which
can easily cause changes at the detail level. Overall
curricular priorities can be expected to be more stable and
should always guide technology implementation decisions.

Hadware

5. A district should develop specifications for, and acquire, one
type eZ microcumwter for general purpose computing at all
levels. The number of units and schedule of acquisition should
be commensurate with the rate of implementation of the
curricular Recommendations, but all acquisitions under one
specification should occur within a two-year maximum time span.

A district should consider establishing in at least one school a
sicr000mputer laboratory of 15 to 30 units of the kind selected
as a result of this specification. to support oistrlotwitiks
inservice inStruction as well as programming classIs in selected
school(s).

Soft,,,tre ane Coursgware

6. A district should conduct a comparative analysis of the micro-
and minicomputer -based basic skills courseware available.

7. A district should moquire sicrocomputlr-based courseware for um.,
in a wide range of subjects and levels on the microcomputer type
*elected under Recommendation 5.

R. A district should seek npportanitiea with major publishers or
other developers of computer -based materials for serving as a
field test siker for ooureeware, for purposes of evaluation for
potential use and keeping abreast of developmente.

9. A district could appoint a Computer Sducation Coordinator xis
every wilding whore a tIrminal or computer is placed to plan.
coordinate and somas* the use of tho equipment in
norraapoodance with the curricular Awn in le.ammendatfons
1-4. Time should be provided i1 the ochrdula of,such persons
for inservice and guying out the amlignment.
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The amount of released time should depend on school size and
amount of hardware. Familiarization of other staff members with
relevant uses of the omputer should be a prime concern of this
person.

10. A district should appoint - District Computer.Education
Coordinator with full-time responsibility for planning and,
implenenting the instructional computing activities recommended
in th!s report.

11. A district should assign staff time to develop the objectives,
specifications and other a tivities implied by the curricular,
hardware and courseware recommendations.

12. A district should plan and implement an inservice program to
support the curricular recommendations, with specific programs
initially for curriculum caw -11tants, building administrators,
computer education coordina ors, teachers of computer literacy
and computer programming, teachers using basic skills systems
and teachers needing an overview of the uses of computers in
instruction.
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ACQUISITION CV COMPUTER FACILITIES

by

Jerry Larer and David Moursund
The Cheating Teacher, 8(1), 1981

$any people with limited knowledge about computers are being placed

in a position of helping to acquire an instructionally-oriented computer

facility. This article is intended primarily for such people. It gives

a broad general overview of the acquisiein process in terms

understandable to a person with limited knowledge about computers. If

you no longer fall into this category you may still find that the article

provides a useful suAmary and overview of the acquisition process.

A computer system consists of both hardware (physical machinery) and

software (computer programs). One may purchase, lease, or lease- purchase

both the hardware and the software components of a computer system. The

individual Pardwere and software components may be acquired from a single

vendor or from a number of vendors. At one time the major ooet of a

computer system was for the hardware. Now there are many situations in

busines and industry where the software for a computer system costs

several times as a. as tho hardware. Thus software may be the dominant

factor in a omputer acquisition. However, the main focus in this

article is u hardware acquisition.

Published by The Computing etcher, 1981, university of Oregon, -ugene,
Oregon. Reprinted by perm ss on.
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Justification

The computer acquisition process begins with the idenrification of one

or several problems which may require a computer for their solution. It

may be obvious that a computer is needed. For example, a state or school

*district sight mandate that all students Ire to become computer literate,

era th.t computer literacy instruction snall include a cer'lin number of

hours of hands-on computer experience. Or, a business, math, or science

text that has been adopts', for a school pay include a substantial unit

requit-Ag use of omputers.

Typicaliy, however, it is not so easy to justify computer

acquisition. More commonly the problems that have been identified can be

attacked by more than one means. For example, a school system may have

test data indicating that students are 4eak in basic skills. There are

computer programs that can be used to work on this type of problem. But

there are other approaches, such as textbook selection, teacher training,

increased time allocated to kiwi° skills, etc. Why is it that computers

should be used to attack this problem?

its another example, consider a *octal studies to aer who wants his/her

codents to experience the situation of coping with a complicated social

stadia, problem. The teacher is aware of ocmputer simulations and that

btudents enjoy working with oceputer simulations of social studies problem

areas. but clearly there are alternatives, such as reading appropriate

books, carrying on claws discussions, viewing a movie, or making use of a

non-computerized simulation. Why is it that computers are needed?

Aany pyople have given careful thousAgt on general reasons why

computers are needed in our schools. h brief summary of some of the
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Justification

The computer acquisition process begins with the identification of one

or several problems which may require a computer for their solution. It

may be obvious tat a computer is needed. For example, a state or school

district might mandate that all studentr are to become compute literate,

and that computer literacy instruction shall include a certain number of

hours of hands-on computer experience. Or, a business, math, or science

text that has been adopted far 4zschool may include a substantial unit

requiring use of computers.

Typically, however, it is not so easy to justify computer

acquisition. More commonly the problems that have been identified can be

attacked by more than one means. For example, a school system may have

teat data indicating that students are weak in basic skills. There are

computer programs that can be used to work on this type of problem. But

there are other approaches, such as textbook selectior, t-scher training,

increased time allocated to basic skills, etc. Why is it that computers

shouid be used to attack Chia problem?

As another example, Jonsider a social studies techer who wants his/her

students to experience the situation of coping with a complicated social

studies problem. The teacher is aware of computer simulations and that

students enjoy working with computer simulations of social studies problem

areas. But clearly thine are alternatives, such as reading appropriate

books, carrying un class discussions, viewing a movie, or making use of a

non-computerized Caulation. Why is it that computers are needed?

Many people have given careful thought on general reasons why

computers are needed in our schools. A brief summary of some of the
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general arguments is given in the Arguments section of this ES3 report.

Studying these general justifications can help one to understand why

computers are important in education. But it is still necessary to study

one's own educational setting and to carefully justify any proposed

computer acquisition.

Needs Assessment

A needs ass asment is a careful study of the proposed use of

computers to determine the nature and extent of the facility that will be

needed. Suppose, fur example, that it has been decided to offer a

computer science course in a high school, and that enrollment is to' be

limited to 20 students. The course is to include substantial use of

library programs as well as instruction in a particular programming

language. The library programs that stuuants are to run will be written

by the teacher in the summer before the class begins. Students in the

class will need two hours of computer access per student per week. About

one-third of this access must come during the time the class meets. The

class meets an hour per day, five days per week.

Analysis of the above situation points to the need for a computer

system with an adequate secondary storage mechanism. There will need to

be a minimum of three keyboards of access (three terminals to a

timeshared system or three microcomput . for example). The facility

will need to be accessible to students both during the computer science

class end at other hours throughout the day.

Notice that there are many different computer syutems that can meet

these needs. This is a desirable situation, since it alloys one to shop
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around for a reliable vendor who offers good service and equipment at a

reasonable price.

The nature and extent of a needs assessment will vary with the

complexit; and size of the problem. Suppose that a school wants to

acquire a very modest computer facility so that two teachers can begin to

teach themselves a little about computers. The school has at most a

thousand dollars to spend. It would not make sense to spend several

thousand dollars of time in e needs assessment for this acquisition.

But consider the alternative of a large school district planning to

acquire several million dollars of computer facility. Now the needs

assessment will tske many thousands of hours of people's time. The final

Aocumentz, detailing the nett me of the needed computer facility, may be

several hundred pages long.

A very important part of needs assessment is long term planning.

One's compute'. facility needs will change with` timer likely they will g

in size and complexity. The needs assessment must address this issue.

One may want a facility-that can be added to via increased primary or 0_

secondary memory, new languages, more or different terminals, etc.

The results of a needs assessment can be written into a "request fob'

proposal" (RIM). An RIP is sent to vendors interested in supplying

computer facilities. It is a basis for detailed proposals offering to4i_____

supply specified faciliies at certain prices. It is important that an -tirp

be written so that more than one vendor can meet the needs it detailsi

This leads to competition, both in price and in the nature and quality of

services offered. It is quite educationel to study the proposals that

various vendors will submit. The proposals may lead to a reconsideration
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of the needs, and possibly to a rewriting of the needs assessment.

Remember that one is under no obligation to accept any of the proposals

that are received.

General Financial Planning

Financial planning usually goes on concurrently with the justification

and needs assessment steps. One must have some idea of how much money is

available and how much various types of facilities cost in Order to carry

out an appropriate needs assessment. If one has only a few thousand

dollars available it makes little sense to send out an PPP that can only

be met by c, million dollar computer system.

A common error in financial planning is to think only of the initial

direct cost of the computer facility to be acquired. Here are some more

thigs to think about.

1. The needs assessment, general planning, writing of
specifications, dealing with vendors, evaluation of bids,
supervision of installation, and so on take considerable
time and expertise. Who will do this, and at what cost?

2. The acquired facility will need to be housed. What will
site preparation cost?

3. computers use supplies, such as paper, tapes, disks, and so
on. Who will make sure that these are available as needed,
and who will pay for them?

4. Computers need to be maintained and repaired. Who will
check out the machine if something goes wrong, what
provisions will exist for maintenance and repair, and who
pays for this? A standard estimate is that for large
computers a maintenance contract costs about.75% of the
total 7.:t.st of the equipment per month. This amounts to
$7,500 per month on a million dollar computer system. For
less expensive computer systems, such 48 microcomputers,

perhaps 2% per month is a reasonable estimate of potential
maintenance and repair costs beyond the. first year.
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5. Large computer systems require operators and usually require a
programming staff. Such staff can easily cost as much as the
rental of the computer system they are operating.

6. Teachers may need to be trained, curricula may need to be
revised, courseware may need to be developed.

7. Software may need to be revised, developed, or acquired. The
software will need to be maintained and distribut4W. Over the
long run this can easily cost more than the original cost of the
computer facility. Who will do these things, and who will pay
for it?

The list could be expanded, but it is already long enough to make the

point. One should make an estimate of the useful life of the equipment

to be acquired and of all expenses associated with this life. The amount

of "up front" money needed may be quite modest compared to tne overall

expense. Can one justify the overall expense?

The Acquisition Process

Renting or purchasing computer equipment through a school district is

generally subject to a considerable amount of red tape. Approval may need

to be gained at the school building level, the school district4levear and

at some higher level such as an educational service district or state

level. The procedures tc be followed in preparing specifications and

going out for bids often have to meet rules laid down by vario

regulatory agencies.

We can offer two General types of advice here. firet, enlist the aid

of appropriate administrative personnel in completing the paperwork and

procedures required by the various levels of school Jtstricts. Second,

handle the overall request for bids in a relatively formal and

professional manner. The larger 4he acquisition the more care needs to be

spent on both points.
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There can be a considerable financial gain to preparing careful

specifications and going out for bids from a number of vendor. This is

true even if you have decided that there is only one brand of equipment

that will meet your needs. If there is more tnan one vendor of this brand

of equipment there can be competition. If there is competition for the

contract there is likely to be price cutting. Of course if you are

purchasing a engle $600 microcomputer you can't expect much concession

from a dealer. But if you are purchasing $25,000 worth of microcomputers

you may well be able to get a 10% to 20% discount. If you are acquiring a

million dollar computer system and a particular vendor is very eager to

get your business you may well get a larger discount.

Knowledge About Computers Versus Size of Acquisition

For convenience in the remainder of this presentation we divide

people into three categories, based upon their knowledge and experience

in the computer field.

1. People with a modest or very low level of knowledge about
computers.

2. People with a medium amount of knowledge about computers.

3. P_ople with considerable knowledge about computers.

It is not important to give precise definitions to these three

categories. However, a person who has had formal coursework and/or

experience equivalent to only one or two computer courses or less is

probably in the first category. Professionals, with knowledge and

experience equivalent to 4 master's degree in computer science or more,

are in the third category. You can decide for'yourself which category

best describes you.
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It is also convenient and instructive to divide computer acquisitions

into three sizes.

A. A small acquisition, such as a few microcomputers or a
corresponding amount of timeshared computer facility.

B. A medium acquisition, perhaps for n single large school or for a
small small school district. This could well range from $5,000
up to $100,000 in magnitude.

C. A larc4 acquisition, perhaps to meet the needs of a large school
district or a statewide eakicational organization. The amount of
money involved could range up into the millions of dollars.

2

The exact dividing lines between categories are not important.
Taken together the two sets of classifications form a three by three

matrix.

Size of Acquisition
Small Medium Large

Low lh . 1B . 1C
Knowledge & Medium 2A 28 2C
Experience High 3A . 3B . 3C .

Suppose, for example, that you are in cell IC of the matrix. You know

relative, little about computers but you are considering a large

acquisition. You should see the obvious ... that this is not a good

situation. At the other end of the scale consider a 3A Nerson. Such a

high knowledgeable person does not need the aid of this short article to

make a small acquisition. The main advice offered in the remainder of

this article win focus upon the categories 1A, 213 and 3C
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Advice to Level One People

Level One people have rttle or no knowledge about computers. It is

doubtful if a Level One person can do an adequate justification and needs

assessment for the 1B or IC situation. Thus if you are in the 1B or 1C

situation you should probably do three things. First, start studying the

computer field. Second, hire a prof esetcAal consultant. Third, Involve

other educators from your school district in the overall task.

In hiring a consultant use common sense. Find one who is

experienced, who doesn't have a particular ax to grind, and who can

produce good references. (A particular consultant may have a

predisposition towards acquiring a particular vendor's equipment or have

other biases of this sort.) Remember that you are intending to spend a

good deal of so, in a field a ut which you know next to nothing. You

will be highly depen, it upon the consultant. You should be prepared to

spend a significant amount of time in selecting a consultant, and a

significant amount of money in hiring the consultant. Also, you will

need to ocntinue to learn more about the field, and to carefully study

the consultant's work.

Suppose that you are in the LA category. You don't have much money

to spend, you have limited knowledge, and (hopefully) you have limited

goals. There are two general categories of equipment available 'o you.

You might tie into an existing timeshared educational computer network.

Or, you might squire one or more microcomputers. A very good thing to do

is to find several people who have similar goals and who have already

acted to start reaching the goals, If timeshared computing facilities

are a viable alternative then you should be sole to find several

.40
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educators who are using the system. Talk to them, and seek their,

advice. Are they satisfied with the service, and is it solving their

problem?

If microcomputers appear to be the answer, find some teachers using

microcomputers in a st_Ung somewhat similar to the one you envision. If 4

at all poissible try to view several different brands of machines in use.

Overall what you are doing is trying to mall, use of a free consulting

service. Each person you visit and talk to is a consultant. Be aware

that they are likely to be biased (it could be towards or against their

current equipment) and likely do not have a broad general overview of the

range of potential solutions to your problem. However, likely they are

interested in helping you'solve your problem and may well contribute

substantial time to helping you. They may be able to provide you mith

inexpensive or-free access to software that you will need.

In this search for "free" consultants you may well want to talk to

vendors. But be sure to talk to some nonvendors. Also, be aware that a

vendor is particularly interested In solving your problem with the type

of equipment;that he/she sells or rents.

In summAry, you are making a rather limited acquisition. Thus you

will likely put a rather limited amount of effort into it. Whatever your

decision, acquire only something that already exists and which y( can

both see in action and try At before hand. Do not be the pioneer. As a

rank amateur you should be following in c_hers' footsteps.
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Advice to Level Two People

Level Two people have a Medium amount of computer knowledge and

experience. If the problem yoil face is of type 2A then you have adequate

knowledge to solve-it. Indeed, the lA people will be coming to you, and

will think of you-as an expert. Still, you ktrow that you are not' an

expert. Thus you will want to do a careful needs assessment and a

careful study of the range of potential equipment. This can be a

valuable learning experience, and it can be fun:

We need to say a little more about what distinguishes a Level A from

a Level B or Level C acquisition. At the B C levels one needs very
-

careful long term planning. The maintenance and repair budgets will be

substantial. Quite a bit of equipment needs to be housed. 'There will 'oe

many users, so there is need for quite a variety of software. The

computer will be used.in many courses, so many teachers need to be

trained and much, curriculum revision is necessary. A classroom teacher,

no matter how knowledgeable, is not in a position to cope with these

problems. Central administration suet be involved.

At the 2B level a school or school district should consider release

time for a reacher who is to be the computer expert The types of

activities listed above can easily be a half time or full timc job,

depending upon the amount of equipment that is to be available, the

number of teachus to be trained, the amount of curriculum work to be

done, and so on. If a school or district is not willing to make this

sort of staffing commitment It is not clear that they should acquire the

computer equipment.
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The 2C situation again calls for outside help. As a very rough rule

cf thumb when one is considering a medium scale computer acquisition one-

should think of spending perhaps l0 %-20% of the cost of the proposed

equipment in the overall'acquisition process. That is, for a $30,000

acquisition you might put in $3,000 to $6,000 of people's time doing the

,needs assessment and studying the range of equipment that might be

acquired. For a,large scale acquisition one might spend 5%-l0% of the

cost of the equipment in the study. Thus acquisition of a million dollar
(

computer system might be hacked up by $50,000 or more of people's

efforts. A needs assessment and study op this scale requires several

people and quite a long time rape-- It is too large a burden to p\ce on a

single individual -- especially one with only a medium lever of computer

knowledge and experience.
,

Whet* following the above general guidelines you should be aware that

substantial' amounts of people's; time can be available at no direct added

cost. The proposed users of a computer system can do quite a bit of the

needs assessment as part of their regular job, and/or as part of their

discretionary workload. But the overall coorepation ofthe task can be

quite time consuming and is not readily done by a person who is carrying a

full time workload as a teacher or administrator of other projects.

finally, be aware -that the percentage guidelines a-e very rough and

may not apply to your situatioh. Suppose your school district intends to

acquire 500 identical microcosputerst:,Theseffort going into this project

*.J
.

will not be too much Urger than that needed to acquire 50 identical

microcomputers.
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Advice to Level Three People

The Level Three person is likely a computer professional, working

full time in the computer field. This person has no trouble with the 3h

acquisition, and can easily head up a 3B acquisition given the 'necessary

time. We will restriot our attention to the 3C situation.

Over the long run It appears that education will be best served by a

distributed computing system. This will be a combination of a centrally

located timeshared computing system and distributed Amicrocomputers And/oc

minicomputers thit can serve as intelligent terminals and also as stand

alone systems. Many instructional tasks can be accomplished on a

microcomputer, and the capabilities of these machines will continue to

grow rapidly over the next five to ten years. However, many

instructional tasks require access to very large data bases, very large

primary memories, very fast CPUs, etc. The'communication aspects of

timeshared computer systems criticrl to some applications.

The design and development of an appropriate educationally oriented

distributed computing system is a difficult task. Although soma progress

has occurred in higher education computing networks and in the Minnesota

Educational Computing consortium network, this type of progress tells us

relatively little about what a public school system should be doing.

A

Thus a person in the 3C situation.is faced with a substantial research

and long term panning project. Outside consulting 111.1p, support of a

strong staff, and plenty of time to devote to the project are all highly

desirable.

A school dist.Act that commits itself to having a substantial amount

of computing equipment should also commit itself to providing a
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substantial amount of Money for continuing "peopli-orient,d" support of

the system. Emery year new teachers will need to be traine3 and teachers

who have previously been trained will need to refresh or upgrade their

skills. There will ba a continuing need to develop or acqutre new

software, revise and improve curriculum, and so on.

Many school districts currently make extensive admjetrative use of

computers, and the amount of instructional use of computers is growing

. rapidly. Currently a school system making extensive administrative and

instructional use of computers may be spending 2% of its budget in this

area, with approximately equal expenditure in the two categories. If

teahing about computers and teaching using _tern continues to increase

in importance then one can expect that this 2% percentage figure will

prove tr be quite inadequate. A school system needs to give carefu'

thought before t. fts itself to the long term continuing expenditure

of such amounts of money.

Conclusion

The acquisition of instructional computer facilities can be a

difficult and time consuming task. It is best done by people wish quite a

bit of knowledge about computers who have had experience in computer

acquisition. But there are relatively few such people working in the

precollege educational environment. Thus most schools and school systems

that intend to acquire computers do not have staff with the needed level

of expertise.

This article offers some suggestions. Above all, use common seneel A

computer system, once acquired, will be with you for many years. You will

.._

invest such money in teacher training, softw re development or
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acquisition, and curriculum development. Mu& of this cost will be

specific,to the particular type of equipper,, you acquire. That is, such

of you1 expenditure may be wasted if you suddenly decide to get rid of the

equp2ent you have and acquire a substantially different type of gear.

Thus equipment acquisition shoild oe based upon a very careful needs

assessment and planning that looks well into the future.
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MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF
THE. MICROCOMPUTER: PROMISES AND PITFALLS

by

John S. Haugo
Association of Educational Data...Anima, 14(4), Summer 1981

The rapid advances in microcompute have Made many educational -

applications feasible which formerly were perfored on large-scale

systems. Initial applications have been primarily instructional in

nature. This paper will deal with potential management applications of

the microcomputer, applications which relate to financial, personnel, and

student information systems. Primary emphasis will be en the relative

alvantages and disadvantages compared to large computer systems and

manual record-keeping processes. Alternatives for the development and

support of microcomputer -based management systems will be discussed.

(Keywords: administrative computing, micr000diutets.)

The availsbility of a variety of microcomgtters over the past several

years has created a great deal of excitement Soong educators in the

United States. The new computers have offered an opportunity to learn

new aspects of computing at a tow cost. As the microcomputer has begun

Editor's Mote: This article is based upon a paper presented by the
author at the annual meeting of the AssociatiOn for Educatiocel Data
Systems held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in Key, 1981.: Dr. Haugo received
the AIDS Best Paper Award in the AdministratiVe Category for his
presentation.
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Published by AEDS Journal (Association for EdUcational'Data Systems)
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to be used by persons who work closely with users of more traditional

educational computing systems, these persons also began to develop

programs to show selected capabilities of the new devices. The use%of

icrocomputers in school districts has led to an increased awareness

among many school district administrators of the processing capabilities

of computers. Interest had. been expressed in Using microcomputers to

handle some administrative activities, particularly in small districts

and in individual schools in large.districts.

As educational administrators have gained Same familiar,ity with

microcomputers, opinions as to the potential value of computers for

management tasks have become more prevalent, and more extreme. Claims

have been made at both ends of the continuum. Some say that

microcomputers are capable of handling all of the management computing

needs of small districts and schools, while others say that they are

appropriate only for instructional computing heeds. However, most

educators who have an awareness of the microcomputers see potential for

their usage as Management tools and are asking for more !formation about

applications that might be feasible.

In the private sector, the use of microcomputers for administrative

purpoqes has increased significantly during the past year. Microcomputer

company salesNand projections show that small business nse of

microcomputers is going to be an increasingly large portion of the

market. Tandy, Apple, and Commodore have all recently enhanced their

microcomputer configurations bo accommodate smell business data

processing applications. DUring the.past sever..1 years, literally

hundreds of versions of microcomputer-based applications such as general
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'eager, accounts/receivable, accounts/payable, and inventory have been

developed for the small business user.

During the past year, the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium

(MBCe has explored several approaches in the Use cf the microcomputer as

a management tool. Initially they developed the interface between a

large host computer and an Apple II microcomputer. The Apple II is used

as a remote data collection device which edits, stores, and transmits the

data to the host computer. This approach reduces the on the host

and on the telecommunications network. MECC also has worked with several

school districts on the development of stand-alone management

applications.

A recent directory of Apple software (Vandiver & Love, 1981) includes

a section on the school administration applications. Among the 22

available applications for the Apple II are attendance, class scheduling,

school bus routing, fixed asset inventories, and central activity

accounting. Prices vary from less'than $24 to more than $400 per

application.

A number of publishing companies have announced microcomputer-based

school management applications. The most common application is a course

on instructional management systems which relates to specific textbook

series. Recently, Scott, Foresman and company announced a comprehensive

set of school management applications (Scott, Foresman and Company,

1981). The applications which are developed to operate on the Texas

Instrument 99/4 microcomputer relate t variety of student, personnel,

and financial functions. Thej15 apOli-,.ions are grouped or packaged to

be utilized at the district, school, or classroom level.
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Pe ilitY of Microcomputer-Based

Management Aplloations

During 1979, there were two efforts to determine the easibilit,!

and /or interest'in school management applications of the microcomputer.

Education Turnkey Systems, Inc. (1979) of Washington, D.C., through its

Microcomputer Education Application Network (MEAN) surveyed educational

administrators at several national conventione. They determined that

there is a high level of interest in educational and administrative

applications of the microcomputer. The preliminary findings of -their

survey showed that there wad significant intetest in a number of

applications, including: monitoring of. individualized special education

programs, test scoring and analysis programs, Title I report generator.

computerized curriculum guides, student scheduling, attendance,

4

equipment/materials inventories, and grade reporting.

The second study of feasibility and interest in administrative users

of the microcomputer was conducted by the Minnesota Educational Computing

Consortium (MECC, 1979). Because of the widespread availability of Apple

II's in school districts in Minnesota, there was i-terest in using them

-
for manageme t purposes.

The MECC y team used a variety of data gathering techniques

--Including site vielts at school districts who were using the microcomputer

for school management purposes, usags data gathered by regional MECC

coordinators, interviews with school superintendents, visits with small

business microcomputer users and computer vendors, and a thorough analysis

of existing time-sharing or microcompt 'r administrative software.

General findings regarding/ the technics_ feasibility were:

1) j
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Processor speed. Compared to large computers, microcomputers are slow

and can handle relatively small amounts of data. However, for most of the

potential applications explored in the study, speed was not critical.

Also, for many applications (such as payroll) the number of records needed

is in the range of 100-200. For most potential applications, processor

speed seems to be adequate.

Memory. It is estimated that for mos of the potential applications,

32K of random access memory internal to the computer is adequate.. the

memory can be expanded to 48K with the purchase of 16K of memory for a

relatively small price. The additional memory decreases processing time

.for some applications, such as those requiring extensive sorting.

Input. Several input modes are possible for the microcomputer. A

user may utilize the keyboard, punched cards, mark sense cards, cassette

tape, diskette, or a downloading connection from another computer system.

'Disk storage. Multiple disk drives can be connected to racist

microcomputers. Each disk drive allows storage of up to 116,000

characters that can 'e retrieved through random access. Up to 1200

records of 80 column length can be stored muone diskette.'

Output. As with input, several output modes are possible with

microcomputers. A user may utilize a hard copy printer, a television

screen,a video monitor, a disk drive, or a cassette tape. Output speeds

varying fr.= 30 characters per second (cps) fpitt 120 cps are possible.

,Reliability. The reliability of microcomputers is at this point an

unknown. While we have no indication of major problems which can cause

the .frequent loss of data, occasional problems can be expected to occur.

Back -up equipment and procedures can considerably, reduce the risk of data

loss. At this time, microcomputers have not been around long enough to

adequately assess
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Potential Wolications

In determining a list of possible microcoMputer-based school

management*applications, it is necessary (a) to examine those which

currently are available; (b) to identify lioations used in the business

sector which have applicability for educat n; and (c) to discuss

potential applications with persons who have expertise in both school

management and computer technology.

As a result of this approach and based on the aforementioned technical

feasibility considerations, the following is a list of potential

4applications by area.

Student:
1. Athletic Eligibility List
2. Attendance (annual)
3. Attendance (daily)
4. Class Records.
5. Census (family)"

6. Enrollment Projection
7. Graduate Follow-Up
8. Guidance Records
9. Health Records

10. Instructional Management
11. pack Reporting
12. Scheduling Assistance
13. School Calendar
14. Student Records
15. Test Scoring and Analysis

Personnel:
1. Paycheck Calculation
2. Payroll Reporting
3. Personnel Record
4. Salary Simulation
5. Staff Assignments

Facilities:

1. Energy Management
2. Facilities/Equipment Inventory
3. Facilities Utilization
4. Maintenance
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Finance:
1. Accounts Receivable/Payable
2. Activity Accounting

3. Financial Forecasting
4. Food Service
5. general Accounting
6. qleneral Ledge

1. Investment Accounting
8. VenCmor Reports/

Purchase Orders

General:
1. Activity Scheduling
2. Ad Soc Reporting
3. Bus Routing
4. Information Storage

snd Retrieval
5. Library Circulation
6. Media Reservations
7. Mailing Lists/Labels
8. Project Planning and

Budgeting
9. Statistical Analysis

10. Snow Removal Schedule
11. Word Processing



Comparative Considerations

In the use and allocat'on* any educational resource, it is

necessary to make some tradeoff decisions concerning alternatives. In

the case of the use of comp' ed management applications, some of

the considerations favor the use or manual administrative systems, other

favor large systems, and still other factors favor microcomputer

applications.

The following is a list of some of the advantages of

microcomputer-based management applications:

Equipment cost. A microcomputer with 48X, (16a1 dis. drives, card

reader, and a printer can be purchased for less than $5,000.

Ease of implementation. A school district can get started with a

microcomputer with very little investment of time, effort, or money.

Ease of operation. Microcomputers are relatively easy to operate; as

such, highly trained technicians are not required.

Flexibility. The schoolliser pan achieve the capability of

down-loading or extra tingloortions of a district's data base from a

large computer to a m puter.

Multi-purpose use. ame microcomputer can he used for

administrative and instructional applications. By having multiple units

within a district, there would be backup in the event of equipment

problems.

Software cost. The cost of purchasing ooMmercially developed

programs for microcomputers is much less than programs for larger

computers. Programs for microcomputers can be sold in mucn large volume

than can programs for larger computers, and they are typically less

complex.
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User contro ]1. The local school district min own the equipment and

therefore completely control its use and operation.

The disadvantages of using the microcomputer for school management

applications are:

Available software. Most current administrertive programs have been

developed for large computers. There are very few administrative programs

with documentation currently available for microcomputers.

Difficulty of application dreloygent. It is relatively easy to

develop fairly simple programs for microcomputers) however, more complex

programa, In particular those that make extensive use of files and require

extensive data manipulation and updating, are difficult to develop on a

microcomputer.

External reporting. As compared to larger computers, meeting external

reporting requirement:} is more difficult with stand-along microcomputers

because of the limited data-base storage. _

Integrated applications. Due 'o the limited size-of core and mass

-----

storage, It is not feasible to develop integrated data-base systems by

using microcomputers.

Limited usabilitz. Some management applications require larg,.

computers to run (computer scheduling of stu4ents, large sorts, large

Volumes of data storage) and are not amenable to small comruters.

operational responsibility. District staff are responsible for

hardware operation and maintenance; for securing or supplying hardware;

and for eoftware selection and maintenance.

Reliability. Reliability of data storage on diskettes commonly used

with microcomputers is still problematic.
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pevilmegnt anallkepost

Traditionally, the development of computer applications and support

services to end users have been provided by computer services staff who

are part of the same organization. They typically have been staff at the

local school district level for those school districts large enough to

operate their own main-frame computer and its staff. Recently, some

states and/or regions have developed software for use on a large

computer. The operations and user staff have been affiliated with another

level. For example, in Minnesota administrative software has been

developed at the state level by MBCC; however/ the operation of the

service centers and the end user support have been provided at the

regional level. As microcomputers become more capable, it is obvious that

the actual operation will be at the local school level. The question

remains as to who will develop and support the software.

In terms of system development, it is likely that software will be

developed by a number of entities. Local school personnel will design and

program some of their own applications software. However, this can prove

to be quite costly, since the time required to design, program, and test

comprehensive systems (e.g., financial accounting) for microcomputers it

the same as for large computers. Regional and state systems development

teams will also be involved with the design and doiiiopment of

microcomputer-based management applications. Software firms, computer

vendors, andeublishers of electronic materials are also likely to get

into the act. Because this type of software Will be a high volume, low

unit cost product, it will typically take a relatively large distribution

base to market it profitabl. As these software products are "packaged,"

they necessarily must be gelOralized in order that a wide variety of users

U
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will. be able to utilize them. Users, therefore, will have to forfeit some

of their flexibility. With the economies of the situation, it may be a

matter of obtaining 90% of the features of an optimal system versus not

hsvin(1 access to computerized management systems.

In the future, users of microc.)mputer-based Management applications

will likely receive support services in the form of training, trouble

shooting, and other user services from a variety of sources. In addition

to local district services staff, there will be regional, and perhaps even

state, support staff. Those new participants in the software development

business- -the vendors and publishers--will provide training workshops and

seminars, hot line services and thorough user manuals. However, end users

will have to be more self-reliant than they have been in the past.

Even with need for more knowledgeable, self-sufficient users, because

of the service advantages and the economies of scale, we are likely to see

widespread use of microcomputer-based applications for school management

purposes in the not too distant future. As a result educational

decision - makers will be able to cut Nets and increase management

productivity.
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EXCERPTS

from
A DESIGN FOR THE EVALUATION OF
MANAGENANT INFORMATION PATENS

by

Dennis N. Shuck and William C. Bozeman
-41..pimaii, 14(1)1 Pali 1980

Pecaudi of the role mei:Altars have taken ift business, industry, and

our daily lives, technology associate)! with intonation management and

decision making has received considetable attention during the past

decade. Although the concepts and pLinciples of information management

are not new, the advent of low-cGet, high-speed data processing

facia es now provide managers with resources which were not feasible a

mars ago. The basis for the rapidly evolving field oemanagement

Information systems (MIS) comes as a result of this availability combined

withrincroasingly oomplex,managLiment gunctions.

Planning and !Amiga of a 4IAILIA1021211tylts4

The evaluation of management information systems assumes many forms

depending 96 the different purposes or functions which the evaluation

effort addresses. These differences are influenced by (1) the various

personnel roles inherent in an organisation, (2) the perceived needs for

the MIS, (3) the different levels of personal involvement and varying

personality/psychological types, and (4) differing levels of technical

expertise!
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The functions of a total MIS evaluation system also vary over time as

they span a total MIS life cycle from initial planning to mutual

implementation and operation.

The authors suggest use of a generalized Cramawork and procedures

Which can be adapted to most MIS evaluations. This framework is comprised

of touF important principles:

1. &proscriptive definition of the term *systole."

2. The meaningful involvement of persons within the
organization who have an interest in the MIS.

3. Consideration of both objective (quantifiable) evaluation
data and subjective (qualitative) infotnation.

4. A program for ongoing modification and improvement of the

MIS.

Those four principles are addressed in the following sections.

Sy.ts Definition. A system framework is used as a foundation for

defining the various components of an MIS. The framework used must'neet

criteria of descriptiVeness. oompletaness and understandability by the

user. It must also be capable of capturing the basic design and

operational characteristics of the NIS as a whole. The authors suggest

as a framework the system matrix (Nadler, 1980) shown in Figure 1 as most

appropriate for the evaluation scheme presented.
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Involvement of People. The operationalization of this framework

represents a means of achieving the second principle--meaningful

involvement of persons within the organization who have an interest in

the MIS and who are concerned with the overall MIS evaluation effort.

The authors recommend the use of project teals composed of pelsons

concerned with specific aspects of the system. The objective is to

ensure that Col, arned persons with differing perspectives are involved in

the system evaluation just as they would have been involved in system

design and implementation. The initial phase of the evaluation

procedure, therefore,. involves the analysis of the system by the project

teams using the system framework.

Evaluations Systems, Elements and Dimensione

The eight elements shown in the system matrix (Figure 1) provide the

direction for formulating an evaluation design. Of .7r1mary importance is

system-02ml; this combined with system output points to system effects

(that which is to be accomplished through system operation).

In MIS, the output is information, while the purpose of the system may

be to improve decision making and ultimately improve the effectiveness

And/or efficiency of the organization. Emphasizing MIS output focuses

attention on the following concerns of evaluations

o the determination as to whether the system.can produce
besired reports

o the examination of whether (or to what extent) that output
is used

o the investigation of the extent to which the use of that
information affects organization decision making and
productivity

Both intended and maintnid effects are of interest in system evaluation.
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1

Evaluation Framework

Primary purposes for the evaluation of a management information system

t are to assess the extent to which the goals and objectives of the system

are being realized and to identify factors associated with successful and

unsuccessful outcomes. Accomplishment of these purposes can and should

lead to change and improvement of the MIS. Building upon the system

framew ft presented in the previous section, 1: is possible tn identify

the key elements associated with system success. Focus on those elements

during system evaluation may provide information useful in refining system

design and implementation, thereby increasing the likelihood of system

effectiveness when implementation Is completed.

To assist in the evaluation of management information systeii, an

evaluative framework has been developed. This framework, shown,in

Figure 2, contains three dimensions of evaluationfunctional,

utilizational, and effect, The functional, dimension Is concerned with

whether or not the various subsystems of the MIS (human, hardware and

software) are capable of operating or functioning in accordance with

design expectations. It is assumed that design specifications reflect

actual need and that these specifications Are sufficiently explicit to

allow for assessments of system functioning.

System utilization Is concerned with (a) the analysis of those

management processes for which the systemhis being employed and

(b) whether or not this, use is consistent with those specified in the

system's design. System uses Which are different from those specified in

the design are not immediately interpretable as a problem, as users,

frequently find creative and productive new uses of systems. Lack of use

always constitutes a problem, the roots of which typically reside in
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inadequate system design or poor planning for implementation- -the criteria

used as the basis for the evaluation of system functioning. As is

probably evident, system utilization is dependent upon system

functioning. 7n a like manner, system effectiveness is dependent upon

both functioning and utilization. Assessment of functioning and

utilization thus provides important intermediate criteria for the

evaluation of system effectiveness.

System effects should directly reflect MIS puzObses and goals--what

results are being achieved as a_reeuliof MIS utilization and are the

objectives of the system being met? For example, in public educatkonal

institutions goals ultimately include reference to changes in student

behavior or student achievement. While objectives pertaining to changes

in student behavior should not be ignored in the evaluation of MIS, it

frequently is difficult to establish a direct linkage between MIS

implementation and changes in student variables. Other factors may have

to be examined, such as changes in the way teachers or administrators use

time, or judgments concerning the system's value-in improving decision

making could be assessed.

The distinction between directly observable system effects and user

descriptions of system effects leads to the second dimension of the

evaluation model--the type o information available for system

assessment. Information type is classified as actual, perceptual and

attitudinal. Actual information .-: objective, derived from data which are

generally observable and quantifiable.
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Figure 2: tvaluationearckarnAgagmentInformation System

DIMENSIONS

LEVELS

FUNCTIONAL

Are the various subsystems
of the MIS program, both _

human and physical, capable
of operatingor functioning in
accordance with design
specifications?-

EFFECTS

What results are achieved
from the utilization of the
system, and are the
objectives of the system
being met? r

,

UTILIZATION

For what management
processes is the system
being employed, and is the
use of the system consistent
with those uses specified in
the design?

NNW

ACTUAL

Objective and/or quantifiabie
information from primary
source

I.

PERCEPTUAL

User descriptions and
awarencfsa of system"
operations and effects

anti IDIN.A1,

User conclusions about value
Of benefit of the system

.

t
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Perceptual information is derived from user descriptions or

perceptions of system operations and effects. Assessment of direct system

effects on student achievement or system efficiency thus constitutes

actual information, while description of pee:sived changes in student

behavior or usefulness of information are perceptual information.

Generally, actual information is better for evaluating system functioning,

utilization and effect, but comparisons between actual and perceptual

information can be of value in identifying problems in system operation,

and in some cases the collection of actual information may be more

difficult or costly than perceptual information.'

The last category of information is attitudinal. Attitudinal

information, comprised of user conclusions or judgments about the value

and benefit of the system, may include personal and intuitive feelings of

the user toward the system, including expressions of user apprehension,

anxiety and satisfaction.

The three dimensions of evaluation and three levels of information,

when considered together, comprise a nine-cell matrix, as illustrated in

Figure 2. In the next section an example of the application of this model

to the evaluation of a particular management information, system will be

presented.

An Instructional Mana ement Information S stem

There has been no scarcity of literature related to the management of

.0"

individualized education during the past few years. Educational journals

are replete with numerous approaches to this problem. Several of the

serious investigations into individualization have produced well-known

products such as Individually Guided Education (IGE), Planning for

Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN), and Individually Prescribed

1E3
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Instruction (IPI). These programs and similar ones are utilized by

thousands of, teachers throughout the nation.

Although several models of individualization exist, most current

programs are based on enrichment and acceleration. In such models, there

are series of activities and teats which are followed in a sequential

pattern. Some diagnostic models also employ pretests to assess

achievements before beginning instruction. Other models (e.g., IGE)

employ grouping procedures for instruction wherein students at A given

mastery level study topics deemed appropriate by theZacher.

This perceived reed by educators to individualize instruction has

contributed to the development of systems of computer-managed instruction

(CMI). Closely associated with these programs of individualization has

been a significant increase ,in the requisite record keeping and clerical

tasks. Student progress is typically monitored more closely than in

traditional instructional environments, resulting in greater demands upon

the teacher with regard to record keeping, planning, and decision making.

Even the inherent nature of decision making is altered, as planning

becomes oriented to smaller groups or individuals rather than entire

classes.

Another factor which has contributed to the development and

utilization of CMI systems has been the increased availability of

computing power. the past decade has wiinessed a dramatic reduction in

computing costs as well as widespread implementation of data processing

centers,or networks for small to medium size school districts.

To avoid possible confusion, some distinction should be made between

computer-assisted instruction (CAC and CMI. One important difference

between CAI and CMI is the degree of direct interaction that the student
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has with the lomputer programs (Bozeman, 1979; Framer, 1972; Thomas,

1979). CAI is typically a curricular program in which an interface exists

between student andicomputer for the purpose of instruction. This

interface is accomplished by student communication with the computer via a

A terminal. Presentation and sequencing of materials is, to some extent,

controlled by the computer.

In contrast, in CMI systems direct student interaction with the

computer is limited or many times non-existent. CMI systems may,

therefore, be considered computer-supported management informatiOn systems

designed to support the management processes.or functions associated with

programs of individualized education. Of particular importance within any

CMI system is the support of decision making. CMI systems seek to

facilitate the processi.ng Of information and supplying this information so

that it can be applied directly to instructional decision making (Spuck,

Bozeman fi LiWrence, 1977). Major efforts in the development of CMI

systems have been conducted by Boeing CompUter Services Company for use

primetrily in industrial and manufacturing settings, by McDonnell Douglas

for use in Air Force training programs (Yasutake, 1974; Mayo, 1974), by

the United States Navy for use at the Naval Air Technical Training Center

(Johnson & May, 1974), and by several educational research and development

centers and school districts (see, for example,' Spuck, Bozeman & Lawrence,

1977; Roec%s, 1979; Wang & Fitzhugh, 1977).

An illustration of the framework applied to the evaluation of an

instructional managemtit information system is given in Figure 3. The

purpose of this system is to provide information which will improve

instructional decision making in the implementation of individualized

instructional programs designed to maximize the attainment of program
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objectives. At the same tine, teacher time consumed in record keeping, in

diagnosing student learning needs and in formulating instructional

strategies for meeting these needs should be reduced to allow more time

for instruction and preparation. Criteria directly related to these

objectives are outlined under the dimension of effects. Student

achievement data, teacher time usage, system onst, and changes in roles

and tasks, being directly measurable or observable, are listed in the row

labeled "actual," while teacher descriptions of system impact on

achievement and decision making are classified as perceptual. Judgments

and attitudes toward perceived system effects and overall user

satisfaction are included in-the evaluation framework in the row denoted

as attitudinal information.

System usage and attitudes pertaining to system use are listed in the

column headed "utilization." Typically, manafeient information systems

are constructed so AS to maintain by user account number a log of accesses

and report requests. Such information is helpful in monitoring system

utilization. Reasons for limited requests fort certain reports and uses of

requested reports may be investigated. A utilization indicator such as

"System responsiveness"'may be assessed directly through log data, such as

the tier. between report requests and delivery of the report, and this

figure can be compared with external criteria for responsiveness. But

responsiveness may also be addressed through User descriptions of whether

or not delivery of reports was timely with respect to user needs.

Bescriptions of report usefulness and appropriateness are two additional

perceptual indicators of utilization. The attitudinal level is

represented by expressions of user confidence in the system and feelings

about the usability of the system.
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Figure 3: Evaluation Framework for CM

DIMENSIONS

LEVELS

FUNCTIONAL

Are the various subsystems
of the MIS prcgram, both
human and physical, capable
of operatingor functioning in
accordance with design
specifications?

_,........
EFFECTS

What results are achieved
from the utilization of the
system, it'd are the
objectives of the system
being met?

UTILIZATION

For what management
processes is the system
being employed, and is the
use of the system consistent
with those uses specified in
the design?

ACTUAL

Objective and/or quantifiable
information from primary
source

1. Computer software
testing

2. System response time
3 Required hardware

available
4. Appropriate user

interfaces (e.g., error
Messages)

5. User knowledge of system
operations

r

7System availability
. User documentation and

training materials

1. Number and type of
system accesses

2. Uses of system reports
3. System responsiveness

r

1 Student achieyement
2. Teacher time usage
3. System cost and cost

effectiveness
4 Changes in roles and

tasks

PERCEPTUAL

User descriptions and
awareness of system
operations and effects

1. Need for MIS perceived by
user' e

2. Perceived level of
administrative support

1 Descriptions of
usefulness of system
reports

2. Appropriateness of
reports

3. System responsiveness

1, Descriptions of impact
on achievement
2. Perceptions of system

ATTITUDINAL

User conclusions about value
or benefit of the system

1. Initial apprhension or
anxiety

2 Potential utility .
3. Personal commitment

1. Confidence in system
accuracy and reliability

2. Feelings concerning
system usability

1. Desirability of system effects
2. User satisfaction
impact on decision making
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Prior to system utilization, assessment," should be made of whether the

various components of the system are capable of functioning as specified.

In a system of computer-managed instruction this testing includes

questions about hardware and software requirements as well as personnel

and training materials. Pot example: Do teleprinters located in the

school buildings have a capacity sufficient to print the anticipated

volume of reports? Are error messages sufficiently clear to allow for

user correction of sy=tqa: requests? Are users able to interpret,

understand and use the inforiation contained in reports generated? At the

perceptual level, two examples are presented: perceptions of the need for

MIS support on the part of teachers and administrative commitment to this

Application. Initial attitudes lir may be useful in planning for user

training sessions or for successful system utilization are feelings of

anxiety, potential usefulness of the proposed 'system, and the level of

personal commitment to implementing the system.

The actual entries in the evaluation framework, of course, are

application- specific and require the statement of expliCit evaluative

criteria. The el nts and dimensions of the systems matrix are helpful

in generating evaluative criteria, and the source and nature of

information collected determine the level at which it is classified.

Classification after the fact is not the major function of the framework,

but rather it iu to remind the evaluator that both types of information

say be useful and"that the interpretation of the levels of information

differ. Actual information identifies xtu41 levels of system capability

or operation, while perceptual information is filtered by the attitudes,

values, and knowledge of the person providing the perceptior. Differences

between actual and perceptual indicators may suggest that user



understanding of the system is limited, that the system in some way

violates existing norms or values, that users are dissatisfied, or that

system specifications are at variance with user needs.

Conclusion

This paper has presented a model for the evaluation of management

information systems. Thiee levels of information considered were actual,

perceptual and attitudinal, and the dimensions of evaluation dircussed

were functional, utilization and effects. The three dimensions of

evaluation are seen as hierarchical, in that Utilization is dependent

upon functionality, and positive effect is dependent upon utilization.

The functional dimension is concerned with whether the various subsystems

of the MIS are capable of operating in accordance with design

specifications. Utilization focuses on the management processes for

which the MIS is being used, and the effects dimension includes the

results which are achieved through systca use, whether intended or

unintended. While the evaluation framework presented is is 2 general

than its application to MIS, the model is tailored to this application

through an exadiple of instructional management information systems.

Evaluation is an ongoint, process, conducted in conjunction with

system needs assesw .1 planning, design and implementation. As an

integral part of these procedures, it provides information which will

support system modification to meet better the needs of the organization

and its members. The need for system modification may result, for

example, from changes in personnel, from internal reorganization, from

changes in organizational goals or from variance between what is pl.,nned

and-what is able to be implemented. formative evaluation strategies
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provide the information base to support adaptive changes as well as

longer term decisions concerning the value of the system, its effects,

and whether or not it should be continued or expanded.
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When I was informed earlier this year that the supplies and equipmen

my resource room would be augmented by an Apple II Plus Microcomputer, I

was delighted. Without any programming skills and lacking even the barest

'understanding of microcomputer terminology or capabilities, I envisioned

my students receiving instruction and practice in all basic skills from a

machine that was eminently patient, persevering, and as skilled as I in

error analysis, diagnosis, and remediated, My delight turned to dismay

when I asked for information about available programs and was given a small

number of catalogues and magazine advertisements. Instead of the wealth of

well-designed instructional programs, neatly organized by content area

and with detailed degcriptions oo the programs, I found an enormous quantity

of titles, described in one or two lines in jargon that was not always

comprehensible, none designed specifically for handicapped students, and

only a dozen or so of which appeared even remotely related to my classroom

needs, And of this dozen, most were math programs, rather than the

expected representation of all basic skills areas; I lacked sufficient

information to evaluate their appropriateness with my students; and in

any case, most were more expensive than my meager classroom budget would

allow,

1

Yet I was convinced that the computer still could be a useful instructional

tool with my mildly handicapped students (whqse handicaps include learning

disabilities, mild mental retardation, emotional disturbance, and orthopedia

impairment), These students need WI-sequenced instruction; abundant

practice of skills and concepts, and immediate, precise correction of errors

in ceder to learn. All of these, I believed, were within the capabilities of

computer assisted instruction (herein referred to'as CAI), even if programs

I

are not POW readily av ilable. More important, perhaps, was my conviction

that the computer, lik the calculator, would eventually become standard

household and office equipment. My students, I felt, need to be exposed

now to computers and their uses so that as adults they will be able to

employ them as tools, without rear or intimidation,
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It was therefore a combination of my ignorance about computers and CAI an

the one hand and my faith in their potential on the other that led me to

apply lior a NW*EL study award. In my naivete I proposed what I thought

was a reasonable short-term project: identification of other tiers,

evaluation of existing CAI, identification of gaps in existing CAI, and

development of programs to fill the ga0e. As a grateful aware recipient,

I arrived at the Lab some months later with a little more experience and

knowledge, enough to realize the enormity of *le project and its impossibility

within a four-week period, With the assistance Of Judy Edwards Allen and

on Polznactle, to whose unit t was assigned, I narrowed the scope considerably.

. The fourth goal, program dieelopment, was eliminated completely, The other

objectives were incorporated into one gammal goal, deterainiei the "state-

of-the-art" of microcomputers and, the mildly handicapped, As a result of my

reviews of the available literature, the topic that later emerged in my

mind and which I approached as such in the report that follows became

" computers and the handicapped,?

The report reflects my discoveries and nclusions, First, much has been

done in the area ofcomputers and the icapped in terms of special

education administration, hardware adapt tions, and software development.

Second, little of this is now commercially available. Third, most existing

CAI, developed for other populations (the so-called "normal" students and

remedial students) must be adapted and modified befbre it can be successfully

used with the handicapped, Fourth, criteria for evaluating CAI for use

with the mildly handicapped (to return in part to the original study proposal)

must reflect the special learning needs of this population.

Before going into the major report, though, my, Activities during the four -

week, stay, July 27-August 21, should be described briefly, On the first

.
day I met initially with Dr. Rex Hagans, who discussed the study award

program and graciously located an office for me. His assistant, Merry Millage,

provided valuable assistance in obtaining supplies and materials, and answering

questions about the Lab, as she continued to do throughout my stay. I also



met with Judy Edwaids Allen, who showed me the Microcomputer room and

introduced me to the Information Center staff. Later in the day I discussed

my project with Judy and Don and by the end of the day had completed the

. initial steps of an ERIC search with Donna Shaver. Later in that first week

I epoke more extensively with Don about the MicroSIFT Prof,lct, what it had

accomplished and new directions it will take. Don continued to be extremely

helpful in assisting my explorations of resources and providing feedback about

my project.

4

My first two weeks were spent largely in the Information Center which

contains vast resources in computer technology, The extensive article

files, journal collection, And ERIC microfiche files enabled me to have

access to information I could not obtain in my own area, I also was able

during this period to view some of the journals housed in the Microcomputer

unit. Much of the information I obtained is described in the report that

follows, but a small portion is incorporated into a stparate collection

about CAI programs, vendors and resources, a pragmatic activity which will

enable me to more knowledgeably purchase CAI materials this year and to

establish connections with other users. .n additional benefit of my NNREL

experience is that these laterials will be shared with Lee Trippett, CAI

specialist, and other teachers interested in CA/ in the Jackson County

ESD, my employer.

The third week was spent in reviewing some of the CAI programs available

in the Microcomputer room. I agreed to evaluate tLem for their appropriateness

for special education, usi the evaluation form and guidelines produced by

MicroSIFT. I screened m y programs from a variety of producers and documented

the evaluation of four p rams more extensively, The completed evaluations

have been given to Don Ho zna le. During the third week I also made contact

with a few of the people around the country who are in contact with the

Microcomputer Technology unit here at NWREL. One of these contacts,

Doug Archer, Special Education Media Cpecialist in Creston, Iowa, promises

to be particularly useful in the future for information and current

developments in the field,

jcJ
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My final week at the Lab has been spent in organizing my information into a

form that is useful to the Lab. My contribution is the "state-of-the-art"

report, the accompanying bibliography and the ERIC searches which yielded

over 210 citations on Computers and. the handicapped, For my own part, I have

expanded my knowledge of what can be done for the handicapped with computers,

determined what I reed to do in order for my students to profit from their

experience with the Apple Microcomputer, and established a resource

information file to be sharedVwith my colleagues, Clearly the dismay I

felt last spring has been dissipated, and I am grateful to NWREL for the

opportunity to expand my knowledge and to contribute what I have learned to

others.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION

One of the major applications of computers is in the area of special education

administration. Although this is not the focus of the present study, and

therefore no special effort was taken to seek out such information, a few

projects were identified and worthy of interest.

Computers are being used extensively in data management. The Bronx Special

Education Regional Office uses a microcomputer system in two ways* 1) a

monthly attendance procedure, and 2) interschool articulation (involving

projected space needs, student groupings, special student requests, final

placement, and Student information records (Martin, 1981), Another project,

The MONITOR system developed at Utah State University, was designed to meet

four needs; 1) assign and monitor timelines for all educational services

to be delivered to individual handicapped students 2) provide timeline

summaries of educational services delivered and those yet to be provided to

mdividual students; 3) proviCe program-wide information on the schoolts

ability to deliver educational services within established guidelines; and

4) make basic student accounting information, such as student counts,

available to program administrators (Whitney and Hofmeister, 1981), (An

interesting note of cautIor, however, is being sounded by Joiner and Vensel,

1981. They warn special educators against the mistakes aiready made by
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business and educational institutions involved in the development of

management information systems: the breeding of facts and reports at a

rate exceeding the user's ability to digest there, and the domination of

systems design by "technical. experts" with little input from line statf.)

The obvious use of computers in.administration involves the deVelopmer,t and

monitoring of IEPs, one of the most time-consuming, non-instructional

activities of the special educator. Columbia Learning Systems, a private

firm located in Beaverton, Oregon, generates computerized IEPs based on

diagnostic information obtained by psychologists, With computer assistance

they identify specific student needs from student profiles, cross-reference

skill deficits to appropriate strategies and materials for remediation,

and monitor student progress toward goals established on the IEP, Similarly,

a computerized support system for IEPs known as ORBIT (Organized Resource

Bank of IEP Text) is being developed by the Montgomery, Maryland County

Public Schools and is described in detail by Koehler, Ossler and Raucher

(1981), A system that has been available for scene time from Microcomputer

Education Application Netoric (MEAN) is PIE (Programming for Individualized

Education) which stores individual student, data, analyzes test data, monitors

procedural.guidelines, and processes information on groups of children.

An application of computers closely related to IEP development, just beginning

to be explored, involves diagnostic remedial procedures. While many CAI

programs already make use of branching techniques, moving students through

material at a faster pace or recycling them through lower skill levels based

on performance information, and while several diagnostic programs determine the

skills a student possesses or lacks, none that I an aware of actually analyzes

what errors the student is making and why, and then provides specific

corrections aimed at instructing the student in the correct response. And

yet error analysis and fine-tuned remediation 4s a major task demanded of

the skilled special educator and is certainly Within the scope of computerized

instructional aids. A step towards the development of a computerized diagnostic

model is described by Brown and Burton (1977) in the area of basic

mathematics skills, based on identification and description of students'
r
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knowledge of rules and their misconceptions, At the time of their report

the capabilities of the system were solely diagnostic- -no tutoring was

attempted. The Bronx Special Education Regional Office is investigating

with SRA math skills diagnosis and prescriptions it will be interesting to

see what comes of their venture in the future and the extent to which error

analysis procedures are utilized.

Another non-CAI use, developed at UCLA in a non..oategorical program for the

handicapped, employed the computer in scheduling students into individualized

instructional groups. The handicapped children (variously identified as

retarded, autistic, seriously emotionally disturbed, learning disabled, or

aphasic) in the early childhood program were age/pied to instructional groups

based on student and teacher variables. Factor* such as instructional needs,

current level of functioning, classroom behavior; availability of staff

members, and space were considered. Although the feasibility of computer.-

generated schedules for public school settings is yet to be determined, it

appears to have the potential for relieving the special education teacher

of a very complex, cumbersome tasks scheduling (Frankel, et ale, 1979).

HARDWARE ADAPTATIONS

Many of the projects involving instructional applications of.computers with

handicapped students have required modifications of and additions to the

basic computer equipment in order to allow the handicapped users to take

advantage of the computer's capabilities. Although some of the projects

were undertaken with specific handicapping conditions in mind (the hearing

impaired, for example, are the beneficiaries of much of the research), the

technological advancements have applications beyond the original target

population. Therefore, the following annotated list of hardware adaptations

is only loosely organized by category of exceptionality, and should not

imply that the specified handicap 'stile only population that can benefit

from the adaptation.
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Physically/Orthopedically Impaired

o "Joy sticks" can be used to control the interface with a computer,
eliminating the need for a keyboard (Jung, 1980)

o Oversized touch sensitive keyboards, measuring 15"x18" with keys
measuring 1" square and 1" of space between keys, reduce demands
for fine motor coordination (Jung, 1900)

o Passing identification cards through a reader can minimize the
amount of information which needs to be correctly encoded (Seyfried

-and Lowe, 1980)

o Touch panels, wq.1 separated, can be used to input simple binary
information (yes /not true/false) (Seyfried and Lowe, 1980)

o Kneeswitches can be used to control the interface with the computer

(Jung 1980)

o Hand, foot and head control switches, under pneumatic control also

control input (Winters 1978)

o Voice recognition systems, trained to recognize a certain set of
words by asparticular person, allow students to respond orally'to

CAI prograMs (Moursund, 1980-81)

o Audio peripherals that permit the computer to synthesize speech
can be used for communication by non#Verbal students (Joiner, Sedlak,

Silver*tein, and Vensel, 1980)

o Computers can be a source of employment for physically handicapped
adults who are trained in computer programming (Wieck, 1980)

Visually Impaired

o The Optacon translates regular text into tactile images, one

letter at a time (Wieck, 1980)

The Kurzweil Reading Machine reads text with a synthetic computer
voice and can spell out loud any Unrecognized word ( neck, 1980)

o. Voice synthesizers provide output in non-visual form (Seyfried
and Lowe, 1980)

Hearing Impaired

o Videodiscs interfaced with microcomputers can provide interactiv
instruction and incorporate still or motion pictures (eugento 1980)
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o Videotapes interfaced with microcomputers likewise can provide
access to wider graphics and animated sequences to illustrate

9
linguistic principles (Withrow, 1979)

-Mentally Retarded

o Videodiscs, interfaced with microcomputers, with random access
audio provides verbal instruction to nonreaders and allow fast
transitions to remediation material (Thorkildson, Bickel, and
Williams, 1979)

o Touch switches or photo cells employed as input systems allow the
most minute student movements- to be detected (Seyfried and Lowe,
1980)

o Metal overlay keyboards containing a small number of keys simplify
the computer terminal (Knutson and PrOehnow, 19701

o Special purpose keyboards with keys that illustrate the concepts
being taught are used in survival skills instruction such as money,
laundry symbols, time, nutrition, cafeteria cashiers, and Bliss
symbols (Hallworth and Brebner, 1980)

o Computers interfaced with random access slide projectors, audio
cascetts and synthetic speed synthesisers can be used to illustrate
in multi -media faihion'real life situations (Hallworth and
Brebner, 1980)

Learning_ Disabled

o ,Light pens allow students to make pointing responses to multiple
choice questions or to trace figures (Joiner, Seal*, Silverstein,
and Vensel, 1980)

o Audio output devices, which provide verbal instruction, combined
with touch panels or touch sensitive screens minimize the demands
on non-readers (Moursund, 1980-81)

o Computers interfaced with random access slide projectors develop
language concepts with non or poor readers (Macleod and Overheu, 1977)

o A "button box" arranged in 8"x8" array is used to teach hand'-eye
coordination, sequential memory and sight word recognition
(Macleod and Overheu, 1977)

o A dox- matrix discharge panel, associated with a pen with a pressure-
activated switch, te used to teach handwritting skills (Macleod
and Overheu, 1977)
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SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

A surprisir amount of research has been undertaken, usually in university

settings but occasionally within public schoOl systems, to develop

courseware or to adapt existing programs to meet the instructional needs

of handicapped learners. unfortunately, little of this is now commercially

%mailable, What follows is a brief description of some of the many projects

that have been going on. Again, some were designed for specific handicapping

conditions but have wider applicability; therefbre, the listings are organized

by content area.

Mathematics

o The Add Program presents addition problems with sums tc 99 in three
formats: 2-choice answer, 3-choice answer, and open-c-ued
(Vitello and Bruce, 1977)

The Shape Program teaches discriminations between geometric shapes
and non-geometric shapes and big4and little shapes. 'Four shapes
are introduceAl circle, triangle, square and rectangle (Vitello
and Bruce, 1¶:7.)

o The Word Problem Program teaches the translation of word problems
into number sequences, requiring the student to specify the operations
and operands necessary to solve the problems (Raman and Laudato, 1974)"

o Leonard (1970) describes an elementary mathematics principles and
operations program for younger handicapped students that teaches
numbers and how to use them in performing basic addition and
subtraction operations in a series of carefully structured probUms

o Sandals (19791 reports on a University of Manitoba projes:t to
develop courseware in mathematics for a wide variety (in age and
disability) of handicapped students based on a detailed hierarchy
of mathematics skills

o Wieck (1980) reports on a Washington, D,C, project to use the
math pOrtion of-the PLATO Basic Skill. curriculum with moderately
retarded children

o Suppes and his colleagues have ling been involved in the
development of a drill and practice mathematics curriculum for
deaf children (Suppes, Fletcher, Zanotti, Lorton and Seatle, 1973)
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Reading

o Elfner (1973) describes a 3-year project in Florida that developed
a reading curriculum for EMR students, of which the computer was
only OnA instructiodil tool. Much of the project ls devoted to
breaking down lessons into sufficiently mai,. steps and refining
feedback procedures

o Edinburgh University has developed a cOMputer-based system for
teaching handicapped children word attack skills by phonics
approach. They employ a ccutputer-controlled slide projector and

-touch sensitive screen in the instruction (Howe, 1981)

o The CARIS (Computer Animated Reading instruction System) introduces
reading to handicapped children by animating nouns and verbs
selected by the student. A light sensitive screen is used to
teach the vocabulary skills (Geoffrion and Bergeron, 1977)

o A learning disabled child was taught the Dolch sight word list
of 220 words on a small home computer, Graphic cues (arrows)

were used to establish left-to-right progression of decoding and
an audio cassette was used to ensure Oorrect identification of
words (Pollard, 1979)

0

The nouttc-.4 box" described earlier was used at th. 6tralian

National Unbersity to develop sight recognition 0i a basic word
vocabulary, including safety words such as DANGER, A segvence
c,f aactice activities is used to develop the reading skills
(Macleod and Overheu, 1977)

4

Leonard (1970) describes an elementary reading program that
teaches letter sounds, syllable sound and spelling of words and
syllables. The program employs a computer - controlled random

access tape recorder, a slide projector and typewriter

Wieck (1980) reports that the PLATO prcrram in reading A-3
language arts was lilted to reach word attack skills, enc. king,
decoding and comprehension to learning disabled junior high
students

Language Arts

c. "Building Blocks for Developing Basic Language," a curriculum
developed for deaf multi-handicapped children, was translated
into an interactive computer program, It is designed to teach
vocabulary, categorization skills, sentence structurep. and question
forms, and it incorporates object drawings and graphic displays of
manual communication signs (Galbraith, 1978)
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o Moursund (1980-81) reports that touch panels Ind audio output
devices can be used together to develt, language arts skills
of learning disabled children. The computer displays an image
of a chair rnd a taWa and signals the audio device to give the
'direction ouch the chair," for example

o Microcomputer /videodiscs combir three- dimensional animated
sequences illustrating specific linguistic principles wits
appropriate English language constructions. Hearing impaired
students interact with.the program to create sentences, and the
action is then displayed on the screith (Withrow, 1979)

o Handwriting'skills have been taught tO learning disabled children
using the Australii.q.National University prograi that employs a
Digivue display screen and associated pan, described above. Exercises
can be completed only by executing the required sequence of strokes
in the specified order and direction and within a preset accuracy
level (Macleod and Procto., 1979)

o Retarded children were taught vocabulary skills, beginning with
pronouns, simple conjunctions and verbs, through a program described
by Nelson (1972). An introductory sequence first teaches the child
to enter his name, correctly spelled, when requested by the computer

o Erting and Mackall (1981) describe the use of PLATO to develop
academic skills and appropriate classroom behavior among disruptive
hearing impaired students. The children created sentences using
vocabulary words presented In instructional lessons, based on e
given animation

o. aoiner,. Sedlak, Silverstein, and Veneta (1980) refer to a recently
developed reading and language arts program for secondary students
with learning disabilities. The project, completed by Control
Data Corporation and Minnesota State Department of Education, is
designed around the PLATO timesharing system and is said to be "the
most sophisticated instructional system now available for the
handicaipmi"

o Wieck (1980) reports on the teaching of English as a second language
through drill and practice to hearing impaired students at Gallaudet
College and the Learning Center for Deaf Children in Massachusetts,
Writing skills are stimul&. d with the "electronic mail" technqiues
at the Massachusetts program

o Wieck (1980) also reports on the efforts of the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf at Rochester, New York to expand the language
arts skills of the deaf. They have developed a computer program
that diagnoses student writing performance and a tutorial program
to improve syntax in writing



o The University of Manitoba has also developed CAI based on
their hierarchy of language arts skill'. Special needs students
work on such skills as phonic analysis, structural analysis,
comprehension, vocabulary, uvr.1 forms and usage, syntax,
punctuation, and spelling (Sandals, 1979)

o Basic concepts such as above, beloW, right and left are tested
by computer - controlled slide projeeter incorporated with a
touch panel. This Application, Covveleped at the Australian
National University, is ...wed on the WOK Test of Basic Concepts
(Macleod and CAerhoW, 1077)

o Leonard (1970) describes a spelling program based on the
recognition of basis sight words. A Slide projector displays
pictures of the coma= words, and the 19bdent goes through a
series of steps in which he types the Aerrecz spelling for each
word. A word-guessihg program on the eider of Hangman has been
developed in conjunction with the spelling program and is used to
reinforce vocabulary, spelling and working on the spelling program.

o Leonard (1970) also describes the use of the Poughkeepsie Day
School Spelling Program with special education students, It is a
nongraded spelling program developed on the basis of ,..11 analysis of
spelling errors made by students in grades 2-9

Survival Skills

o Knutson and Prochnou (1970) developed one of the earliest programs
for the mentally retarded that employed a modified keyboard (described
above): A metal overlay keyboard with ten oversise keys And
r.aovable caps was used to teach money skills, Actual coins 'were

placed on the keys, and the students Were instructed to "press
the cede worth a specified amount

o uallworth and Brebner (1980) describe expansions of the keyboard
adaptat'ons, The University of calgary project has modified
equipment to be used in the teaching of money handling, shopping,
making change, keeping accounts, budgeting, recognition of
shapes and letters, social sight vocabulary, nutrition, time sense,
laundry symbols, filling in of forms, and training cafeteria cashiers,
The materials avoid using content taken from elementary school texts
designed to meet the interests of children, instead'they are designed
to be appropriate for an adult population

o winters (1978) refers to other applications made by Hallworth

and Jrebner. Social skills such as how to apply for a job, how to
dress appropriately, how to use a calendar and to tell time are
also being taught
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Niscellan6Qus

o Learning disabled students have been taught computer, programming,
problem solving and mathematical thinking through the use of
LOGO, a computer language for eleMentary school students. They
control a robot "turtle" that can move and draw pictures on the
computer monitor (Weir and Watt, 198041)

o The Australian National University has used the "button box"
described earlier to teach hand-eye coordination. Students chase
a lighted button around the 8" 8" array, and the test can be'
specialized to require use- f either hand(s) or eye(s) in various
combinations. It is cl ed that the Program has also been
effective in tbncent ins; the.ettentiOn of distractable students.
Another applica of the ,tton hoe ie in developing memory
for simple spatial and linear sequences) a pre-determined number
of lignts turn on their off in sequences and the student tries to
reproduce the sequence ;Macleod and Overheu, 1977)

o Not an instructional ,togram in itself but nonetheless designed
for hyperactive cnildten is the technique described by Kleiman,
Humphrey, and Lindsay (1981). Special messages were incorporated

into a math program and appuared whenever a child answered too quickly,
took too long to respond, or made too many inappropriate button
presses (e.g., "STC?

o The microcomputur/video.isc system for the moderately mentally
retarded described earlier (Thork11ison, Bickel and Williams, 1979)
was developed based o* the instructional package *Matching Sizes,
Shapes and Colors." In ius CAI form, this matching program was
designed to assign studort responses to categories including not
only correct or incorrect, but else marginally correct. Feedback
appropriate to one of the three rewponss types was then given to
the student,

o Not an instructional program but rather a software adaptation
that makes CAI accessible to the mildly visually impaired is the
incorporation of high resolution graphics and the use of highly

readable and visible color contrast (Beyfried and Lowel,1980)

o Leonard (1970) r.gorts on the development of four computerized
games for tte, /earning disabled. The games put the student in
the role as a participant in a simulated situation and let him solve
problems) he is expected to learn by discovery the relationship
between variables in the simulated AVironment

o Leonard (1970) Also describes the application of computers to the

area of vocational skills for special education otudentr. One

program gives e*..-.ents experience in completing job applications
and several others are being used in exploratory vocational activities,
providing simulations in such areas as automotive and television
repair
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TEACHER AIDS

Several projects have been started to assist the special educator in

utilizing computers in the classroom. As Berthold and Sachs (1974) state

succinctly, "Most special education teachers lack the time or motivation

to acquire complicated programming skills, and the possibility of supplying

teachers with trained programiers :who are constantly available to adapt

lessons to individual students' needs is ecorically difficult" (pp. 121-122).

o Berthold and Sachs (19494) refer to a eiMplified programming
language termed MR. COMPUTSR which toddlers without previous
programming skills can master in a fw hours. It incorporates
litany techniques designed for preparing and adapting individual
lessons

o Thorkildson, Bickel and Williams (1979) programmed their Apple
Microcomputer which interfaces with a #ideodisc in'PILOT, a
computer language for Apples that is specially designed for CAI.
They designedthe microcomputer/videodisc system so that teachers
can ultimately develop their own CAI courses or instructional
models.

,61/ ASSIST (Authoring. System Supplementing Instruction Seleoted by
Teachers) is a CAI system developed by RMC Research Corporation.
Its aim is to demonstrate and evaluate computer programs for
mentally handicapped children; another goal is tc allow teachers
to create and assign CAI lessons in any curriculum area for any
student population. Ten different models of lesson presentation
formats such as multiple choice format, copy format and binary
format (yes/no; true/false, etc.) have been programmed; teachers
merely submit their otintent information and specify special

corrections (Chiang, 1978)

o An aid of a different sort has been developed at the Special
Education Instructional Materials Center, State University College
at Buffalo. They have used the computer to assist in the pre planning
process of using resource units. Existing units were evaluated
for appropriateness with special education students, and new units
were developed to meet additional needs of exceptional children.
The information about materials, objectives and units was then
stored on computer (Leonard, 1970)

o A project currently going on in Creston, Iowa is the collection,
evaluation and cataloging of CAI for the handicapped. It is
planned that the final pr,duct will catalogue programs alphabetically,
by content area, grade and company (Archer, 1981)
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AVAILABLE CAI AND THE MILDLY HANDICAPPED

Deepite the demonstrated range of applications of computer technology

to the education of the handi4pped, commercial software producers have

generally not targeted this potential'market. In my preliminary reviews

of the most popular software catalogues, I found only one CAI product

specifically identified as being for the handicapped: MECC Special Needs,

Volume I, Spelling, availabl4 July 1981. In personal conversation with

Doug Ancfier, Special .Education Media Specialist in Creston, Iowa, I found

that there is a small number of other products, Interpretive Education has

developed a series on basic living skills for secondary TMR students, and

Grover Associates has a package called Microccrtaunicator which is designed

for non-communicative students. Most of the Materials he has identified for

special education students, however, come from schools and are not

available from commercial producers. MECC System Library contains a

catalogue of programs which can be 1,ed with students with special learning

or behavioral problems, though not written specifically for this population.

Not a CAI instructional material alone, but nonetheless developed for

handicapped secondary students, is Microcomputer Education Applications

Network's SP ED READ, This is a testing and functional reading drill

program which also includes listing of objectives and curriculum materials

references. As.noted before, Martin (1981) states that the Bronx Special

Education Regional Office in conjunction with BRA is investigating mathematics

skills diagnosis and prescription for specie.l education students involving

programs already developed by SRA, so presuMably additional software

produdts for this population will be available from commercial publishers

at some point in the future.

Nonetheless, at the present time commercial software for handicapped students

is extremely limited. Jostad and Kosel (1980) reviewed edudational software

from 35 companies and found that the distribution for elementary schools by

sOlect area (total samples 700 programs) was lowest for art, science and

speciA education. These three subject areas were not even reflected on the

graph wIose scale was in units of 5 instructional progiams. One might surmise
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that (special education's neglect is partly due to its small population of

students. Another factor may be that software developers are concentrating

on 16ftwere which is the easiest to produce, drill and practice (Jostad

and Kostel, 1980), thus avoiding more complex programming requirements which

software for the handicapped presumably demands. Certainly the projects for

the deaf, blind, physically impaired, and moderately/severely retarded

referred to above involve sophisticated software or hardware modifications, -

and in any case most are still in the development stage; not yet commercially

available. Yet the mildly handicapped (i.e., learning disabled, mildly

mentally retarded, and emotionally disturbed) in most cases do not require

the complex technological modifications of the More severely impaired students.

In fact, the educational needs of the mildly, handicapped are strikingly

similar to those of the student population in general: instruction and

practice of the basic skills.--reading, spelling, language arts and math.

Because so many excellent CAI programs already exist in these content

areas, the question is whether or nob the existing CAI can be used with

low performing students.

Undoubtedly some courseware can be used with mildly handicapped students

without modification. But, in fact, many special educators have had

to adapt available software ter the needs of their students. The following

is a list of sume of the presenting problems in the software as is and

some of the adaptations that have been made in response.

o Readability is the factor whidh most interferes with successful,

independent use of computers by the handicapped, Students who

have not attained the reading level demanded by the printed text
will make.irrdrs net necessarily because they fail to understand
the concePi or skill involved but because they misinterpret the

text. Seyfried and Lowe (1980) cite the use of speech
synthesizers to permit oral presentation of material along

with visual. Thorkildson, Bickel and Williams (1979) refer to
random access audio in their discussion of using microcomputer/
videodisekystems with the non-reading, 4moi_rately mentally
retarded, an adaptation which would work with taly. now-reader,

regardless of handicapping conditioh. Leonard (1970) documents
the ::echnique of changing the vocabulary of printed messages
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to make the reading level appropriate to the target population.
Audio output devices are suggested by IHutson and Pruchnow (1970),
Neursund (1980-81), and Joiner, Sedlak, Silverstein and Vensel
(1980

o A related difficulty is the inability to understand and follow
directions independently. Complex, length instructions can, of
course, trouble normal students as well (and are often a programming
problem rather than a student problem), but even clear, simple
directions can overload a handicapped Student, even one capable of
decoding the words. Nugent (1980) mentions additional prompting

-as one solution. Obviously clean, well thought out programming
with special care given to visual displays and concise directions
will reduce the burden on the mildly handicapped

o Corrective feedback, while important for normal students, is
essential for special education students, if guessing strategies
and practice of errors (not to mention frustration) are to be
avoided. Leonard (1970) suggests proViding more hints that lead
to the correct answer and providing the correct answer sooner
(X'ather than "WRONG - -TRY AGAIN ") on questions of a factual nature.
Frequent, non-threatening and non -dedeaning feedback (positive and
corrective) is, of course, a prerequisite (Chiang 1978)

o Response time is often slower for the handicapped, whether because
of the nature of the handicap itself or because of an associated
difficulty in reading, computation or other academic skill.
Leonard (1970) advises lengthening the allowable response time
while Elfner (1973) fogy 1 that removing time constraints altogether
was most effective

o The 12t122121.112unistumust be minimized because many
handicapped students have a deficiency in short term memory. Hallworth
and Brebner (1980) recommend immediate feedback so the student does
not lose track of the problem, and providing cues such as counting
devices, Breaking instruction into short segments and demanding
frequent student responses should also help

o Criteria for master -sometimes are inappropriate for the
hand capped, particularly the mentally handicapped. Leonard (1970)
states that criteria were often toe stringent which frustrated
students because of their inability to proceed to more complex
problems. He found that success was achieved by decreasing the
percentage correct needed to advance to a higher skill, Note,
however, that many special educators would disagree sgiti, this
perspective, arguing that overlearning of material with more,
not less, stringent criteria and extra repetition are needed to
ensure mastery (Chiang, 1978). In any case, varying criteria
levels (up or down) appears to be an adaptation of available CAI,,
one that is not applicable to handicapped students alone but
normal students as well
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o Small steps in learning are essential for most students with
learning problems, and many commercial materials require
cognitive leaps that are too great to be bridged by special
education students (and probably by many non-handicapped as
well). Elfner (1973) found it necessary to create new levels
of material within the structure of the original CAI materials.
Supplementary materials such as slides and recorded tapes were
made available by Leonard (1970) to enable special education
students to use computerised economics games. Additionally,

when skills become too complex for the handicapped student's
current level of functioning, they can be eliminated-from the

-student's.CAI activities

o Perception and attention to relevant etimuli is a deficiency
ef some handicapped students, particuiiily the retarded.
Hallworth and.Brebner (1980) suggest that in early stages of
learning only the critical information or stimuli be presented;
gradually and systeMatically other information will be added,
with' careful thought being given to teaching discriminations
between .elevant and irrelevant information, examples and
ncnexamples, and alternative forms and formats

o Keyboard terminals can be particularly difficult for the
handicapped, not only for pt ically iapaired whose fine motor

skills are poor, but for phy.lcally intact individuals whose
typing skills make responses of more,than 1-2 characters
laborious and fruktrating, (Of course, this can be true of

normal students as well.) Moursund (1980 -81) recommends
teaching touch typing skills as one solution. Many programs
assume that students can type their names, some handicapped
students (usually those who are either younger or more severely
involved) may lack this preskill. As noted before, Nelson (1972)

refers to an introductory sequence which teaches the student
how to enter his name when requested by the computer. Seyfried
and Lowe (1980) suggest that passing an identification cart;
through a reader can eliminate, much of the typing demaz in

sign-in procedures. An obvious adaptation, useful for all

students, handicapped and non-handicapped, s to limit the

response mode to single character respons Wei T/F, etc.)
when possible or to employ light pens or ouch panels

Matching learner characteristics is another problem which is
not exclusive to the haL:licapped. For the learning disabled
though, who are often frustrated learners, having to use
materials which are appropriate for current skill levels but
not to age or interest levels, is an added irritant and. impediment

to learning. Leonard (1970) notes the obvious: selecting CAI

materials, as any other instructional Material, involves not
only appropriate content and objectives, but also information
of concern to chronological age* to interests and understandable

to mental age. This applies not only to content material,
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examples and illustrations, but to sound and graphics as well;
a high school age handicapped student xho needs to practice
addition skills may riot appreciate a happy face being flashed
on the screen after every problem

EVALUATION OF CAI FOR.THE HANDICAPPED

It should be apparent that the problems with crrrently available software and

most of the solutions suggested in the literature are by no means unique to

the mildly handicapped. This merely reinforces the notion that mildly

handicapped learners are more like the so-calla "normal" students than

different. However, whereas a normal student can utilize and learn from

most ca...efully selected CAI programs without modification (however less

efficient and effective the .Learning might be); this is probably less the

case with handicapped students: without thOroUgh evaluation and adaptation,

where necessary, of commercial courseware, speoial educatidn'-siudents stand

to profit little from the thee spent at the ccuputer terminal. Unfortunately,

the documentation of software which is needed to evaluate, adapt and modify

programs is a low priority item by developers. This is demonstrated in

'looted and Kosel's (1980) evaluation of 29 _ample vendor programs: on a

scale of 9 (low) to 5 (high),' tutorial strategy programs were rated 1,75

on documentation; drill and practice, 2.10; educational games, 2.50; problem

solving. 4.25; and simulation, 4.25, lihus the programs most likely to be

used by handicapped students (tutorial', drill and practice) have the least

documentation which would facilitate evaluation And adaptation for these

students.

In view of the less than adequate documentation and the need in many cases

for modification of existing materials, good evaluation criteria, specifically

addressing the educational needs of the.mildly handicapped, are necessary.

Vitello and Bruce (1977) have identified 3 attributes of CAI which are

particularly relevant to the characteristics of the handicapped: 1) the use

of multi-sensory presentations of materials which eliminate or reduce the

requirement of reading for the poor or non-11411er; 21 the repetition of

material which insures sufficient practice and over-learning for the slow
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learner; and 3) the immdiate remediation of ihoOtvect responses which

presents further failure. Based on the already documented problems in

using existing CAI programs with the handicapped, Vitello and Bruce's

observations (above), and on pedagogical standards for instructing the

mildly handicapped described by Archer and Edgar (1976), what follows is

a set of considerations that ..--7,1470s particular scrutiny as °courseware is

reviewed for use with special eduCationNstudents, Where applicable these

guidelines are cores-referenced to items listed in phe Evaluator's Guide

developed by MicroSIFT.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTED CAI

Entry Skills

o Are the entry behaviors demanded by the program easy to ascertain?

(15b)

o Does the program provide a method to determine initial placement

in the material? (12d)

o Are the students capable of making the responses required by the
program (i.e., using the keyboard and other accessories)? (7a)

o DR students have the reading skills required by the program? (7b)

Content

o Does the program present the major concepts that you wish to

stress? (2e)

o Are the concepts presented clearly? (6a, 6e1

o Is adequate practice of the skill provided?

o Is adequate repetition of concepts provided?

o Does the material match the chronological age and interests of

the student? (7c)

o Is the skill or concept best presented by computer as opposed to

other modes of presentation? (20a1
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AsmessmeHt of Student Masten,

o Is student-performance assessed at intervals throughout the
program? (7f, lib)

o Is student performance data used to sake decisions about
movement to higher or lower skill levels? (7f)

o Are mastery criteria adequate aad appropriate?

o Is feedback on student performance prOVided to teachers? (19e)

CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING DRILL AND PRACTICE CAI

Practice Activitie's

o Do activities focus on skills at the leVel of proficiency or
maintenance?

Do practice activities closely match the task that is ultimately
to be performed by the student in the natural environment? (14b)

o Is there an adequate number of practice activities?

Independence of Task Completion

o Can students complote the program with minimal supervision?

o Are directions simple? (7b, 17c)

o Does the program include only a limited variety of student tasks?

o Are student responses standard and easily recognizable? (18b)

o Does the program ensure that students know the exact demands
of the task? (18h)

o Are prompts or hints used when needed? (11d)

o Is feedback on performance provided to) students? (110

o Is student performance data provided to teachers? (19e)
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CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING TUTORIAL CAI

Sequence

o is the sequence written in terms of student behavior? (4c)

--o Does the sequence mode from boast complex to most complex? (7f)

o Does the sequence move from most frimident elements to least
frequent?

o -Does the soquerce include all intermediary behaviors that lead
to the terminal objective?

o Does the sequence avOid large jumps that would cause difficulty
for handicapped learners? (7c)

o Does thesequence include a sufficient breakdown of steps? (7e)

o Does the sequence note entry skills? (13b)

Instructional Strategy

o Does the program focus on skills at the level of initial
acquisition?

o Are skills and concepts introduced systematically?

o :Xs information presented in a logical, organized manner? (6a, 6e)

o Does the program provide instructional input on how to perform the
skill? (6c)

o Does the program demonstrate the desired response to the student?
(6g, 11f)

Is vocabulary consistent and simple? (7b)

o Are students actively included in instruction? (10a)

Practice of Skilis

o Is there an adequate number of practice activities?

r
o Are prompts and hints provided when needed? Cl1d)

o Is the use of pr pts and hints hula out when no longer needed?

o Is feedback on formance provided tO students/ (11b, lid, 11f)



sequence

o Is the sequence evident in the material? (6e)

o Does the sequence proceed from simple to complex? (7f)

o Does the material proceed in a logical order? (6e)

o Are the steps in the sequence small? (7e)

OL'ectives

o Are the objectives stated for the material? (4a)

o Are the objectives similar to your objectives?

Ongoing, Assessment

o Does the program assess student performance? (7f, 11h)

o Does'the program make provisions for reporting student performance
to the teacher? (20b)

o Is performance Sate as reported by the program compatible with
classroom data collection procedures?

Feedback

o Does the material provide positive and Corrective feedback to
students? (11)

o Do correction procedures specify' how to alter incorrect answers?
(11d1

o Are students provided with performance feedback on progress
toward goals? (Ile)

o Is.feedback provided frequently? (11c)

o Are reinforcers appropriate to the responres demanded (neither
too big nor too small)? (11a)

o Are reinforcers contingent on the debired students"behavior7 (11a)

o Is oorrective-feedbmOk balanced with positive interactions for
correct performance?

o Can the program analyze student error responses to provide specific
remediatiOn?

o Can the program alert the teacher to specific error patterns?
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o Is feedback for correct performance more desirable that. feedback
for incorrect performance, so that the student is not encouraged
to make deliberate errors?

o Is the number of allowable responses per question limited so that
the student is not encouraged to guess?

o Are traps used to detect and correct potential errors of any kind?
(18g)

Adaptability to Individualization

o Can students use the materials independently, with minimal
supervision? (19f)

Can-students be pieced into the material at their own levels? (12d)

o Can students advance to subsequent tasks when they have demonstrated
proficiency? (7f)

o Can students progress independently? (7f)

o Car the criteria for movement to higher or"lower skill levels

be varied?

Does the program encourage active student participation? (10a)

Generalization

o Is the task performed by students similar to tasks required in
other instructional settings? (14c)

o Art provisions made to assist students in transferring skills
to the natural setting?

Will the skill be useful to students outside of the instructional
settings? (14a)

Physical Characteristics

o Do text and graphics enhance rather than detract frpm student
learning? (8a)

o Does tt program avoid graphics which distract students from the
instructional purpose at hand? (17o)

o Do graphics serve en instructional purpose (i.e., not used for
entertainment alonek?
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o Are type size and graphics suitable to the maturity of student'?
(7c, 17g)

o Are graphics simple, with adequate spacing? (17a)

o Does the program avoid lengthy, crowded text? (17d)

o Does the time required to use the program match students' attention
spans? (7d)

o Can students control the time allowed for solving problems? (12a)

o Can students control the rate of peresentation of text and graphics
to suit their own reading rates? (12b)

Information to Teacher

o Is essential background informatior provided? (15b)

o Is the sequence of the material specified? (6e)

o Are the instructions to the teacher clear and complete?

o Are sample runs i;+cluded? (15c)

o Axe sections of the program easily located?

o Can the program be supervised without sophisticated programming
skills? (19a)

o Can the program be modified to suit individual student needs? (15c)

o Is information to the teacher about student performance sufficiently
detailed? (19e)

Aside from these general considerations, specific thought must be given to

the purpose for which the CAI programs will be used with students, The two

major uses, tutorial strategies employed during the initial acquisition

stage and drill and practice strategies for the proficiency and maintenance

stage, invdlve evaluation criteria with slightly different emphasis. These

criteria are listed below, restating the general considerations in a different

fordat, with additions and deleticAs made as appropriate.
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THE STATE OF THE ART IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Instructional technology is generally accepted to include not only

the hardware and courseware (programs, tapes, written materials, etc.)

used in delivery of instruction, but also the process used to develop the4

courseware--lomeonly refereed to as instructional systems design (ISD).

ISD, which incorporates the techniques of objective and item'

specification, task analysis, and the syste:fis approach to curriculum

tlevelopment is heavily used is the mil!tary in the deveopment of

training materials, and increasingly used in education. The recent

experimental work in "cognitive science" (Atkinson, 1980) adds A new and

important dimension, as it synthesizes concepts from artificial

intelligence and cognitive learning theory. The availability of

interactiva electronic media to deliver instruction provides the

opflortunity and the impetus to incorporate the best of current tnowledge

about how people learn into our curriculum development practices. The

following statement characterizes the challenge to psychologists and

behavioral scientists:

...research trend's in cognitive psychology and

instructional systems are shifting from an emphasis on
effective methods to acquire hots and skills to'the
study and development of intelligent, knowledge-based
instructional systems. Knowledge-based systems are
being developed which so thoroughly "understand" the subjtct
domain and the student's grasp of the subject
matter that they are able to assist the student to
recognise, articulate, and use diverse forma of
information in problem-solving environments. These
developments are not simply new wrinkles in
.educational research, they are assaults upon the basic
questions of VW is knowledge?" and "How is it'best
acquired?" This research effort* are laying the
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foundations for the solution of a much larger set of
educationally significant problems than has even been
considered an the past (Atkinson, 1978).

The potential benefit of recent research in cognitive science to the

remediaton of basic skills deficiencies appears to lie in the area of

error analysis. Recent work by Brown (1978) exemplifies an approach to

error analysis that goes far beyond the current practice of treating an

error in arithmetic, for example, as simply a feedback problem, solved by

providing the student with the correct enswes Brown uses the computer

to analyze the pattern of studeht responses, simulate the kinds of errors

the student is liable to make from the inferred faulty procedures, devise

an automated tutorial system to assist the student when an error is made,

and give the student insight into the process of generating errors by

challenging him or her to figure out procedural errors programmed into

the romputer.

Instructional systems design and cognitive science, although they

contribute to and are a part of the general field of instructional

technoigy, will not be dealt with extensively in this paper, except to

provide context and background.

HARDWARE

The hardware of instructional techrology can be defined as the

electronic media -- radio, television, calculators, computers and

videodiscs -- together with the more mundane film, audio tape, and reading

machines. The latter media have not advanced remarkably in recent years,

and little empirical evidence-can be found as to their effectiveness in

teaching or remediating basic skills. The newer electronic media can

provide the sass capabilities as film, studio, and reading machines, but
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when combined with computers, are envliwined and made more powerful and

flexible. Thus, in this review the electronic media will be described

and discussed rather than the older technologies.

Radio

The single important demonstration of radio as an instructional

medium is the Nicaragua project described in the literature review.

Using radio to teach basic skills in mathematics, the project was a

success for that population. The materials were developed in Spanish,

and the expense and effort involved were tremendous, as reported in a

conversation with Barbara Searle, a principal investigator.

Deliver), of radio programming is dependent on access to broadcast

transmission and must be scheied for a particular broadcast time. In

the Educational Telecommunications for Alaska (ETA) project, radio was

considered as a medium for delivery of instruction in remote bush areas'

and was discarded for the.following reasons:

1. Fewer than half of the geographically isolated target

schools were in an area reached by commercial or public
broadcast radio.

2. Scheduling of programs for broadcast placed severe
limitations on the flexibility of the classroom teacher to
use the materials propriately.

3. The expense of developing and testing the audio'scripts was
at least equal to that for other media.

An advantage of radio where instruction must be delivered by

satellite telecommunications is that it is a 'narrow band" technology as

opposed to, for example, television, which is a "broad band" technology.

That is, radio requires a small fraction of the satellite band width

required by television for Storage and delivery of signals. Thus the
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cost is considerably lower to deliver radio instruction via satellite

than to delivem television instruction.

Television

Television as an instructional medium has received much attention

both negative and positive. With the availability of the educational

programs developed by the Children's Television Workshop for commercial

TV ( "Sesame Street" and "The Electric Company") educational effectiveness

could be and was demonstrated. Locally developed programs, off-the-air

taping, and purchase of commercially available videotapes add to the

scheduling flexibility of the classroom teacher.

"Smart" television, a gelding of computers and television, is a

creation already being otaketed in Britain and France and being tested in

Canada and the United States. Predictions arethat smart television,

generically known as videotext or teletext, will replace ordinary

television in the next decade. The systems will allow subscribers to use

their own TV sPt (with a small attachment) to receive almost any piece of

information that can be fed into a computer. Videotext two-way,

communication networks will allow us to create a text or a graphic and

hays it sent to a computer bank where other vie are can have access to

it. People can work together although hundreds of miles apart through

the "electronic mail" and "electronic blackboard" features of the

system. The experimental OBE system in yperation in Columbus, Ohio is

an example of the interactive use of videotext,- which focuses primarily

on entertainment, through a cabll television network. Two other

Columbus-based efforts are OCLC, which provides subscribers with

information via telephone and television ve.th punch key consoles, and
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Compuserve, which provides information on an interactive terminal using a

telephone link. Compuserve provides-news and weather, electronic mail,

money management information, and games between users or between user and

computer. Also available is access to the MicroNET software exchange

which allows users to pprchase programs electronically and have them

"downloaded" (sent over telephone line) into their personal computers

error free and ready to run.

Calculators

Handheld calculators have declined in cost to the point that they are

almost as "disposable" as a ball point pen. A calculator offering the

four arithmetic functions, square root, trigonometric and logarithmic

functions sells for under $10. Several models have been extended to

provide arithmetic drill or games, for under $25, and a spelling drill

with "voice feedback (simluated) is available for $50. As the cost of

electronic components continues to decline, such devices will also

decline in cost.

Computers

In the mid-1960s educators believed that the computer had the

potential to become ubiquitous in American education. It was expected

that computers would make it possible to realize important changes in the

availability and effectiveness of education. In 1975 Bennett Cerf

predicted, on CBS, that within five years every school child in the state

of Pennsylvania would have a computer terminal built into his or her

desk. That state of affairs did not come to pass. In fact, by 1970 even

CAI's most ardent protagonist, Patrick Suppes of Stanford, had dismissed
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Chi as an approach to mass Iducation because it was economically

prohibitive (1970). The studies in computer-assis ' instruction were

for the most part well-financed experiments whose costs could not be

,borne by most school districts when the funding ended.

During the period of the mid-60s through the mid-70s one notable

large scale sophisticated system was the PLATO project. Begun at the

Univesity of Illinois and now a product of Control Data Corporation,

PLATO offers sophisticated but expensive courses via terminals linked to

a large central computsi. The PLATO system has been seen as the Cadillac

of CAI, and is still in use. For the most part, however, the dream of

using technology to achieve important educationgl objectives had died

1975.

by

That situation began to change when the affordable desk top

microcomputer was introduced in 1976. A small portable microcomputer can

now be purchased for $2000 which has the same power that before 1970

would have cost nearly $250,000, would have required 100 or so times the

space and would have been less reliable. In face, one can compare the

$500 Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer to the first digital computer built

at Harvard in 1944, the Mark I. The $500 machine, which represents the

minimum of what currently available microcomputers can do, compares well

to the Mark I. It is 10,000 times as fast, contains 16 times'as much

memory, and costs 1/250 as much.

A typical and basic microcomputer configuration would include the

following components:

1. A microproceissor unit in a typewriter-like case with
keyboard. The unit can store and process at least 4000
(410 characters, and is exp,ndable to 64K or more. Cost of
the unit is upward of $500, depending on capacity.
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2. Auxiliary storage in the form of cassette tape of 5-inch
diskette ("floppy disk"). A diskette drive sells for about
$500.

3. A video display. Most microcomputers can be interfaced to
a standard television set, color or black and white, for
display of input and output. A simple and inexpensive
video monitor can also be used.

4. A printer. Small and versatile printers which print
graphic displays as well as standard keyboard characters
are now available for $500.

The microcomputers currently on the market incorporate additional

features and peripheral hardware devices that simply did not exist (or

only at great cost) in the technology of the 60s and 70s. A

representative list of these new "accessories" would include:

1. Computer-controlled (and programmable) graphics. The wore
primitive "low resolution" graphics, high resolution
graphics, character graphics, and vector graphics offer a
selection of sophistication and cost.

2. A "graphics tablet". A peripheral device which allows the
deer to draw eny desired visual, with shading and fine
detail, on an electronic tablet which transmits the drawing
directly into computer storage for laterretrieval and
modification or display.

3. Full color displays, with two dozen colors programmable for
use in graphics or textual displays.

4. Speech generators. The cost of programmable speech
generators or voice synthesizers has decreased dramatically

the last two years, and will continue to decrease from
its present cost of $400.

5. Voice recognition devices. These devices start at $300,
and can be programmed to recognize a set of spoken words.

6. Music generators. The range is from simple devices that
string together single notes to polyphonic generators that
can be programmed to control attack, decay, and timbre. A
piano-style keyboardsis available as a peripheral device
for under $2000--music composed and played at the keyboard
is stored by the computer and can be manipulated,
transposed, and added to, while colored bars representing
the musical Sounds dance on the display screen.
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Video."tsc

Beginning next September, 20 hours of television programming will

become available on videodisc for middle-grade classrooms. The series,

called Schooldisk, is the result of a collaboration between ABC

(technical expertise) and NEA (content experiJse). The 20 discs will

sell at $7.50 to $10 each, and will require the lease or purchase of a

$700 playback device. Schooldisk will offer more cr7heduling flexibility

to the classroom teacher than does broadcast television, and has 'freeze

frame" capability 1.r superior to that of video tape.

Thin first incursion of videodisc into the clasroom takes advantage

of only a few of the characterstics of videodisc technology. A single

side of a virtually indestrUctible disc currenty can store 54,000

separate full-color frames of pictures, alphanumelic or computer

information, to deliver 30 minutes pf video. Fe h of the separate frames

in nlArubered and randomiv accessible. Any portion of a motion picture can

be replayed, backward or forward, at regular or slow,speed.

An "intelligent" videodisc, which combines a microcomputer with the

videodisc, is not yet commercially available, but is being demonstrated

at several experimental sites. Such a system capitalizes on the ..ndom

accessibility of videodisc frames, allowing the instructional designer to

program the display of a particular single image or a motion picture

segment in any desired combination, contingent on student response. The

videodisc has the capacity of storing large quantities of digital

data--about 10 billion bits, or 5 times the information contained in the

Encycl2E241ia Britannica. Thus, CAI programs can the elves be stored or

the first few hum1re0 frames of the videodisc and transferred into the

microc mputer to begin a C41 lesson.

t`
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COURSEWARE

The state of the art in availability of courseware for delivery via

electronic media, particularly in the basic skills, is one of burgeoning

development and increasing sophistication. Commercially available cr

public radio programming for remediation in the basic skills is very
\..

limited. Television or video tape courseware is available commercially

in much she -Ame way as instructional films--virtually anything is

available in the general fields such as U.S. history and literature, but

very little is yet availablesto teach specific skills, as in reading or

mathematics.

Calculators wnich drill in mathematics and spelling have the

"courseware" built in as part of the hardware.

?or CAI courseware, the situation is such that any statement

characterizing the state of the art will be outdated and obsolete by the

time it is printed. The basic skills CAI curriculum has been dominated

by the Computer Curriculum Coreweation (CCC) which licenses mathematics,

reading and language art', courseware delivered by terminals connected to

a minicomputer. Basic skills reading and mathematics materials ion the

PLATO system are available on terminals connectee4 to a very large

time-shared Computer, and soon will be available through a diskette drive

unit attached to a PLATO terminal.

Beyond these two well -known systems, however, there has beciln little

available that could be called validated basic skills courseware.

Microcomputer courseware has proliferated in the last two pars through a

"cottage industry" of individual entrepreneurs. The resulting state of

the art was very well described by R.E. Purser in a disclaimer which h'

printed on the back of his microcomputer software catalog:
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Well meaning, "instant" programmers are selling
amateurish, awkward or awful programs. They have
brilliant ideas but cannot express themselves using a
computer. It'is like a first-year French student
trying to write the great French novel.

In time most of the programs on the market today
will be rewritten, improved, and polished. But for
,now, 95 percent of all the programs listed in this

magatine should never have beep offered for sale.
Be careful. Be selective.

The situation has chap,. dramatically in recent months, however, ap

laone major publisher after ano_ r has announced plans; or products to

teach basic skills by microcomputer. Competitive lasic skills courseware

is or soon will be available,from Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack),

Scott-Foreaman (Texas Instruments), SRA (Atari and Apple) aid Random

/- House (Radio Shack). Other publishers have indicated a commitment to

major development of microcomputer courseware, with basic skills as the

top priority for most publishers.
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A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON

THE EMSECTIVENESS OF CAI IN BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION

A review was conducted in Fall, 1980, of research on the

effectiveness of computer assisted instruction (CAI) as compared,to other

forms of instruction. CAI is generally characterized by the interaction

of a student at a computer terminal with instructional material la

question, a paragraph, a number, etc.) presented by the computer system.

The stude;, responds by typing an answer or command and the computer

responds with additional instructional stimuli which may be some function

of the student's previous response. For purposes of this literature

search, CAI includes drill, practice, tutorial, problem solving, and

simulation, whilh are defined as follows:

o drill-J.-student responds quickly to brief items or
questions, much like traditional "flash cards";

o practicestudent answers'more complex questions which may
require more extensive interaction with the computer;

o tutorial--textual materials and questions are presented to
the student, and frequently uses branching based upon the
student's response;

o simulation--models a portion of reality and allows the
-student to experience the interaction of complex events;

o -problem solving--student applies principles and rules to
various situations.

Studies included in this report are prim&rily limited to elementary

and secondary education, but basic skills applications of CAI in higher

-education are also included because of their relevance for younger

students who have not arrAwriod at the needed level of competency.

This review of research will present evidence relati%2 to the
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effectiveness of CAI on student achievement, motivation and attitude

toward CAI, retention of material, comparisons of time to le&fn subject

matter, and teacher-student interaction.

Computer- managed instruction (CMI) and the teaching of programming or

computer science are not included unless a CAI component is evident. CMI

is differentiated from CAI pin that the computer is used for tasks such

as: Aiagnosing, assigning, routing the student through the curriculum,

progress evalvItion of related record keeping.

METHODOLOGY

Relevant literature dealing with effectiveness of CAI 1AS located in

several ways. The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) data

base was searched using a variety of descriptors, and yielded many

documents which would otherwise have been unavailable. The Education

Index was used to identify relevant-material published in the last three

years.' A search was also made of the Dissertation Abstracts

International to locate recent doctoral dissertations which explored

aspects of CAI. Other sources such as educational journala were scanned

and a telephone survey of key individuals with CAI experience was

cted.

Even though more than 100 studies were examined, uscble results of

the review were less tt I anticipated. This was due to several reasons:

(1) some potentially valuable research projects are currently underway,

but do not yet have any data available; (2) the literature lags behind

research by several months/ (3) studies done by coMmercial suppliers of

courseware'are not included in this revert/ (4) the largest problem,
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however, is that many of the rtudies located were not usable because they

did not apply accepted research techniques. Results and claims whose

validity could not be verified by data within the study were not

included. Many studies indicated positive resLlts from CAI, but did not

use other groups of students for comparison. These studies cannot answer

questions about the relative efficiency of CA/ as compared to other types

of instruction. Student achievement data from such studies are not

included in this report. Furthermore, the evidence of effectiveness has

not been reported unless the likelihood of the results being due to

chance is lest than one in twenty.

SURVEY RESULTS

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT IN GENERAL

Several previous literature reviews (Jamison, Suppes, and Wells

(1974); Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss, and Van Dusseldorp (1975); and

Thomas (1979)) examined stud3..- on the effectiveness of CAI in student

achievement.

Edwards et al. (1975) reported that all studies examined showed that

normal instruction supplemelted with CAI was more effective than normal

instruction alone. When CAI was substituted, in whole or in part, for

traditional instruction, studies were almost evenly divided.as whether

students receiving CAI achieved more or about the same as non-CAI

students. Whe different types of CAI were compared, mixed results were

observed between increased achievement and no difference for CAI and

non-CAI students. Edweur4s et al. (1975) also reported that CAI was

eguallY effective when compared to individual tutoring, language
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laboratory, and various media, such as programming instruction and

filmstrips.

Thomas reviewed over thirty studies in a variety of disciplines which

were related to the effect of CAI on achievement. Four studies showed

approximately equal results for CAI and other nodes of instruction; one

study showed negative results (a beginning typewriting course). The

other sources reported positive results with the use of CAI in basic

mathematics, language arts* reading, career information, biology, algebra

and physics. Drill, practice, simulation, tutorial, and problem solving

types-of CAI were all include4.

Reading

Jamison et al. (1974) summarized the results of several studies

dealing with applications of CAI to the teaching of reading, where it was

shown to be an effective supplement to regular instruction. This was

especially true with CAI drill and practice for students who start below

grade level.

Two studies reported by Jamison et el. (1974) indicated that CAI

tutorial programs in first grade beginning reading resulted in comparable

scores for boys and girls. This is an important finding since boys, on

the average, do not show an initial reading achievement 1:21 equivalent

to that of girls. Litman (1977) analyzed the results for fourth through

sixth grade students, and reported that after one year fourth and fifth

grade males receiving CAI drill and practice scored significantly higher

than non-CA/ males. Anelli (1978), however, found that disadvantaged

third and fourth grade girls gained more than boys.

Results of a three -yea; project for supplementary CAI in selected
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Title 1 schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District were reported

by Ragosta, Jamison, Juhnke, Woodson, and Holland (1980). Students were

pre - tented at the beginning of fourth grade and post-tested at the end of

the sixth grade. The CAI students received three drill and practice

applications from Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) in different

combinations: mathematics, reading and language. A control group of

students received no CAI. Students who used all three curricula scored

significantly_ higher gains on the vocabulary subtest of the California

Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) than did the control group.

At the end of the sixth grade, the same students were also given

tests to measure specific material covered in the fourth, fifth, and

sixth grade curricula. Ttnse who worked with CAI mathematics, but

neither reading nor language arts, scored significantly lower on one

section of the reang test, giving added credence to conclusions that

CAI in reading and Zinguage arts did have positive effects. Ragosta et

al. report that 1an7uage arts scoises, more than reading scores, were

improved by using the reading and language arts curricula.

A parochial junior high school CAI project, conducted over a

three-year period in an inner city section of New York City was reported

Wilkinson (1979). Students were predominantly black or Hispanic.

Those receiving CAI scored significantly higher on the reading portion of

the SRA Achievement Test than students in a traditional program.

Similar results were reported by Mravetz (1980) for rural, Caucasian

junior high students who were reading at least one year below actual

grade level. CAI students scored significantly higher on reading

achievement than did comparable students having the same teacher.

Maser, Johnson and Davis (1977) determined that CAI drill and
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practice in basic skills was an extremely viable method for raising basic

skills performance levels when used to supplement aood teaching. Two

school districts (Highland District, Seattle, Washington and Ft. Worth

Independent School District, Texas) used CCC courseware-for Title I

reading and language arts, and reported gains in excess of one month for

each month spent in the program. Participants in the three-year project

were Title I students in grades two through nine. Lysiak, Wallace, and

Evans (1976) reported that supplementaky CAI genqrally increased

vocabulary and reading scores in grades 3-7%

Mathematics

Maser wp al. (1977) discovered that the objective of one month's gain
I

for one moiyih's participation for second through ninth grade students was

also reached when using a Hewlett-Packard mathematics CAI )rogram.

Lysiak et al. (1976) reported mixed results for CCC mathematics materials

in grades 3-5, but indicated that middle school CAI students generally

achieved more than control group students. Ragosta et al. (1980)

reported that students who had received the CCC mathematics curriculum in

grades 4-6 scored significantly higher on a curriculum-specific math test

than did the control group. Wilkinson (1979) indicated that CAI students

scored significantly higher on the SRA Achievement Test in mathematics.

Wells, Whelchel, and Jamison (1974) reported significant gains in

mathematics (about one-third year higher than non-participants) for

disadvantaged fifth and sixth graders in a Northern Califoirnia black

community. More frequent CA/ experience led to higher gains. Because

particpants were in their second ye r of CAI, the novelty of using

computers could not be used to explain the results.
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Fourth and fifth graders in San Diego-who received CAI in mathematics

scored higher than a control group bn a district-made

criterion-referenced test. Similar results were also obtained on a

standardized norm-referenced mathematics test (Mills, 1979).
4

Romero (1980) conducted a controlled study of CAI with middle school

mathematics students who scored below average on the Metropolitan

Advanced Mathematics Test Series. The group which used the CAI

mathematics laboratory gained significantly more in matIstmatics

achievement than did students with only traditional instruction.

CAI drill and practice proved saperior to workbooks in helping

increase computational ability for remedial ninth, tenth, and eleventh

grade students in a study conducted by Modisett (1980). Vincent (1177,

1979) found that EMR high school students using CAI for mathematics drill

and practice achieved more than other MR students.

Haberman (1977) studied the effects of CAI on emotionally and

socially disturbed children who had been excluded from thetr regular

classrooms. After two months, the CAI group had Rained significantly

more in grade equivalent than the control group.

A tutorial approach in algebra was reported by Pachter (1979). The

CAI group was more successful in factoring second degree polynomials than

the control group.

Other Subjects

Although the literature contains descriptions of many uses of CAI

simulations in various social studies courses, few research results are

reported. In one avtilabl.a study, Wilkinson (1979), found higher scores

in social studies for junior high students who received supplementary CAI.



Dunkum (1979) found no difference in achievement when physics

lectures were supplemented with computer simulations. Howaer, it was

discovered that teacher verbal dominance of the classroom decreased,

student responsiveness dnd participation ore sed, and teacher

receptiveness to student statements increased.

Several attempts have been made to present career information and

guidance with CAI systems. Central Texas College (1973) combined

tutorial CAI and videotape for eighth grade students in a Dallas middle

school who were two or more years below grade level in reading on the

CT8S. Emphasis was on Spanish-surnamed students, but learning increases

were evenly distributed among blacks, Anglos, and Mexican-Americans with

black females showing the largest gains.

In another study, high school sophomores who used a computer-assisted

career guidance system scored significantly higher on all areas of

vocational maturity as measured by Career Development Inventory (Drake,

1978). Cassie (1976) also found that a CAI guidance information system

increased career maturity attitude.

"CAI has been used to teach the fundamentals oz foreign languages.

One study found no significant difference in achievement between a CAI

group and a control group of high school sophomores studying beginning

French. McEwen and Robinson (1976) point out the efficiency of CAI,

however, since the CAI students spent 30 hours less in instruction.

Another study involved beginning German at the college ..evel. In a

carefully controlled study at the Air Force Academy, Schaeffer (1979)

observed that certain types of CAI drill and practice produced results in

semantic meaning which were superior to the control group.

17
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The preponderance of data indicates that CAI can be an effective

means of supplementing regular classroom instruction. Most studies deal

with reading, language arts, and mathematics skills, but the few reported

studies in other subject fields also indicate the effectiveness of CAI

instruction.

ATTITUDE/MOTIVATION

How will students react to using computers? Will teachers objeCt to

working with an electronic machine? The answers to these and similar

questions are important considerations when deciding whether or not to

use computers in instruction. The problem is that attitudes toward a

class, subject, teacher, or school have been measured in a definitive

manner even less frequently than has achievement.

Thomas (1979) found ten studies to review at the elementary and

secondary levels. Those studies indicated that CAI students have either

the same or a more positive attitude toward the instructional situation.

More recent studies of attitudes toward CAI follow the same pattern.

Ragosta et al. (1980) report that fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students

were enthusiastic toward CAI and complained if a CAI lesson was

cancelled. Teachers were positive about the addition of CAI to the

curriculum. In addition to academic achievement, the computer helped to

provide a certain type of discipline; students were aware that good

concentration elped to improve their scores. Students with short

attention spans found the short problems and immediate feedback to be

valuable.

How do students react when they discover that part of their

instruction will use computers? Beck (1979b) studied reactions of high
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school students with no previous computer experience who were told at the

beginning of the course that they would be using a computer for portions

of American Hiitory, Algebra I, and Computer Science. Computer Science

students were significantly more positive toward CAI than students in

American History, with Algebra I students in the middle. Nothing was

mentioned about thaw these pre-attitudes correlated with achievements in

the courses.

Maser et al. (1977) reported a high level of satisfaction from

students, parents, participating teachers, and the faculty in general

throughout grades 2-9.

Mravetz'(1980) found no difference in self-concept between students

who used CAI and those who did not, but results showed that CAI students

shifted their levels of aspiration toward more realistic learning

choices. Improved attitudes of individual responsibility and realistic

decisions for learning were attributed to encouragement given by the CAI

process.

The most thorough study available of attitudes developing from the

instructonal use of computers was done by Deblassio (1978).

Three-fourths of the students in advanced ' =h school mathematics thought

that the computer helped them to learn and nearly 90 percent thought

using a computer was a favorable experience. Significant differences

were found in personal characteristics between the students who were most

favorable toward using a computer and those who were least favorable.

The students most favorable were:

o favorable toward the overall instructional setting;

o high achievers in mathematics;
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o above average in their liking of problems involving
original, thinking;

o above average in their amount of vigor.

Students who disliked using the computer were:

o unfavorable toward the overall instructional setting;

o average in their,liking of problem's involving original
thinking

o average in, their amount of vigor

o likely to be more cautious fnd anxious than students who
liked using the computer.

Casner (1977) explored the reactions of urba

5
eighth graders to CAI

in mathematics. No significant differences in attitude toward

mathematics betwen CAI and traditional instruction were shown by females,

but males in CAI classes were:

o' less frightened by mathematics problems;

o less nervous at the prospect of having to do math problems;

o less likely to dread mathematics class;

o more likely to consider mathematics as fun.

Menis, Snyder,'-and Ben Kahan (1980) used CAI in tenth grade algebra

with low achieving students who disliked mathematics. Not only did the

CAI students improve their mathematics grades, but became less likely

than the control group to report negative attitudes about mathematics and

a variety of school-related issues at the end of the year.

Smith and Hess 11972) reported that CAI helped to promote the

formation of realistic attitudes toward self-appraisal of junior high

students* abilities in mathematics. Participants were predominantly

Mexican-Americans who were initially two-to-three years, below grade level

in mathematics.

Compared to students in ordinary c asses; Romero (1980) found



postt:tve shifts in student interest, conduct, and behavior patterns for

low achievers in middle school mathematics who had CAI.

Vincent (1977, 1979) concluded that EMR high school students who had

CAI in mathematics and reading had a more positive attituoe toward those

subjects than similar students without CAI.

Beck (1979a) retorted student attitudes toward CAI in a sample of

Nebraska high schools. Predominant usage was in computer science,

mathematics, and various sciences. Females were signi:icantly higher in

'attitude toward CAI. Attitude toward CAI was found to be related to

certain personality treats of the student. Students who were more

self-directed tended to be more favorable toward CAI.

Middle school students who were given career informat_el by CAI and

videotape Lad a positive attitude toward the experience (Central Texas

College, 1973). Class attendance was higher for the CAI group, and

students were enthusiastic toward the immediate feedback received from

CAI.

Taylor (1?75; surveyed students who received CAI in beginni.eg

Gentian. A large majority thought of the computer as their private

tutor. Eighty-six percent of the students agreed that the grammar

learned in class was reinforced by the CA/ explanations.

" few studies, such as Anelli (1978), report that enthusiasm was

extremely high for CAI, but leveled off after either a long or short

experience. Howeeer, mast of these studies fail to indicate any hard

data von which these decisioes were based. On the ether hand, wells et

al. (1974) found that elementary students in t.eir second year of CAI

were enthusiastic about the experience. Smith and Hess (1972) found no

dliference In the pattern of results betwee, students in their second
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successive year of CAI and those experiencing it for the first t4.me.

Many other studies and reports indicate that students had positive

attitudes about CAI, but do not indicate how this conclusion was

determined.

TIME RELUCTION

Claims have been made that the use of CAI will reduce the amount of

time needed to learn a concept. Edwards et al. (1975) summarized nine

studies which indicated that 'NI students learned as much or more than

students in trad.ti4a1 instruction, but that the time taken for a

student to achieve equal results was reduced. Eight of the nine studies

were at the elementary level. Thomas' survey of ten studies concluded

that at both elementary and secondary levels CAI reduces the amount of

time required for a student to complete a unit.

Current literature contains many references to the time saving

benefit of CAI, but only one report of research at the elementary and

secondary levels was located which documented the time savings. McEwen

and Robinson (1976) reported that beginning Frencl students' rho received

CAI spent about 30 less hours in classroom instruction, put achieved at

the same level.

RETENTION OF M-TERIAL

Impressive results which attest to the effectivenss of CAI have been

described. These comparisons'have generally been based on results

attained at the end of a certain period of instruction. What about the

student's retention of material over a longer period of time?
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Edwards et al. (1975) found that two of three reported studies

indicated that CAI students retained material less well than the non-CAI.

students. Both of the studies reported by Thome (1979) indicated

retention of learned materials which was about the same for CA1 and

non-CAI students. Litman's study (1977) of remedial readers showed that

males ARceiving CAI maintained their advantage over non-CAI males when

retested after two years.

As in other educational endeavors, the amount of data relating

effects of CAI and retention -.I material is sparse. The data which do

exist are inconclusive concerning whether CAI helps students retain more

of what is learned than do students receiving traditional instrudt13n.

TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION

Fears have been expressed that the use o; computers in the classroom

would decrease the amount of tear-her-student interaction. Three studies

easuzed the interaction of teachers and students while CAI was being

used to supplement regular instruction. Dunkum (1979) discovered that

physics teachers lectured less, provided less negative feedback to

students, and were more accepting of student responses than the same

teachex taring c similar class without CAI. The variety of

teacher-student interaction increased for CAI classes. Haberman (1977)

i that EMR high school students using CA/ did not receive as much

teacher attentJ, , as students receiving only traditional approaches.

Students increased their self-reliance. Romero (1980' ported that CAI

hel,,ed to lesson the teechisem duties in middle school mathematics which

led to more productive,,tudent-tescher interaction.
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The data indicate that CAI which supplements traditional instruction,

is effective in increasing learning by alementaky and secondary

students. In, fact, the weight of evidence is overwhelming in favor of

CAI. Not only has CAI been shown t contribute to higher student

achievement, but there is evidence of positive studer4,-, acceptance of the

use of compatars in the classroom. Although research is sparse, it also

appears that CAI an decrease the time required to learn subject matter.

Unanswered questions exist relative to long-term retention of learned

material and teacher-student interaction. These areas have been

researched more frequently at the collegiate level with generally

positive results, but little acceptable research has been done at the

elementary and secondary levels.

Taken as a whole, the literature indicates that CAI is effecitve in

helping students learn when used as a supplement to regular Instruction.
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A REVIEW OF RESEARCH -ON EFFECTIVENESS OF NON-COMPUTER

ELECTRONIC MEDIA IN TEACHING BASIC SKILLS

This review of research relevant to the teaching of basic skills in

primary and secondary education focuses on educationally-relevant

electronic media other than computer technology, specifically television

nd radio technology.

The selection of media focused on in this report excludes two

significant new instructional technologies. First, videodisc as an

instructional technology is a very recent development, and no significant

research on its effectiveness as an instructional medium has been

published. A description of its present status is included in the "State

of the Art,in Inrt notional Technology" section of this report.

Second, computer managed instructi.n (in which the computer is used

for such support tasks as record-keeping, diagnosing and tracking

students) has been insult iently researched as a technology impacting

student achievement to allow for any conclusive Assessment of its

effectiveness in this area.
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METHODOLOGY

As the main source of literature on primary and s.condary level basic

skills instruction using electronic non-computer technology, a complete

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) search was made using

over 20 descriptors to capture relevant references. The search provided

a list of just over 100 references, of which 25 were determined to be

direccly relevant to primary and secondary instruction in basic skills

using, specifically, electronic media fog' instruction. Of these. only

nine documents were found to provide substantial research or review

information.

To supplement this search, educational periodicals focusing on

instructional technology and/or basic skills were scanned for relevant

reports; no additional substantially informative documents were located

in this effort. Finally, the two literature reviews listed in the ERIC

search worm scrutinized for relevant reports not yet uncovered. The

document, "Techisology and Reading, An ERIC Report," by Winkeljohann

(1973) listed seven references, none'of ;which wdr specifically related

to either basic skals or electronic instructioftal media; the lengthy

review "Teaching Reading with Television; A Review," by Mason and Miss

(1978) listed 49 references, most of which related to reading readiness

through television viewing for pre-school children and only two of which

were judged relevant to this review.

A recently compiled annotated bibliography by Dillingof ski (1979) is

an excellent .ompandium of the effectiveness of audio, visual, film,
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television, and CAI in the teaching of reading. That compendium is

briefly summarized here, and the reader is referred to the complete

document for a more detailed treatment.

Use of the audio (tape recordings) medium alone in the reading

curriculum is skimpily researched. Audio corbined with printed texts

provides effective reinforcement for those students wx:Iso reading skills

are not yet fully developed or whose motivation to read is low. Scale

rer'ing skills (comprehension, rate, and attention span) are improved

through this multisensory approach.

Tha area of visual media (slides and still pictures) in the reading

program has not been extensively researched.

The review of research on the use of film to improve specific reading

skills yields surprisingly few studies. No firm conclusion can be drawn

regarding learning reading stills from film.

A growing amount of empirical evidence is available, however, on the

use of television to improve specific reading skills. It appears that

commercial television programs can form the basis for teacher-developed

lessons on specific reading skills.

Research based on,studies of "Sesame Street" and "The,Electric

Company" teems to support the position that, while the gains in reading

readiness may not be as great as originally reported, pre-ichool viewers

can make gains in severe' ear, particularly in letter and number

recognition.

Locally )rodliced television programs and videotapes to increase

specific reading skills produce gains in skills when the instructional
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design of the program provides for participation, feedback, and

transfer. Both film and television are effective for learning

principles, concepts, and rules.

Many questions remain to be answered regarding the effectiveness of

television to teach specific reading skiilb, particularly in the area of

pictures vs. print vs. spoken language.

In all, the literature on basic skills instruction for primary and

secondary students using electronic instructional technology is, as yet,

very sparse, with only 11 relevant studies located for this report,

although reference is made to a few tangentially related studies as well.

The research reported in the relevant documents has not been closely

evaluated from the point of view of research techniques; acceptable USP

of cohermnt design, data collection method and/or concluding evaluation

were considered to be basic requirements met.by each of the studies

reviewed here.

RESEARCH REVIEW

Television

In the last decade television has been subjected to increasing

scrutiny as a possible variable in the situation of declining SAT scores

in reading and of increased hyperactivity among children. The current

ERIC listing includes six reports on possible relationships between

casual (home-based) television viewing and children's reading

achievement. Of these, List (1979), Williams (1979), Busch (1978), and
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Fisher (1976) report negative correlations between reading achievement

and home television viewing. Mercer (1980)) reports such correlation for

children in two of the six grades studied, ant Winter (1980) suggests the

implication that major television

children not to read oc write for

these skills. Further,;as reported by Levinsohn (1977) educators are

questioning the effect of the fast-paced children's television shows such

network programming may be conditioning

enjoyment or for the improvement of

as "Sesame Street" on children's attention spans, ability to resist

distraction and ability to sit still.

Assuming that this possible connection of television viewing to

reading and behavioral problems is related primarily to casually-oriented

television programming which is not guided by curricular or instructional

design, the medium of television is continuing to be explored as a

potentially useful instructional technology under conditions of

educational programming and curricular relevance. Mason (1978) cites

several early studies (1950s and 1960s) investigating the effectiveness

of-television for instructional purposes with pre-school children which

pointed to some significant gains in reading readiness of achievement

under specific conditions--for example, when immediate reinfOrcement

activities or feedback were provides by parent or teacher. Mason further

cites an evaluation (not reviewed here) by Bill and Bogatz in 1973 of

"The Electric Company" children's television series which determined

that, in eight experiments with classes in grades one, two, three, and

four, classes which viewed the television series earned larger gains in

reading achievement scores that non-viewing classes with which they had
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been matched. children in one-half of the target groups (i.e.. first

graders and low-achieving second graders) were noted to have made

significantly greater gains than non-target studentsz Although these

early findings are not highly significant, they stood out as indications

to educators of the potential instructional capability of television.

While noting some of the major shortcomings in technique and

production of available educational television programming, the more

recent report by Levinsohn (1977) describes the positi7e success achieved

by instructional television when introduced into middle-grade classrooms

in El Salvador; the overall evaluation indicates that the

television -class students scored from 15 to 25 percent higher on general

ability tests than str--nts who received no television instruction.

Levinsohn notes that in the El Salvador instructional television

experience and others like it where many of the schools involved are

rural and poor in resources, television Listruction can improve and/or

enrich the educational opportunities available to the children.

Specifically, relevant to the teaching of basic skills, a study by

Harvey t1976) reports on the successful use of the mathematics "Infinity

Factory" programs developed to teach children ages 8 through 11 _1,1me

basic mathematics skills of everyday life. The study using over 1000

third -to- -sixth graders found that the series was effective in teaching

the math kr,wledge and holding students' attention; it was also. found

that teachers considered the programs to be both affective and useful.

Another etudy, Teachman (1978) reporza that "Math Patrol," a primary

level curriculum-based math :7rogram was found tc. be effective in

increasing second grade chtldren's comprehension of math and in
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providing a high degree of motivation for students.

Two additional revirts suggest collateral implications for the use of

television in the teaching of basic skills. In a six-week experiment

with 253 New Jersey seventh graders, Hamilton (1976) notes that when

given a choice of reading or not reading books related to favorite

television programs, more students chose to read television-related books

than non-related books. The ratio was an average of 7.54 tie-in

(television-related) to 3.07 books not related to television!. Hamilton

concludes that students will read when their interests are engaged. This

suggests that tying readings to appropriate (aad motivating)

instructirnal television programs could enhance development of basic

reading and language arta skills.

Further, Basemore (1978) reports on the Rand-Spartanburg Two-Way

Cable Television Project, with its resulting success in providing

instructon in GED and pre-GED skills. Thirty-three percent of the

students enrolled in the GED class passed the GED exam in the spring of

1977 as compared with 18 percent of the students in the conventional GED

class, and 20 percent of the television class dropped out as compared to

a 37 percent drop-out rate for the conventional class. Although the

numbers of students involved in this project were small .(10 in the

television class and 22 in the conventional class) the results still have

a comparative signficance, especially when the surrounding community

(with 62 percent of its adults over 25 years lacking high school

education) is taken into consideration. This project, utilizing with

success the two-way capability of recent television technology,

highlights another promising aspect of television in basic skills

15'.9
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instructional application: the interactive capability of such

programming can provide the student participation which educators have

long considered highly important in learning and retention--for example,

Levinsohn (1977).

Radio

In his 1975 paper "Instructional kadio: An International

Perspective" Theroux prdvides a supportive review of radio-based

instructional programs used in a variety of countries including the

Uni*ed States. He concludes that the characteristics of relatively low

cost, effectiveness of instructional format at least equivalent to

traditional instruction and the availability of radios make this

technology a hig:ly viable medium for instruction. Included in Theroux's

paper is a description of the outstanding recent project involving radios

in Astruction: the Nicaraguan Project.

Suppes (1978) reports in detail on the successful use of

instructional radio to teach primary school mathe-atics rural

Nicaragua. This carefully designed and controlled project remated in an

impressive accomplishments radio class students achieved a mean

post-test item score approximately 25 percentage points higher than the

mean item score for the control group. Among the many important aspects

to the instructional format, two particular features are important to

point out in view of preceding observations noted in report:
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1. Emphasis was given in this project to the active
participation by children prior to, during, and after the
rLdio lessons.

2. Feedback in the form of correct amwers was immediately
provided in the radio lessons.
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FUTURE TRENDS AND POTENTIAL P TECHNOLOGY

IN BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION

WHAT IS NEEDED

Instruction and remediation in the basic skills can be accomplished
10

effectively with the art of technology. Never before has such an array

of,instructional delivery alternatives been available to educators. If

we were to list some of the characteristcs of an "ideal" delivery system

for basic skills instruction (aside from warm, caring, patient human

teachers with time to tutor etch child individually), we would include

the following:

o Careful'instructional design, incorporating an entry level
skills test, specified student-outcomes, and performance
criteria:

o Diagnostic and error analysis capabilities"

Automatic record keeping for each child and group

o Adaptability to a child's indi Aual learning style and rate

o Full array of appropriate visual stimuli

Capability of providing auditory stimuli

o Ability to maintain a high level c: student in vement,
interest, and motivation

o Fully interactive

o Reinforcement provided for correct response; impartial,
patient and unemotional feedback provided for incorrect
response

The new technologies allow Us to achieve all of these reyuisites and

more; they allow us t.;.; actively engage the child in learning for longer
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and longer periods of time, freeing the teacher for a new role as a

manager of instruction'and for working as tutors with individual students.

Future trends in instructional technology are based on two

- revolutionary developments: the increasingly inexpensive Microcomputer

with its television screen display, and the use of,telecomMunications to

interconnect computers with each other and with data bases of information

and software. The coupling of the videodiF7 with the microcomputer adds

a rich dimension to this capability.

liechnologiccl systems for remediation of basic skills will take

advantage of these capabilities in the ri,10i. future. Beyond that,

however, there are tremendous implications for the eatire institutional

structure of education. Some educators (Melmed, 1980; Bork, 1979;

suggest that a radical restructuring of schooling is not only newly

possible but probable in the 1990s. with education taking place in the

'home, library, and work place rather than exclusively 3n the school.

The "ideal" system for basic 3 .remediation would include a

microcomputer with diskette and color television screen, interfaced to

one or both of the following:

1. A telecommunications network giving access to basic skills'
courseware stored on large computer systema at otner sites,
and downloaded to the user's microcomputer for local

~delivery of instruction.

2. A videodisc unit storing courseware in the form of CAI
programs, still pictures and video and audio segments.

The system would keep progresa records on each child, diagnose and

prescribe, adjust o each child's learning rate and style, and provide

constant interaction, feedback, and reinforcement. The visual and

auditory capabilities of the computer/videodisc would be used

appropriately in providing basic skills remediation.
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A significant implication of the scenario described above is the

effort and resources that must go into instructional design to take full

advantage of the technology in meeting the needs of the learners.

4.

+4-
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THE "INCREDIBLE COMPUTER"

Inside Education. New York State Education Department.
Vol. 67, No. 4, January-February, 1981

While advances'in microelectronics make the computer more and more
enticing, educators must learn to use it well if the computer is to
fulfill its promise.

"This instrument can teach, it can illuminate: yes, it can even

inspire. But it can dd so only to the extent that humans are determined

to use it to those ends. Otherwise, it'is merely lights and wires,in a

box."

Edward R. Murrow said that,'not about the computer, but about his

favorite subject, television. He said it in 1958, when the computer was

still a vacuum tube baby, larger than the average living room and

probably 100 times more expensive than the furniture.

With help from the transistor and the silicon chip, the computer

grew, over the next 20 years, into a darling of microelectronics. From

the size of a bus to the size of a typewriter, from hundreds of thousands

of dollars to a thousand or less, the computer turned into a genius that

would fit into the homes and the budgets of ordinary people.

It also fit more easily into classrooms and school budgets.' From a

tarting point of zero when microcomputers were first introduced four

years ago, there are now more than 7,000 of them in New York State

schools.

Published by New York State Education Depa, _nt. Albany, New York,
1981. Reprinted by tormission.
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Adtonishing growth.

Yet without the skill and determination to tap its potential; the

'sophisticated computer of the 1984's, like the television set, is stiL.

nothing more than an electronic bauble. And, there is goad reason to

doubt that its mere proliferation will produce widespread, long-term

gains for education.

As with most things, one of the chief barriers is cdst:

o The cost, first of all, of training teachers and
administrators to use the computer well.

o The cost of quality courseware. While the microcomputer
brought the initial investment for computers within the
reach of most school districts, developing quality
courseware--the programs that run the machines and help
teach the students --is still expensive and likely to remain
so. Because computer use is on the increase, demand for
courseware also is on the increase and there are still
relatively few,people with the skills to do it well.

o The cost of maintaining and updating equipment as well as
courseware, both-Of which become outdated rapidly. For
example, the most powerful computer in use today, capable
of 80 million operations per second, will be obsolete--a
candidate for the junk pile--within five years.

Unfortunately, all of these costs come at a time when financial

resources for schools are on the decline and pressures to justify new as

well as old programs are intense.

In testimony before the State 'Senate Education Committee this

February, Education Commissioner Gordon M. Ambach emphasized the need for

statewide support and coordination of computer efforts to make them pay

off. Without that support and coordination, he said:

Thousands of computers probably will be bought by school
districts. Most will be bought by the more affluent districts
where parents will demand the "best" and the "latest" for their
children. . . .

Some districts will use them well. Most will find that
acquiring quality courseware, maintaining teacher skills and
enthusiasm, and maintaining and replacing equipment will be too
costly on an on-going basis.
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Instructional materials will not live up to expectations
because, with each school district buying on its own, no
(single) producer will be williqg to invest the funds necessary
to produce quality materials.

While schools struggle to make as good use as they dan of
computers, hone and workplace uses will grow. As with

' television, computers will then influence education more by how
they are used outside of schools than how they are used within
them.

If used well, howeVer, computers and education can have a mutually

advantageous relationship.

What better institution is tnere, for exalaple, to provide computer

skills on a broad scale? Industry may provide those skills to soma, but

what about the countless others who could benefit? And what about those

who, without the needed skills, will be "illiterates" in the fast-moving,

computer-based "informatior. society" sociologists predict for the coming

decades?

The speed of development in computer technology, and its complexity,

threaten to divide people into "technocrats" and "techno/ .stints," those

who can keep up with change (and, thus, to a certe xtent control it),

and those who cannot. Education has an obvious mission to close the gap.

Just to give one small example of the educational imRlicarions of the

computer: The last time you bought a meal at one of those fast-food

restaurants, a computer probably recorded the price of each item, added

up the bill, computed the tax and printeA the receipt. While at first

blush you may wonder what that does for basic math skills, the U.S.

Institute of Electrical and Computer Engineers estimates that there are

half a million programmers in this country now working on computer

systems like that. By 1985, the Institute estimates that industry will

need 2.5 million programmers--with highly developed math skills--to work

on similar systems.
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Who will train them?

"For the first tile, we have the chance to be in on the leading edge

of technology," says Gary Becker, director of educational communications

for Fayetteville-Manlius Schools and an edjunct professor of

communications for Syracuse University.

One thing is for sure, use of the computer is going to grow,
with or without us. We can either promote its proper and
healthy growth, and help our kids deal with it, or we can
ignore it.

The real world out there will want the skills, and if it can't
find them in the traditional school system, it will find them
someplace else:

-41

Beyond implications for the job market, the computer has the

potential to change education itself. As Murrow put the case for

teievision, the computer can teach, illuminate and inspire.

In the hands of a teacher who knows how to use it, the computer can

support almost any educational goal. For the gifted and talented, the

computer can simulate normally out -of -reach worlds and provide a way to

change then experimentally. For the handicapped, the computer can

provide a way to control the heretofore uncontrollable. a classroom

manager, the computer can help teachers test and drill students and keep

records in far more detail--and with far less effort--than ever before.

And for administrators at all levels, the computer can help manage the

business of education.

One of the great strengths of computer learning is that it ise

interactive. When programmed well for drill, practice and testing, the

computer can respond to and guide students with a great deal of skill.

Rather than depersonalizing education, as some people fear, the computer

actually can add more effective human contact by freeing the teacher from

the mundane tasks of education to zero in on the needs of individuals.
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The greatest strength of the/Computer, however, lies beyond drill and

practice, when students and teachers teach the computer--write programs

for it--and, then in the viords of Thomas Dwyer, a professor of computer

science at the University of FitteY -h, become "codiscoverers of tLuth."

"We hays found," says Dwyer, . . several National Science

Foundation projects on ways to link computer instruction with the high

school curriculum, that computing, in the hands of well-supported

teachers and students, can be an agent for catalyzing educational

accomplishment of a kind that is wichout precedent. We believe that

there has simply been no other tool like it in the history c education."

Undoubtedly, the computer's potential to help teachers is one reason

for its sudden proliferation in schools.

Linked with other technological innovations, the possibilities seem

endless. For example, when linked with the laser disc--a kind of light

recording that is cheap to produce, capable of storing large amounts of

information and now becoming widely available for use with common

television sets--dramatic reenactment of material is possible, along with

testing, tutoring record keeping capabilities.

Linked with the' h- button telephone, the computer has the ability

to call a student at night, give homework questions bised on results of

work done in the classroom that lay, and receive answers.

Linked through acoustic couplers to common telephone lines, computers

can "talk" to one another, allowilg small computers to tap the capacity

of larger ones and opening up vast information networks.

To be sure, the day of space -age learning at home in front of a

television console--only a futurist's pipe-theam a few years ago--is

close at hand..
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The critical question at this point, however, is not what the

technology can do, but how we can most effectively organize to make the

most of its capabilities.

Here are-4one suggestions:

o There must be more communication among individual users of
the technology so that what has been done ',ell in one part
of the state or nation can be shared with those who have
similar needs. This year for the first time, SED has
required that the 44 BOCES in the state develop long-range
plans for computer use in cooperation with local school
districts. While there is some evidence that BOCES and
districts-already share infofmation, it occurs ,drgely on
an ad hoc basis and there is a lot of room for improvement.

o There must be a system fof assessing grass roots
courseware. With the rise of mini- and microcomputers,
teachers and students now are able, to produce their own
courseware. Some of it is good and warrants wider
distribution, but there must be a way to determine the
merit and applicability, of locally produced work.

o There must be systematic cooperation in the purchase of
commercially produced courseware. Such a system could be
similar to the one now used to acquire commercially
produced instructional films. Under that system, statfool
district repreientsti-Ves, working through BOCES, decide
which films they need. The-state then negotiates for the
rights to reproduce* the films on tape and distributes
the tapes. Because many dist_icts part te, the cost of
acquisition has been reduced 60 to 75 percent.-,_

o There must be a cooperative effort to assess the benefits/
costs and effectiveness of different hardware, technology
and approaches. These assessments can help guide,state and
local policies.

To help carry out these goals, the State Education Department is in

fj

the process of creating a Center for Instructional Uses of Computers.

The Center will work on these specific ta8ks:

o To promote computer awareness and literacy for all students

o To promote inservico and college level training programs
for teachers and administrators

o TO encourage development and distribution of quality
courseware



o To promote shared acquisition of hardware and software

o To encourage studies on cost benefits of new techniques

O To coordinate information on the state-of-the-art

Despite its meteoric rise in the last 5 to 10 years, computes use

still is in a relatively primitive state.

"While we are at the very beginning," says Alfred Bor, a University

of California professor of information and computer sciences, "the pace

ti

will pick up rapidly over the next 15 years. By the year 2000, the major

way of learning at all levels and in almost all subject areas, will be

through interactive use of computers."

Advocates..such as Bork compare the computer with the printing press

and poirt out that it was more than 200 years after the invention of the

printing press that textbooks name into widespread use at colleges and

universities. Those who benefited most from the printing press initially

were those from the privileged classes who already could read. The full

impact of the invention only came after schools created a wider range of

literate people.

By comparison, development of the computer will be far more rapid.

Once again, however, the critical task for schools is to develop the

broadest possible range of people who can benefit.
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PROFILES OF MICROCOMPUTER USE IN SELECTED NORTHWEST SCHOOLS

For an educator who is considering implementation of some

microcomputer-oriented application in school(s); the single most

Important piece of advice off erred by users is to plan an intensive

on-site visit to a school or district where the application is currently

in use- If the exact implsmentation is not available, visit r site that

is applying a closely relatedconcvt. Educators are generally willing

to help you avoid duplicating theirimistakes.
--

To help you carry out that advice, staff of Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory have compiled the following profiles. Each

profile was based on a telephone interview conducted during the middle of

October 1981. We have provided a contact name and number so that you can

follow up on any of these examples that you wish.' The time and resources

to do a full scale project on this have not been available, so 4 is

possible that some excellent examples have been overlooked.. For this

reason, we have provided space in thlsieci.ion for you to add your own

list from contacts you have made here and elsewhere.
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MATH INSTRUCTION FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECT (MIBS)

CONTACT PERSON: Mrs. Dale B. Golis, Principal or

Andy Moore, Project Coordinator
A. B. McDonald Elementary School
Moscow Public Schools
P. 0. Box 3459
Moscow, Idaho 83843
(208) 882-0228

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT :

This project,/designed to augment individualized math instruction for
high risk learners, wes implemented in Moscow (Idaho) Public Schools
in 1980. Special education students' grades 4, 5 and 6 with math
*skill deficiencies identified through a needs assessment are eligible
for project participation. Significant math score gains (using
standardized pre and post tests) have been noted for all groups using
the program, especially high risk students. The project is being
further developed to`indlude programs in problem solving,
measurement, and time telling.

HARDWARE:

- 6 TRS-30 with disk drives and a networker.
1 APPLE-II plus with printer.

A deliberate decision was made not to tie the program to one type of
hardwace. The district is anticipating much growth soon, and is
considering a Micrt to Mini link up for computer literacy programs.

SOFTWARE:

Initially, staff zed only Commercial software from Dallas (Texas)
ISD. However, they eventually began to develop their own programs to

_ meet specific educational needs and at present are using a
combination of commercial and self-developed pro9rams.

\PERSCNNEL:

Staff were paid to attend invervice classes held after school and on
Saturdays. Initiallpitkeachers were disinterested or fearful,
however, they became enthusiastic and supportive after receiving
inservice training. The cost factor was a concern to staff until
program costs were compared to the costs of purchasing textbooks. In

this context, cost became 1)Jes of a concern. Community Eesponse has
been favorable.

COST:
During 1980 the project was funded through a Title developmental
grant for $25,917. This year a Title L.T-C grant for $22,000 was
awarded for continuation of the project.

8ECOMMENDATIONS/COt4iENTS:

Project personnel stress that teacher familiarity with the project is
a critical.factor in its successful implementation. Teachers must be
comfortable with the machines and program and know how to use the
technology properly.

I
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The district encourages other interested parties to use-the program.
The commercial component may be purchased directly from the Dallas
ISD (Dallas, Texas).

RESOURCES:

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Harvard Catalogue °Microcomputer Directory"
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CONTACT PERSON:

REMEDIAL CAI PROJECT

Vern Johnson or Jay Davis, Consultant in
Highline School District Instructional Computers
15u75 Ambaum Blvd., S.W. (206) 433-2334
Seattle, WA 98166
(206) 433-2340

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

A project providing CAI to all Title I, special education and
handicapped students with skill deficiencies in language arts, math,
and reading was implemented in Highline School District three years
ago. Impe s for the project came from a confererce attended by
staff in 1208. At that time the district tried some low-level time
sharing that was'not successful because the response time was too
long. In 1973-74 the Remedial CAI project wts funded for 3 years by
a Title I grant and implemented in Title I schools. Success of the
project over a three-year period has been demonstrated by student
growtiron achievement tests. Typically, pre CAI student progress was
.4 or .5 years growth per academic year; -with CAI, student progress
is, on the average, 1.2 years per academic year. The greatest growth
is in grades 4-7 in language arts followed Dy math and reading. At
present, budgeting concerns place the program on hold.. However, the
district expects that it will expand into more use with specialized
programs, e.g., programs for the deaf.

HARDWARE: - 78 timesharing terminals on a "CCC 17" Is (actually a
Data General Nova 3). Terminals are allocated to schools
on a per student basis and range from 1 to 16 per school.

- In addition there is a DEC 11/03 in the high schools for
computer literacy/computer programming courses.

SOFTWARE:

1. Advantages: Royalty for software use is pa 1; any course the
project support is available (y200 /terminal);
courses are comprehensive and have been field
tested; all support is provided

2. Littitations: Fairly expensive; must arrange the non computer
part of the programs to the software

PERSONNEL:

Aides, teachers and administrators were provided inservice training
during the school year (2-4 hours during school hours at union
request). At present, there is one project coordinator who works 1/4
to 1/3 time. Teacher aides and parent volunteers work with students
and keep an eye on the terminals (4 or more terminals require the
assistance of an aide). Initially, staff resisted the notion of CAI
however, once they were able to see student growth, they began to
accept its use. Intensiye person-to-person cont.,--A by the
consuL,ant, plus faculty meetings and inservice classec made staff
more responsive to the.project. Community support has been very
good. The district maintains an open policy of allowing anyone to
visit and observe the project.
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C3ST;

The project was funded for three years (1974-77Y through a Title I
grant. Since that time, the district has defrayed tne cost of the
project.

RECt314MESDATIONS/CONMENTS:
1. When putting CAI into a school system, develop a structured plan

for im?lementation; the program must be carefully laid out in
advance.

%

2. A Ct.I project must be tailored to meet the specific needs of
each school; one plan will not work for the entire district.

3. It is critical that time be allocated to helping staff grow into
the system.

4. The district recommends thatothers try a comprehensive program
of this nature, especially if there is not a great deal of money
available for daiielopment of programs and staff development.

5. The district encourages that others visit districts where CAI
has been implemented before designing their own prograra,

2 1 .)
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CONTACT PERSON:

COMPUTER LITERACY PROJECT

Al Olson

Hills ro Union High School District
Hillsbo , Oregon
(503) 640 4604

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:
A computer literacy project was implemented two years ago in ninth
grade math classes in the Hillsboro Union High School District.
Since that time the project has expanded to include an introductory
coursein computers for tenth grade students and two-levels of
computer programming for students in grades eleven and twelve.
School personnel and members of the community were responsible for
ii:itiating the project, and assisting in its implementation. Although
no formal evaluation has been conducted, teachers have indicated that
the project is successful with students. An electronics/vocational
program is currently under development.

HARDWARE:

(Junior High Schools)
- 3 schools: PET 16K
- 1 school Apple II

This hardware wa:. purchased specifically for this project. There are
15 micros in each building that are rotated within the Math
Department. They are all in use for the full day until Christmas, at
which time they are diSpersed among the math rooms and use is
determined by each teacher. In addition, each library has one micro
for student use full time, and the science divisions each have one
micro for science and energy simulations.

At the senior high school level the computer programming courses use
16 terminals timeshared gt the ESD. However, they are planning to
move to aicrocomputers here as well.

SOFTWARE:

Students write the r own programs. In addition, some software,
including games and tapeswhich provide a "walk through introduction
to microcomputers, has been acquired."

PERSONNEL:

Several district inservices were. provided prior to implementation of
the pro;ect. These included one evening workshop for math teachers,
principals and interested staff, three evening sessions for
interested staff from other schobls, and classes for credit on
computer awareness and computer app;ication. Inservice was also
provided for office staff and secretaries. Evening classes are
presently being developed for interested parents.

COST:

The project, is funded totally by the District, although some Title IV
grant funds provided the library and science machines. Expenditure
for inservice is kept to a minimum by using the voluntary and
enthusiastic assistance of the teachers involved.
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CONTACT

'ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION: TOTAL PROGRAM

RSON: Jerry Larer, Director of Computer Ser:ices

North Clackamas School District
14211 S.E. Johnson Road
Milwaukie, OR 97222

(503) 653-3827

DESCRIPTION OF I5RCJECT:

A comprehensive administrative and instructional computer project was
implemented in North Clackamas School District in 1975 (timeshare
since 1978; micros since 1975). The instilictional component includes

Computer literacy, computer science, and a small amount of CAI. The
administrative component includes data collection relating to
attendance, energy consumption, new construction, personnel, work and
service orders, scheduling, timetabling maintenance, andthe
transportation department. The project was initially funded through
an OMEC grant and student funds. Although a formal evaluation has
not '1! en conducted, the district feels the project has been
succedhtul because it has continually grown since its inception. The
district is committed to this growth and has formed an Instructional
Computer Services Committee to monitor and upgrade all aspects of the
project.

HARDWARE:

Student Use: Microcomputers: 25 Apple'II, 15 Pet. 3 TRS-80, plus
selected others

70 terminals timeshared on a DEC 1170
Administrative: 37'terminals timeshared on the DEC 1170

SOFTWARE:

According to district personnel, most available LAI coursework is not
designed adequately for student use. The district has developed its
own administrative program for attendance, energy consumption, new
construction, personnel, work,and service orders, maintenance, and
the transportation department. They purchased a scheduling and
timetabling package.

PERSONNEL:

Evening inservice classes and workshops are provided through DCE for
personnel involved in implementing either component of_the project.
As an initial grass roots effort, the project met with wide staff and
community acceptance. This support has only recently been attenuated
due to funding problems.

COST:

Initially the project, including teacher training, was supported
through a grant by OMEC. A budget of $250,000 includes computer
payment.' Micros are generally purchased by individu21 schools, with
contributions by PTAs.

1114
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RECOMMENDATIONS /COMMENTS:

1. Computers are cost effective; they provide better management of
data faster, and will not eliminate persInnel.

2. For the administrative component, simulations with staff are
encouraged before actual runs.

3. The district highly recommends that other districts use both
components of the project.

RESOURCES:

Consultants:
Dave Moursund (503) 686-4408
Dick Ricketts
Ron Tennyson

Journals:

Computing Teacher
Creative Computing
Interface Age
Byte
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CONTACT PERSON:

HARDWARE SELECTION' PROCESS

Wayne Neuberger

Beaverton School District #48
P.O. Box 200
Beaverton, OR 97075

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:
In 1978 Beaverton School District initiated a project that involved
evaluating different microcomputers to be used in an educational
setting. Administrators and teachers from all schools in the
district were included in the hardware process. Although a formal
evaluation of the selection prpcess has not been conducted, district
personnel indicate that the selection process has not received any
negative reactions from administrators; teachers. or students. The
district is currently reviewing instructional needs and may be
purchasing additional equipment for specific instructional purposes

HARDWARE:

Each school evaluated a different microcomputer for one year--the
result was a recommendation to standardize to a single system. There
are presently 75 micros in use throughout the district in both
secondary and elementary schools. Ten terminals are:on 'timeshare
through the ESD. Schools vary according to use time, ranging from
"some idle time" to 100 percent usage. Within the district,
student/machine ratio is 300:1; however, micros are predominantly
used with large groups (regular class or remedial) for CAI where the
ratio is 25-30:1.

SCTTWARE:

The only software aspect of this process was that the language of the
machine was a consideration.

ti

PERSONNEL:

District inservices classes were held to inform staff about the use
of microcomputers in education. These included district-wide classes
and school-site classes, conducted after school hours. Staff and

4 community interest have generated continued support of the project.

COST:

The project was funded in part through the regular allocation of
district funds. In addition, some funding.was provided by parent
groups and student body funds. The diptrict has been able to reduce
costs because of large scale purchases.
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RECOMMATIONS/COIMENTS :
1. If a district has limited funds and wishes to expand, it is

essential to purchase a standard machans.

2. Since elementary and secondary needs are different, a two-level
decision process is encouraged.

3. The district has devised a checklist that is available to other
districts.

4. When making a hardware selection decision, it is important to
consider the purposes of, the hardware.
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CONTACT. PERSON:

COMPUTER LITERACY PROJECT

Linda Malone, Director of Computer Literacy Program
Bush Schools
405 36th Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98112

(206) 322-7978

DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT:

In 1976, a computer literacy program for grades.K-12 was implemented
in Bush Schools. The program was initially on teletypes timeshared
to a mainframe, but has since been transferred to Datageneral Nova
Mini and 7 terminals. Although the project was designed for use with
a regular curriculum, it may also be used with a gifted program. The
project includes programs in the following academic areas: math
(problem solving), science (simulations), and P.E. (training
needs/nutritional needs). The computer program is compulsory for
students in Grade 8. A formal evaluation of the project has not been

conducted, however, student and parent response have been favorable.
The computer is in continual use and has become integrated into the
school curriculum.

HARDWARE:

7 terminals on a Datageneral Nova 7 Minicomputer. This configlration
is being phased -out in favor of 1 TRS-80 Model I microcomputers
networked together and one TRS-80 Colour Computer.

SOFTWARE:

Because software did not exist for the machine, the school had to
develop its own to meet specific needs. While this has been seen as
an advantage, it also creates a problem because programming is so
time-consuming. In addition, there are not enough graphics for each
program to be considered complete.

PERSONNEL:
Inpervice training and summer workshops were offered to school staff
and other interested teachers by jthe district computer staff. In

addition, the computer staff (two half-time teachers) continue to
offer their expertise tin a one-to-one basis. This service has
attenuated the initial "computer fear" experienced by many teachers.

AdministratorS are verysupportive of the project and have encouraged
staff computer awareness. Their support has helped to integrate the
computer into the regular school mainstream.

COST:

A grant plus a family gift prOVided the initial funding for the
Project. The project is currently funded through allocations from
the district operating budget. Additional costs include: hardware
(printer), supplies, student operators and programmers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
1. Staff inservice training is critical for increasing computer

awareness and knowledge and for reducing staff computer fear.

2. Before acquiring hardware it is important that the district
and/or school develop specific project goals and objectives.

3. Stiff should be trained as computer staff to avoid making the
program dependent on one person.

4. This project is recommended for use as a broad-based computer
literacy program.

5. This project is currently available through Creative
POlications. The, curriculum is not yet a docurent for
publication or ;,...uchase; however, the district encourages visits
from interested parties.

RESOURCES:

Computing Teacher
Byte
Creative Computing

Academic Computing Center, University of Washington
NWBEL
Dave Moursand (503) 686-4408
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BASIC SKILLS (EDUCATIOALLi DISADVANTAGED) PROJECT

CONTACT PERSON: Cliff Winkler

Medford School District
Medford, Oregon
(503) 776-8649

DESCRIPTION OP PROJECT:
In 1971 the Medford School District implemented a Title I "Multiple
Attack on Educational Disadvantaged" project for students deficient,
in basic skills. Students scoring belcm the 29th percentile on the
Stanford or Iowa Test of Basic Skills are eligible for the
comprehensive Basic Skills program. Micros are used to augment
regular instruction. One component of the project is CAI and
includes both commercial and district-developed software Ildrals and
games) in reading, math, and language concepts. The district will be
converting to Compucolor. Success of the project has been
demonstrated by student growth on achievement tests. The district
has been'able to document that a student must have a minimum of 14
hours per year in the project to succeed. They have identified
certain problems that make the System difficult to maintain at a
satisfactory livel: manpower shortage and rapid hardware changes.
They feel that advances in the field will not be made until micros
are related to video discs; people will then buy either courses or a
particular system. At present, the rapidly changing hardware
preclude a project from keeping up-to-date.

HARDWARE:

Initially an HP 22000 miri supporting 90 timeshared erminals.
In addition: 30 Compucolor Microcompute7s and 4 or 5 Ohio
Scientific, with a smattering of other micros--North Star, Apple

SOFTWARE:.

The district invites anyone to use the software they have developed.
They note, however, that a limitation may be the HP Basic language.

PERSONNELI

Stiff are self-trained. They started on HP and graduated to micros.
Response to the use of computers has been favorable because staff
have recognized the artance of computers.

COST:

The project has been funded through the district and a Title I grant.
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RECCiaSSNDATIoNS/03/INENTS:
1. Use of computers is effective for remedial education if skills

are broken down to the lowest level and a program is develop
which build's upon those skills.

2. CAI works if students are placed in the program for a reasonable
period of time.

3. Teachers must be well organised when using the program.

4. The district encourages others interested in using the program
to wait 2 or 3 years before they develop their own systems.

5. New goals for the district include: teachers evaluating their
work on computer and teachers using CMI.

6. At present, the project's documentation is poor: it was not
designed for publication. Therefore, interested parties are
encouraged to observe the system, and tf they have an HP system,
they can get a Copy of Medford's tape.

I
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EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED (TITLE I) PROJECT: MOTI LAB

CONTACT PERSON: Michael Grice

Ockley Green Element ry School
531 S.E. 14th Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
(503) 232-9134

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

A computer-managed multi-media p: 4ect designed by tht Prescription
Learninc Company to remediate basic skill deficiencies in Allading and
math at Grades 6-8 was implemented at Ockley Green Elementary School
in September 1981. Students scoring two years below grade level in
reading and mathematics were selected to participate in the project.
Students are first tested and then receive a written prescription via
a computerized system for remediating specific skill deficiencies.
Response to the project has been favorable, although problems have
been noted with CCC ;e.g., students become bored with the
repetitiveness of stories). The district is predently considering
developing a computer literacy project.

HARDWARE:
MOTI LAB: Student-management system is on a Pet CB/M 2001 with

2 disks and a printer
Computer Programming: 1 TRS-80 Mod I on which students can sign up .

for 15-minute time periods

SOFTWARE:

Software is multimedia oriented and multi-cultural. Its main
limitation is that the actual content of the reading program is very
leutral; it could te much more informational.

PERSONNEL:

Training for the M011 LAB, including programming, was provided b
company. Ad4tional training was necessary for the CCC system.
Initially there waz some jealousy among teachers toward MOTT LAB
teachers because of Lie Lab's popularity witk.students. However,
this has dissipated.

COST:

The project was funded through a Title I grant.
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RSCOMMENDATIONS/COMMtirS 2
1. Micro labs provide motivation for staff and students, thereby

enhancing the school image.

2. The human element is as important as the hardware/software
concerns.

3. Programming is more valuable than CAIr although the quality of
CAI is improving.

4. Machines are not culturally biased.

'SIS

5. The project is recommended for upgrading reading and th skills
and for computing skills. It is essential for the sc 1 to
have its "computer act" together.

6. Principals need to be taught about micros.

7. Media centers should subscribe to computer education journals.

8. Research on minority children's response to computers is
encouraged.
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CONFERENCE CONTACTS

Name /Address Tele hone
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REAURCE LIST

I. Printed Materials

A. Computer Education Namines
Classroom Computer News
Computing Teacher
Electronic Learning
Electronic Teaching
T.B.E. Journal
AMOS Journal
AIDS Monitor

B. Journals abstracted in Microcomputer Index: a subject index
covering, over 1,250 microcomputer magazine articles, including
,abstracts; publIttararterly; online version that can be
'accessed by a to using a phone line also available.
Asterisked (*) journals contained articles in 1981
specifically relating to education.

80 Kicrocomputing*

Apple Orchard
Byte*
Call A.P.P.L.R.
Compute*,
Creative Computing*
Dr. Dobb's Journal*
Info World*
Interface Age*

1
C. Journals abstracted in Exceptional Child Education Resources

that contained articles (1980-81) relating to the` use of
computers in educational setting!:

American Annals of the Deaf
Special Education: Forward Trends
Journal of Special Education Technology
6/C/T

Australian Journal of Developmental Disabilities
American Journal of Mental Deficiency
Journal of Learning Disabilities
Educational and Psychological Measurement
Mental Retardation
Teacher Education and Special Education
Education Unlimited
Gifted Child Quarterly
Child Welfare
Social Work
School Shop

Kilobaud Microcomputing*
Micro*
Nibble
On Computing*
Personal Computing*
Recreational Computing*
Micro
Softside*
Sync
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D. Journals abstracted in Current Index to :73urnals in Education
(CIJE) that contained articles (1980-81) relating to the use of
computers in educational settings:

Educational Computer Magazine
Business Education Forum
School Library Journal
Journal of Educational Technology Systems
InTormation Processing and Management
HASP& Journal
Media and Methods
Reading Besmirch Quarterly
Educational Leadership
Foreign Language Annals
Educational Technology
Economics of Bduciation Review
Training and Development Journal
VOc Ed
Exceptional Mild
MathematiCs Teacher
Journal. of Educational Review

B. Additional journals containing articles relating to the use of
computers in educational settings:

Cloud Magazine
Computerworid
Intelligent Machines Journal
MACUL Journal
Minicomputer News
North Star Newsletter
PST Paper
PET User Notes
Rainbow
TRS-80 Monthly Newsletter
Instructional Innovator

232

TRS-80 Software Exchange
.TRS -80 User Notes

TRS-80 Users Group
Newsletter

User Notes: 6502
Viper
80-US Journal
99'er
5100 User Notes
ACCESS: Microcomputers iri

Libraries
Small Computers in
Libraries Newsletter
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II. Agencies and Associations

A. State-wide organisations

State Departments of Education
Universities and Colleges

B. Nation-wide orvialsations

Micrnoomputer Software and Information for Teachers
Oacmosull (I-12)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 SW 6th
Portland, Oregon 97204
i5C3) 248-6800

Association for Edugational Data Systems (14138)

Wrgton, .C. 20036

1201 16th St;iet, N.V.
ashi
(202) 833-410k

Project Local (Programmed Instruction)
200 Nahatan Street
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
(617) 326-3050

Association for Development of Computer-Based
Instructional Systems (Programmed Instruction) (ADM)

Computer Center
Western Washington University
Bellingham, Washington 98225
(206) 676-2860

National Consortium for Computer-Based-Music Instruction
(Programmed Instruction) (102r3M1)

School of Music
University of Illinois.
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 333-0675

Association of Copputei Users (Information Processing)
(ALICI)

P.O. Box 9003
Boulder, Colorado 80301
(303) 499-1722

Minicomputer Users Interest Group Onformstion
Processing) (MUM

Department of Computer SCiO4Q41 and Statistics
California. Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
(805) 546-2824
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Special Interest Group for Computer Uses in Education
(Instructional Development) (SIGCUE)

c/o Association for Computer Machinery
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, Now York 10036

(212) 265-6300

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
(publishes a mini-list of resources for microcomputers
An education)

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus* Ohio 43210
(800) 848-4815'or (614) 486-3655

CONDUIT Mier Education)
P.O. Dos 388

. University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52244
(319) 353-5789

Computertown, USA.
P.O. Box E
Menlo Park, California 94025
(415) 327-0541

Association for Computing Machinery MX
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

(212) 265-6300

International Council for Computers in Education (ICCE)

Department of Computer and Information Science
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
(503) 686-4408

Minnesota Education Computing Consortium (MECC)
2520 Broadway Drive
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

(612) 376-1122

Society for Applied Learning Technology (SALT)
50 Culpepper Street
Warrenton, Virginia 22186

(703) 347-005'

Technical Education Research Centers (TEEC)
Computer ResourcovCenter

Eliot Strmwt
Cambridge, Aassachusetts 02138
(617) 547-3890
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C. User's Groups

Apple for the Teacher (National Apple Computer)
5848 Riddio Street
Citrus Plights, California 95610

Apple Cart
23 Van Buren Street
Dayton, Ohio *45402

Keystone Apple Core (TRS-80 User's Group)
4644 Carlisle Pike -

Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 17055

Pittsburgh Area Computer Club
400 Smithfield Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

Pennsylvania Area Computer Society
(Apple, Pet, Radio Shack)

LaSalle College
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19142

Philadelphia School District (Apple User's Group)
Philadelphia School District
Parkway at 21st Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Computer -Using Educators (CUR)

Independence Nigh SchoolComputer Center
1776 Education Park Drive
San Jose, California 95133

Call Apple
(206) 271-6939

Comouterised ihforsation Utilities (computer networks that provide
1) access to a data base, e.g., ERIC and 2) computer (software)
da.ograms that nay be ordered and delivered directly over phone
lines)

Leo *array, Vice President of Public Affairs
75 Itibkefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10019

widely - publicized, two-way cable Tv station
that offers normal cable TV, my TV and local
channels with some interactive programs
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VIEWDATA
Viewdata Corporation of America
One Wield Plaza
Miami, Florida 00101

a type of interactive text service

Teletext
John Carey
New York University Alternate Media Center
144 Sleeker Street
New 'York, New York

a constant stream of text and pictures
broadcast over a TV station, each page coded
with pre-selected keywords

CBBS
Craig Vaughan
Peripherals Unlimited
3450 R. Spring Street, Suite 206
Long Beach, California 90806

PCNET (Personal Computer NETwork)
People's Computer Company
Menlo Park, California

The Source
Computing Corporation oZ America 0=
1616 Anderson Road
McLean, Virginia 22101'

the first home-terminal consumer information
network in America

Micronet
Personal Computing Division
CompuServe, Inc.
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

a home-terminal computer network, piggybacking
off the CompuServe time-sharing company.
Micronet concentrates on business programs,
file editing and electronic mail

Electronic Information Exchange (RIBS)
Anita Graziano
Computerized Conferencing and*Communications Center
New Jersey Institute of Technology
323 Nigh Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

a nationwide community of about 1,000 members,
dividi3 into groups devoted to specific
topics, e.g., Technology for the Eandicapped,
Generai Systems Theory
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PLATO
Control Data Corporation
P.O. Box 0

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
computerised instruction erogram

Panalog
Ed Housman
GTE Laboratories
40 Sylvan Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

an informal community of information
scientists, students and researchers in
technology for the deaf

IV. r Softy re for Educational Administration Preface

The following repretents a reasonably comprehensive list of the
available software for the educational administrator. Many achcols
and districts are doing their own programming and implementatic
which is not being published. This field is beginning to grow very
quickly, so this list is not claimed to be complete.

MuolltsmAislitalllobar

Ar. Charles Mann & M,3ciates (APPLE II 48k)
7594 San Remo Trail
Yucca, California 92284

1. Personal text processor
o Administrative aids
o Teacher .

o $65.95
*o 3.2
o This program aids the school's secretary in preparing

the school correspondence.

2. Grading systems programs 1
o Administrative aids
o Teacher-
o $199.95
o 3.2
o Helps teachers and administrators keep track of

grades, cgmulative averages and School credits.

3. The class scheduling program
o Administrative aids
o Teacher
o $25.00
o 3.2
o This allows the user to perform a number of functions

involved in class scheduling (including courses
available).
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4. Grading systems programs II
o Administrwtivr aids
o teacher
o $249.95
o 3.2

o This program is a combination of the "grading systems
program I' and a light pen which minimizes teacher
keyboard entry.

B. Microdynsaics Educational Sstems Ina.
2360 SW 170th
Beaverton, Oregon 97005

C.

1. Various educational templates /modules
DB Master (see part II)

tion T hnol

are available for the

in Education MITIE
Jim Rose
School of Education
University of 'Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80309

1. Enrollment projections by survival
Logistics curve forecasting

D. Data Pransing Consultants
2405 San Petits. N.B.

Albuquerque, New Toxic° 87110

1. Immunization package
o 3.2

ratio method

o. Retains personal data on all students as

-Lad status for up to six immunizations~
next date for shot and prints a report.

R. Mbuument Computer SeL. icy.
ViLage Data Centre
P.O. Box 603
J:shus Tree, California 92252

well as dates
Calculates

1. Assistant principal
o $500.0"
o 3.2/AS
o This package pr-vides total control of class rosters,

student master records, student scheduler., teacher
assignments and grade reporting.



P Sell 6 Sowell
7100 McCormick Road
Chicago, Illinois 60645

1. Otade System
o $450. 3
o 3.2/AB
o This is a comprehensive grading system that allows

grades to,be kept and stored for up to 600 students on
OAS diskette.

;SS.R.search
Discovery Park
University of-Victoria
P.O. Box 1700

Victoria, B.C., Canada V8W 2y2

1. The Administrators' Apple Package
o $500.00
o 3.2/3.3
o The package consists of attendance, demographic and

textbook systems. The package has a word processing
capabi1ity which allows for personalized attendance
letters tovaients.

OMMICO Commits): Associates, Inc.
3300 Buckeye Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

1.

o $650.00
o 3.2/
o This is a complex registration system for high schools

Radar High School Distala
429 W. Park Avenue
Bridger, Montana 59014
(Carl Pox)

Y. Vary comprehensive small district or single high school
marries of software packages for TRSO -80

State Validated material includes
o financial management
o Student accounting, & eduling, etc.
o Staff accounting
o Miscellaneous (school calendar, sports data, etc.)
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General Software of use in Educntional Setting

A. Word Processing Systems

1. Every microcomputer manufacturer has at least one word
processing system which they Larket for their machine. In

addition, sevdral others are available from independent
producers which they will tell you about.

B. Szecialize6 Word -Processing

o Catalog writer
o Business education administrative aids
o Junior/senior teacher
o Cook's Computer Company, 1905 Bailey Drive,

Marshalltown, IA 50158
o $19.95
o 3.2

o This is a word processing system designed to produce a
descriptive catalogue

C. Decision-Making Aids

1. Electronic
Vlsicalc

DB Master

work sheet type
Personal Software, Inc.
592 Madden Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Stoneware Microcomputer Products
1930 Fourth Street
San Rafael, CA 94901

2. Desktop Plan Personal Software, Inc.

(See above)

3. Visiplot, Personal Software, Inc.
Visitrend (See above)

D. Accounting Packages

1. The Colkroller
o business education
o teacher
o Apple Computer, Inc.
o local dealer
o 3.2
o This is a comprehensive accounting system

E. Data Base'Management Systems

1. Ewa Factory
o Microlab

3218 Skokie Valley Rd.
Highland Park, Minois 60035
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2. W.sifi
o Per 1 Software

592 n Drive
Bunn ale, California 94086

3. DB Master
o Stoneware Microcomputer Products

1930 Fourth St.
San Rafael, California 94901

4. Database Manager -1 (CROMBNCC)
o Condor CoMputer Corporation

3989 Research Park Drive
P.O. Box 8318
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107

5.' Global
o Global Parameters

1505 Ocean Ave.
Brooklyn, New Yo:k 11230
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Preface

This document was prepared by
the staff of the Computer Technology
Program of the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory persuant to a
contract with the Portland Public
Schools, Oregon. It is a statement
of the scope of instructional

computing and a definition of its

compnents for teachers and adminis-
trators to use as a framework for
further reading and discuision.
This document is not a definition
officially approved by the Portland
Public Schools. It represents the
opinion of the staff of the Computer
Technology Program.,
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ITeaching About Computers
Student reaction to computers in school is almost
universally positive. Even those who are initially
threatened by the computer quickly become intrigued.

Christine Doerr
Microcomputers and the 3 R's

Elementary and secondary
students typically study t!a
computer in four major coursework
areas, which are described'in the
following pages. These areas
provide a reasonable framework in
which to envision present and future

computerbased instruction.' It may,
however, be organized somewhat
differently in special cases and, in
the future, new areas may develop to
such an extent that they merit
separate course content and
definition.

Computer Literacy

While the content of other
computer courses aims at a more
indepth comprehension of and
experience with the computer as a
machine and tool, the computer
literacy course focuses on the
computer as an increasingly

important technology influencing
our private and public life. The
computer is identified as
contributing to the solution of
social and economic problems and in
creating the environment for people
to create new problems. Although
limitations on hardware capabilities
are decreasing rapidly, limitations
of people to deal with the computer
are not dropping as quickly.

1

As defined by the Oregon

Commission on Computers in
Education, computer literacy
involves the achievement of:

...awareness, attitudes, and
knowledge necessary to
understard the effects of the
computer on society. It is
essential that everyone be
cognizant of the capabilities
and limitations of the
computer and be attuned to
the social, vocational and
governmental implications of
the increasingly widespread
utilization of computers.

Hansen, Klassen et al, in their
article "Computer Literacy Courses"
(AEDS Monitor, October, 1979, p.
29-30), describe computer literacy
courses currently taught as varying
widely in content, often including
elements of programming, computer
operations, etc. But as computer
courses become articulated in the
modern curriculum, "literacy"

courses should generally focus on
broader concerns:

What is the student's
orientation to computers?

What is the present and future
role of the computer?
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What are the capabilities and
limitations of computers?

What implications do computers
have for society?

Orientation may typically
include the history of computing, an
overview of computer parts and how
-they work, and a general intro
duction to how people commueicate
with and control computers. Some

expisure to computers in handson
experience should be included.
Present and future role discussions
may include an introduction to the
uses of computers in government,
business, medicine and science,
education and information centers,
and future visions of innovative,
expanded and newly created roles for
hardware and software. Capabilities
and limitations of computers may
focus on present and potential
characteristics of speed, accuracy,
access and storage dimensions,
versatility, compa'tibil'ity as well

as its various technical limits and
limitations. The spectrum of-
implications which computers hold
for society in the present and
future may include looking at its
positive and negative impact on
individuals, groups, the economy,
'education, employment, and so
forth.

A special burden of "currency"
is implied for the computer literacy
course which, by its nature,
addresses the broadest school
audience with a generalized
introduction to the computer.
Instructors of this course will be
required to keep its content current
with technical innovations and their
impact and implications for society.

Instructional objectives may
also be met by incorporating them in

other established courses at a
variety of grade levels. In this
alternative format, the previous

commeuts on content still apply, bu
simple concepte may be covered earl
in the student's school lie
Requisite mathematics may be handle,
in the math curriculum, electronics,
in the science curriculue, and
social impact in the social studies
curriculum. The useful application
of computers may be exemplified by

using the computer as a matter of
course whenever it is useful in
school work for simulation, problem
solving and other techniques.

Computer Science

The definition of computer
science provided in Computer
Applications in Instruction, by
Judith B. Edwards et al., continues
to apply:

Courses in computer science
usually include a practical
introduction to the computer
as a machine, giving
attention to the basics of
how it operates, how to run
programs, on it, and how to

write programs. These
courses may be given
independently of mathematics
science, or business courses
or they may be associated
with a related discipline in
order to offer students more
specialized and useful
exposure to computer

programming.

The aim of computer science is,
therefore, the study of the machine
and related technology, including
programming the cry,sputer to achieve

specific ends. The study of
computer science and programming ha
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been successfu:ly included in the
curriculum at any level of
education, *beginning as early as
grade one.

The focus of computer science at
the elementary and a. )ndary levels
will increasingly be on the small,
Accessible microcomputer as it
becomes mord available. The larger
and more complex machines involied
in time-sharing compUtingthere the
actual mainframe computer is usually
inaccessibly located at a
distance--may continue to be the
focus of computer science at the
college-levels. Pre-college
computer programming will involve
varying degrees of programming

-skills for prOblem-solving and/or
data processing, depending on the
discipline(s) with which the course
is associated. Although the
programming language taught will
usually be a version of the general
purpose BASIC, some micros now have
PASCAL, COBOL, FORTRAN and other
language options which may be
preferred in specific situations.

Computer Languages

Computer languages are not as
complex as a natural language like
English, but there are parallels.
Computers accept words and symbols
as commands- to perform certain
functions. It may be as simple as
multiplying two numbers which
requires very few language words
(programming steps). Or the desired
outcome may involve hundreds, even
thousands of steps. Computer
languages have a rigorous vocabulary
and syntax. A missing comma or
misspelled word can thwart an entire
program.

A programming language is
converted ., the computer into

"machine language"--electronic

3

impulses across .circuit boards. It

is possible to by-pass a programming
language and communicate with the
computer directly through machine
language. It is much more difficult
to learn, but when understood

provides greater flexibility for
program creation and manipulation.

The range of computer languages
being included in elementary and
secondary programming instruction is
expanding to greater contact with
and understanding of the computer
itself. Some programming languages
serve a general purpose and are
relatively English-like: BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN andso forth. These
are the usual focus at pre-college
levels and provide for varying
degrees of programming proficiency.

Students can be introduced to some
of the more specialized languages
such as PASCAL or even LOGO which

may be especially suitable in
specific situations where
programming is being taught.

However, as microcomputers
become more and fore available in

the school setting and so provide
personal control, an tncreasing
number of students will have the
opportunity to develop abilities in
machine language as well.

Classes in computer languages
may aim at various goals, including
the manipulation of the computer
itself (as in the development of
system software), the programming of
games, simulations or graphics, and
the creation of problem-solving
programs for various uses.

Vocational/Pre-Professional Skills

Traditional courses teaching
vocational or pre-professional
lcills include practical training in
keypunching (the preparation of data
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on keypunched cards), terminal
operation, computer operation and
programming for data processing
functions. This focus will continue
to be important due to the continued
prevelance of data processing
operations in business, government
ani sciences. Therefore, the terms
"vocational or pre-professional

skills" will necessarily include
these training areas.

As the technology continues to

4

.

change rapidly, however, modifica-
tions in traditional skills and
entirely new skills will become a

part of training programs. For
example, keypunching will decline in
importance as direct data entry
becomes more common. Further, as
the use of microcomputers spreads in
business and government, special

vocational training will begin to
focus on the operation of
microcomputers and their peripherals
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Teaching With Computers
When teachers first consider a computer in their classroom,
they are gripped by an all-too-common fear the fear of
being replaced by a machine. On the contrary, the computer
by itself can never be as effective as a human teacher; an
alliance of the two, however, creates a powerful teaching
force.

Christine Doerr
Microcomputers and the 3 R's

During the last decade, the uses
of computers in instruction have
multiplied to include a great
variety of roles for the computer as
an instr tioaal instrument. The
main modes of computer use defined
below are: drill and practice,
tutoria', simulation, problem -
solving, and information retrieval.

It is important to rote that these
descriptions are "working
definitions" for the purpose of
general conceptualizations. In

practice the roles may overlap,
combine or deviate from the typical
patterns described here. Each of
the roles also finds application
across grade levels and curricular
areas.

Drill and Practice

Drill and ractice with the
computer articular value where
bpecific fa eed to be learned or
specific ski' - need to be
developed, such as in arithmetic,
spelling, history, reading,
languages and the sciences.

As defined simply by Edwards et
al., drill and practice

...irplies that the computer
can act as a drillmaster.

Students first develop a

skill or acquire some factual
knowledge--without the
computer...they then use the
computer to review and
practice these skills and
concepts.

The special utility of the
computer in this educational role is
described in the AEDS Journal
special issue, "Microcomputers:
Their Selection and Application in
Education":

A student's tole-ance (and
need) for routine,
repetitious practice may
exce_d an instructor's (or
parent's) available time or
patience.... Just the
tireless patience of a
computer makes drill and
practice on such a medium
valuable.

The drill and practice format is
usually a basic computer-originated
question (or problem) and
student-entered answer format.
Within this general design, a great
variety of methods are used for
indicating correct or Incorrect
responses, providing cues or hints,

tracking students along a gradient
of problems according to answers,
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grading performance, and so forth.
This differs from the tutorial mode
in that drill and practice imparts

no new skill or information.

A significant advantage of using
the computer as a drill master is
its capability of simultaneously
acting as a teacher's aide by
keening detailed records of student
performances. This role, however,
will be considered a specific

function of the computer in
"managing instruction," discussed
below.

(

The introduction of micro-
computers will expand this use of
computers across the curriculum and
grades, including special students
who can benefit from patiently
conducted drill. Most drill slid

practice programs do not require
utorage capabilities in excess of
what micro's can typically handle.
The small size of micros makes them
uniquely accessible to children in
the primary grades where drill is
daily a part of the instructional

, process.

Tutorial

In the tutorial mode approach
the computer acts as a tutor,
providing new factual information
and engaging the student in a
question-and-answer dialog about

that information. The computer can
be programmed to guide the student
into integration of information and

discovery and in routing the
student through helpful additional
or remedial information on which he
or she can be further engaged in
dialog. While drill and practice
typically discriminates only right
answers from wrong, tutorials can be
programmed to deal with any

conceivable response, which
heightens the interactive quality'
for the student. The assumption in

tutorial mode is tha, the algorithm
for teaching a topic is well defined
and can be programmed for a computer,

Ordinarily a great deal more
memory and/or storage capability is
required than in simple drill and
practice, making the size of the new
smaller micros (e.g., 8K) a possible
limitilg ctor for this role in
today's assroom. However, with
disk or ape storage capabilities
relatively unlimited for most
micros, even unusually large
tutorial programs may be fitted to
t" smaller micros.

Simulation (modeling, gaming,
scenarios

Simulation applications are
those which operate on and present
experience with a model of physical
or social situations. The model
simplifies the situation being
presented. It can be organized as a
pedagogical scenario or as a game
with which the student interacts in
order to accomplish certain goals
(reach the end, win, survive,
etc.). This axle may be the most
popular among students and teachers

alike as it can provide exceptionai
motivation and interest. Simulation
is often responsible for providing

the only practical, safe or possible
experience with a given situation
under study. For example, studies
of hereditary characteristic
transler or radioactivity which, for
reasons of time and/or safety cannot
be conducted in the classroom, can
be si'"ilated by a computer program.

The difference between simula-
tions and pure games may often be
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obscure. In an ecology simulation,
for example, where two life forms
compete for survival, the goal of
surviving may easily translate into
"Inning" and the competition be
experienced as a game. For purposes
cf distinction it may be useful' to
designate as a simulation any
computer application which presents
experiences with instructive
information by modeling "real world"
situations. When the ,timing mode is
highly visible, as in an economics
simulation where the student saves
the country from economic collapse
by strategi= decisions about
resources and policies, the
applicatio may be classified as a
"simulation-game." The computer
program which presents
non-instructional information
(however interesting or applicable
to real work situations) in a game
mode may qualify as simply a
"game." It must be kept in mind
that pure games,are sometimes very
effective in classroom use, for
example, in introducing computer
use, in promoting cooperative
behaviors, and so forth.

Problem-Solving

The role of the computer in
problem-solring may be divided into
three essential vises : using the
computer (1) as a calculator, (2) as
a complex problem-solving device,
and (3) as a vehicle for teaching
problem-solving.

In this first role as a
calculator, the computer offers
speed and accuracy in performing the
kinds of complea'calculations often
required in mathematics, science,
and business courses where the

solving methods are not the central
focul. Affordable and convenient

7

hand-held calculators offer just
this problem-solving capability, but
in a much more limited fashion.

They generally do not provide a
print-out of calculations, and the
memory capability is markedly

infeslor to that of a computer.
Computers offer large display
capacity or hard copy on which to
track and trace calculational work,
often an important feature for the
student generating or using
solutions to complex problems. The
advent of the microcomputer brings
the power of much more complex

calculations into use by students at
far less cost than previous
time-sharing computing required.

In the second role as a complex
problem-solving device, the computer
is used not simply as a,calculator
but is employed as a tool for
solving complex (multi-dimensional)

problems and providing large amounts
of otherwise inaccessible
information. Problem-solving
programs do not deliver instruction
or correction; they simply allow the
student to enter all the data needed
to solve the problem(s). The
computer then performs all
manipulations and provides the
answer. For example, using a
typical program designed to solve
problems concerning payments on
lung-term loans, the student might
be directed by the program to enter
information on amount borrowed,
interest rate, and term of loan.
The computer would then perform all
necessary manipulations. A printout
(or display) could provide an entire
payment picture from a schedule of
outstanding balances at the
beginning of the payment periods to
period-ending interest and principal
payments due. Or a simple

problem-solving program which will
factor trinomials may direct the
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student to enter values for x,
and z after which it dill perform
the necessary manipulations and

printout or display the factors.
Such programs are designed to solve
many problems of the same kind
quickly, one after the other.

The third problem- solving role,

Laing the computer as a vehicle to
teach problem - solving, centers on
students writing programs to solve a
problem. According to Edwards et
al., the use of computers for
tenching problem-solving was, in

1975, "probably the moat popular
instructional use of the computer to
date, since typically fewer
curriculum materials are required
and prawritten programs are not
needed.' This situation appears to
be unchanged at the beginning of the
1980'a. Computer-based curricular
materials are still limited,,
especially in schools whiel are just
beginning to 30e computers in
instruction and have no experience
in collecting, testing and using
instrUctional programs. As
computer-based materials become more
readily available, the unique
capability of t computer in the
area of teachi g roblem-solving
will continue to one of the
technology's strongest educational
tools.

Teaching problem-solving through
programming centers on the students'
grasping programming metho4ology and
a programming language sufficiently
to liign (program) the steps that
wi produce the solution to a
pr.._ em. It demands logic,
precision and an understanding of

the concept being programmed.
Development of these skills is
thereby taught and encouraged. The

computer it; being used successfully
in this way as early as grade one,

where just a few skills in
flowcharting and programming can
equip children to program
problem-solutions win. clarity and
considerable enthusiasm. At higher
levels, instruction in problem-
solving through programming can
become highly technical and
complex. It can begin to encompass

ouch domains as game development,
data management, industrial drawing
using specialized graphics, and so

forth.

As with the computer roles
described previously, the
application of the computer in
problem-solving can be used
effectively in many different
curricular areas. The relevant
requirement is simply that some
problem-solving be taught or
involved in the successful study of
the subject. This, of course, makes
the major disciplines of mathe-
matics, se aces and business
especially ropriate at all levels

for thesL uter uses.

Infc.imation Storage and Retrieval

This mode of use involves a data
base and the use of a program to
summarize, compare, analyze and
otherwise manipulate the data stored
in it. A major application is the
collection and ai.Llysis of data
through surveys or questionnaires.
Another is the collection of
historic data about a community or
other entity from records, to create

a "picture" or "model" of that
community. A good retrieval program
would then allow students to pose
questions about the nature of life
in that community, which could be
answered by selecting relevant
information.



Another major application in
this classification'is the use of
large data bases for guidance and
counseling. Several. such systems
exist which enable students,
teachers and'parents to quickly
search for available opportunities
and prerequisites for various

0

careers, and the opportunities for
post-secondary education. The
databases are usually regional or
national in scope and can be
searched in a few minutes according
to a wide range of criteria. The
time savings and the comprehensive
nature of the information are very
valuable features.

9
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Computer As
Teacher Support

Teachers are freed from the negative roles of "judges,"
and they are free to expand their roles as mentors; yet
at times the innovative student makes the breakthrough,
providing the teacher with one of the great rewards in
this profession.

Christine Doerr
Microcomputers and the 3 r:

While the computer offers a wide
range of educational capaCiiies--as
a-subject of,studyand as a vehicle
of instructionthstechnology's
capabilities can be of immens.-value
as an aide to the teacher as well.
The computer provides expanded
resources for designing, teaching
and analyz4.ng instruction and
performance thereby increasing
efficiency and success in the
classroom. The four general .

categories described below encompass
the major services compUters can
perform for the teacher.

Goal/Objective Setting

Goal or objective setting
involves establishing evaluation
criteria and a continual
reorganization of quantities of -

information and regarding students,
teaching materials, scheduling,

etc. The computer can, provide
teacher support in this essential
area by providing storage and
retrieval capability and analysis of
data where time had often prohibited
such preparatory work.

Evaluation/Assessment

The aim of evaluation/assessment

10

is described in the TIES manual on

"Instructional Management Support,"
as being

...to determ" how the
student performs in relation
to tae goals and/or
objectives, and assessing till
instructional procedures and
tools used. This may lead tl

a redefinition or restatemen
of goals and/or objectives o
may result in a change in
teaching techniques and/or
strategies.

Computer support of evaluation/
assessment activities includes test
item generation, storage and
retrieval, and scoring and analysis
of tests. This may offer the busy
teacher important information and
insights for which time may not
otherwise be available. Computers
can further supplement the
evaluation /assessment activity by
generating reports of student
progress, status, grades and
summaries of data.

Diagnosis

Greater stress is increasingly
being placed on diagnosis and
successful remeaiation in situation



of learning difficulty or failure.
Computers can play an important role
in assisting the teacher to develop
a complete student profile of
strengths, weizknesses and other
variables necessary for analysis of
the learning' situation and diagnosis
of student, needs. The computer
offers storage and retrieval of
significant historical records as
well as comparative data from norms
testing. Diagnostic tests can be
generated for use in more definitive
analysis; the quantitative aspects
of analysis can also be handled by
the computer Summaries and reports
involved in effective diagnosis
therefore become more accesatble to
educators.

Planuing;Prescribiag

The process of planning and
prescribing is partially defined in
the TIES manual cited above as that
step in "determining the educational

experiences and settings necessary
to meet the instructional needs."
This involves the consideration of
student diagnostic information as
well as other Available resources,
strategies and activities. The
computer can serve by:

providing grouping and
scheduling routines,

storage and retrieval of
relevant diagnostic data and
instructional material
references,

generation of individual or
group activity prescriptions
for a designated time period
such as an hour, day, or week.

The essence of planning and

prescribing is determining which
student should be placed with which
teacher in what space and time with

what resources to reach which
objectives.

In addition to the aspects of
computers in instructional
managemeut discussed above, other
more general capabilities of the
computer as a teacher's aide should
be kept in mind:

computer-based information
storage and retrieval can
play an important rdle in
collection ofmaterials for
instructional presentation,

which otherwise require
time-consuming searches
through files and
libraries. ?,11-Aer, the
storage and retrieval
capability of computers has
been effectively used for
presenting career guidance
information.

.

materials generation is a
q capability of the computer

which utilizes the
computer's storage and
retrieval power with its'
printing capability to

....-17-

create specialized
computer-interactions,

indivAualized worksheets,
text materials and so
forth. Such materials can
be tailored class or
individual by the teacher.
This capability may be
combined with the
evaluative, diagnostic and
planning activities
discussed above to produce
an over-all
individualization of

instruction.
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J APPENDIX

Glossary of Computer-Related Terms

Bit Pad A rectangular electronic tablet which causes
designs drawn on it with a special pen to be
stored in coded form in-a microcomputer for
later display on the video screen (CRT).

CAI Computer Assisted Instruction, usually
encompassing drill and practice and tutorial
applications of computers, but also used by
some to include all/instructional
applications. if

Cassette A small plastic cartridge containing
one-eighth-inch magnetic tape for use in
cassette recorders.

CBE Computer-Based Education, refers to all
instructional ap *ications of computers.

CMI Computer Managed Instruction, refers to the
use of computers to assist in the management
of instructional activitives.

CRT Cathode Ray Tube, a video display screen.

Data base The collection of all data used and produced
by a computer program. In large systemsi
data base analysis is usually concerned with
large quantities of data storedin disk and
tape files. Sraller microcomputer systems
are more frequently concerned with data base
allocations of available memory locations
between the Program and data storage areas.
Also called data bank.

Data Entry The task of storing data In a computer from
a device such as a terminal or card reader.

Disk Drive A mechanical and electronic device which

stores and retrieves information from a disk.

Downloading A procedure enabling the microcomputer to be
used like a terminal when connected to a
central time-sharing computer system. A
program stored in the central computer can
be transferred to the microcomputer and
stored in the micro's memory. This program
can then be saved by the microcomputer on
its storage device (i.e., floppy disk) for
later use. (Urtoading is a transfer from
micro to central system.)
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Drill and Practice A CAI program in which the computer acts as
a drielmaster.

EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory,
which is like PROM except that it can be
erased and reused.

Floppy Disk A magnetib mass storage medium used to store
programs and data not currently used by the
micro. The floppy disks are so named
because they are soft and bend easily.
Typical classroom micros use a mini-floppy
which is 5 1/4" in diameter, and stores
about 100,000 alphabetic characters.

Game

Graphics

Hardware

A Computer simulation with a win/lose
element; the student takes partial or total
control of one side of the action.

Facilities to provide computer output in the
form of displays, drawings, and pictures.

Physical equipment,such as electronic,
magnetic, and mechanical devices. Contrast
with "software."

Joystick A device frequently used with microcomputers
to control the movement of figures in a
display.

K A metric designation meaning 1000, typically
used in ou.mpUter terminology to mean 1000
char tern of storage. For example, a 16K

o refers to a microcomputer having space
in RAM for approximately 16,000 characters
of information.

Keypunching The process by which original, or source
data, is recorded in punch cards. The
operator reads sours documents and, by
depr' sing keys on atkeypunch machine,
converts source document information into
punched holes.

Line Printer An output peripheral device that prints data
one line at a time.

Magnetic Tape A plastic tape having a magnetic surface for
storing data in a code of magnetized spots.
Data may be represented on tape using a six-
or eight-bit coding structure.

Microcomputer A computer based on a microprocessor;
consists of the CPU, memory and input/output
circuitry. Usually called a "micro."
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Microcomputer Sys'Am. . Consists of the microcomputer plus
additional peripherals such as video display
devices, printers, and floppy disks.

Centre: processing unit (CPU) contained on
one chit nicknamed a computer-on-a-chip.

Microprocessor

MicroSIFT Microcomputer Software and Information for
Teachers, a clearinghouse for educational
programs and information about
microcomputers operated by the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

MODEM An acronym for MOdulator-DEModulator. A
device that permits the transmission of data
over communication lines by changing the
form of the data at one end so that it can
be carried over the lines; another modem at
the other end changes the data back to its
original form that it is acceptable to
the machine (computer, etc.) at that end.

On-Line

Operating System

Peripheral

Problem Solving

Program . .

A term describing equipment, devices, and
per2,cms that are in direct communication
with the central processing unit of a
computer. Equipment that is physically
co.inected to the computer.

Ah organized collection of software that
controls the overall operations of a
computer. The operating system does many
basic operations that were performed by
hardware in older machines, or that are
common to many progra74s. It is available to
the computer at all times by being held
either in internal storage or on an
auxiliary storage device. Abbreviates OS.
A disk operating system is referred to as
DOS.

Refers to devices attached to a computer
which perform useful functions, such as
printer, CRT, disk drive, bit pad.

An instructional use of the computer in
which the student learns about some aspect
of the real world by writing or using a
computer program to solve the problem.

(1) A sequence of instructions that permits
a computer to perform a particular task.
(2) A plan to achieve a problem solution.
(3) To design, write, and test one or more
routines. (4) Loosely, a routine.
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PROM Programmable Read Only Memory, which is
programmed by special meens other the
micro keyboard.

RAM Random Access Memory.. Used to store user
programs; however, the contents are lost
when the microcomputer's power is shut off.

RP Modulator A device needed to modify a standard
television for use with a microcomputer.
It, in effect, converts the monitor signal
from the computer to the regular TV signal.

-ROM Read Only Memory. Contents of ROM are
permanent and cannot be changed by the
user. For most microcomputers, BASIC and
the operating system reside in ROM.

RS 232 Serial Interface . Enables the microcomputer to exchange data
with other computers or with peripherals
such as printers.

Simulation A computer program based on a model which
behaves like some portion of the real world.

Software. . . A set of programs, procedures, routines, and
documents associated with the operation of a
computer system. Software is the name given
to the programs that cause a computer to
carry out particular operations. The
software for a computer system may be
classified as application programs and
system programs. Contrast with "hardware.*

Terminal (1) An input/output peripheral device that
is on-line to the computer, but that is in a
remote location: another room, another
city, or another country. (2) A point at

which information can enter or leave a
communication network.

Time-sharing A method of operation in which a computer
facility is shared by several users for
different purposes at (appantly) the same
time. Although the computer aLtt!ally
services each user in sequence, the high
speed of the computer makes it appear that
the users are all handled simultaneously.

Tutorial A CAI program in which the computer
describes some concept or process and then
engages the student in a question and answer
dialog.
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